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Unrivaled.
Incomparable. Unparalleled.
Within this volume of The
Redwood, you will see what
makes Santa Clara University
the hidden gem of Silicon
Valley. Whether students are
doing research in Eastern
Africa, igniting social
movements throughout dorm
hallways, or creating apps that
;sweep across campus, there is
lways something innovative
nd exciting happening within
ur ever growing community.
ot only does the immaculate
balance of academics
and student life create an
extraordinary community,
but we do it all with a passion
driven by Jesuit values. This
adds an element which makes
us unrivaled, on and off the
ield. Let fl7lese narratives
J
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A Letter from the President

Broncos do not run in parallel lines. Indeed, they tend not to run
in lines at all. Unbroken and untamed, broncos refuse the reins that
would reduce their freedom and break their spirit. They defy order
and the loss of individuality.
Broncos are unparalleled.
As a community that craves progress, we see this same spirit in our future
business people, scientists, and engineers who innovate in order to create
the future here and now; in our social sciences and humanities students who
challenge the status quo with fresh ideas and insights; in our athletes and
artists who push themselves to perfect new techniques and perform at the
highest level; and in our campus ministers who show that true faith will never
be satisfied so long as suffering and injustice exist in our world.
Our Santa Clara education has given us the audacity to envision something
greater, and the responsibility to lead in this effort. We look back at this 2014-2015
academic year and recognize our ability to meet ambitious vision with tangible
action.
We hope that this Santa Clara experience will give us the courage to create our own
paths and trajectories that are not reined in by the pressure to conform.
We are Broncos. We are unparalleled.

Anaisy Tolentino
Student Body President

Patrick McDone/1
Executive Vice President

A Letter from the President

0 Malu Ve ltze
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Never Ring The Bell~===_,====-====--=======
- - ~ - - Emulating Navy Seals, men's water polo strive to never back d

own.

At the end of each week, the men's water polo team makes it a priority to meet with Adam Saucedo
'05, their personal sports psychologist. In their meeting they review the previous week, reflect on
recent practices and games, and discuss what could have been done better. They work on their
team dynamics, analyzing how they have been playing and their relationships with each other.
With Saucedo, the team came up with a motto at the beginning of the season. These mottos serve
as a motivating force for when adversity hits. This season, inspired by the Navy Seals, their motto is
"never ring the bell:'
"The navy seals have this bell that when you quit you have to go up and ring as loud as possible," Mark
Davis'15 said.
The Men's Water Polo team has adopted this phrase as a way of encouraging each other to continue on
and to work harder.
"Our motto is meant to emphasize the fact that we will never quit no matter how hard, how difficult or
how daunting the task seems;' goalie Matt Pritchett '15 said.
This phrase could be heard throughout their long, hard August practices, preparing them for the season.
It could also be heard in games when additional encouragement was needed. The motto has been
especially important to the team as they have faced a lot of hardships. This year was particularly rough in
terms of injuries. Multiple concussions as well as shoulder and back injuries have challenged the depth of
their roster and forced them to push even harder than usual.
"The fourth quarter roles around and Matt, the goalie, will come up to me and say 'never ring that bell; it's
his way of saying, 'Don't give up. I wont give up on you, you don't give up on me,"' Graham McClone '17
said. "It's really the idea that no matter what happens I am going to play as hard as I can."
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Brian C hen

David Guibord '15 prepares
to pass as a defender swims
toward him.

0

Bria n Che n

Head Coach Keith Wilbur
discusses strategy with h is
team during their game
agaist Stanford at home on
Nov. 12.

Brian Chen

Casid he McClone '15
passes to Dav1d Guiborq
'15 in a match agains the
Loyola Lions.

0

Bria n Che n

Matt Pritchett ' 15 prepares to
block an oncoming shot from
the Pepperdine offense. SCU
Men's Water Polo prevailed
against the Waves in an
intense match on Nov, 14.

Mens W ater Polo

9
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Runn

keeping up with rival schools. In such a competitive league, the cross-country team has to stick together to run their best.

"Our main goal throughout the season so far has been to work together as a pack, running together as a team:• Amia Nash ' 15 said. "When you can
work with each other, it's beneficial in a race:'
''It's a lot easier to run with your teammates because they're pushing you and pulling you along, even if they're not saying anything to you;' Kelly
Ryan ' 15 said.
Building communication and camaraderie among the athletes was an important part of running their best. Team dinners, training together and a
pre-season camping trip in Santa Cruz helped them build that team chemistry. The women's team also has a unique tradition called "inspirationals;
where the seniors give small quotes, posters or ribbons to encourage their teammates and differentiate them from other teams on the track.
"The seniors d id that for us, so we carry it on now that we're seniors;' Ryan said. "It really j ust makes you feel welcome and different from other
teams:•
They also balance the intensive training by making each race and workout enjoyable, further strengthening their bond as a pack.
"We take the sport very seriously, but even during a workout we make jokes and have a good time;' Joey Berriatua '17 said.
This year's WCC Invitational was held at the team's home track in Baylands Park. Supported by cheering family, friends and alumni, the team crossed
the finish line with great success, totaling nine personal records and one school record. Their commitment to their training and to each other
helped the XC Broncos achieve high goals this season.

Copy by Ana Pecoraro & Layout by Bernice Wang
0

Don Jedlovec

Kelly Ryan '15 runs to the finish,
sprinting her hardest.

0 Danielle
V e lasco

Runners celebrate their win at the West
Coast Conference Championships.

r"J Max Westerman
Benjamin Kucera '17 and Alfred
Edmonds '16 corral San Diego's offense.

r"J Brian Chen
Ryan Masch '16 dribbles through the
defenders and races toward the goal.

0 Max Westerman
Steve Eneme '18 tussles with the defender in an attempt to control
the ball.
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Westerman
Parker Holland'l 7
prepares to settle
the soccer ball.

For the players on the men's team, soccer isn't just another sport or a hobby; it is a way of life. The players are committed to doing
their best and making the best of their victories and losses.
"Knowing I have a game I get excited. Personally, I'm always thinking about it;' goalkeeper Kendall McIntosh '16 said. "I'm always
practicing in my head. I'm always t hinking about different scenarios so then when I get an opportunity to go through it on the field
there's no bigger motivation than that for me."
The team used their passion about the sport to work together and learn from each other on and off the field.
"Our very first game against Nebraska where we were down 2-0 first and then we equalized j ust before half. One of our players got
a red card, but we ended up still tying the game w ith a man down," midfielder Glenn Vass '15 said. "We made it in to overtime
and we actually won the game. That was a great game, and a great memory for us."
The season was full of highlights and low points, allowing the team to bond and learn about one another and about the
sport.
"The highlight of the season has been getting to play against ranked teams such as UCLA and Maryland;' midfielder
Edson Cardona ' 17 said. "It helps us understand teams who are good in the nation right now, how they play and how
we can adjust to those games and how we can get better'.'
Copy & LayouL by A/1 Romley

Goals and sScoring
Goals
from losses to increase victories.
Mens Soccer
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0 B r ian Chen
The lady Broncos celebrate after a
goal against Gonzaga. With fancy
footwork the team was able to shut
out long their time riva ls on a rainy
Halloween evening.

0 Brian Chen
Andi Tostanoski '16 passes the
ball after successfully preventing
a goal. The crowd was energetic
throughout the match against the
University of Portland.

Finishing
the season strong with
a 14-6-0 record, the Santa Clara women's
soccer team was shocked to hear the news that the Broncos did
not receive a bid to compete in the NCAA Tournament. Though they would not make a
tournament appearance, this year's team ranked 29th in the nationa l Coaches; Poll, adding to the
program's rich history.
"It was a season where we had to replace 10 seniors, which was a big hurdle to get over;· said
head coach Jerry Smith.
Smith now finishing his 28th season coaching at Santa Clara, was very proud of the team, having
two players recognized as conference bests and six players recognized at the All-Conference level.
"Being honored as Player of the Year is something that has always been a goal of mine;'forward
Sofia Huerta '15 said. "For it to finally happen is exhilarating:'
Andi Tostanoski ' 15 was recognized as WCC's Goalkeeper of the Year. Following their Senior Day
win topping Saint Mary's by a final score of 3-0, the seniors reflected on t he past four years.
"It's definitely a privilege," Nikki Ambrose '15 said. "I'm just so happy to come out everyday and
be able to play with t hese g irls and my team:·
Huerta mentioned the family bond true of all collegiate athletic teams. Having spent numerous
hours together on and off the field, t he teammates are able to watch each other grow and
develop into amazing people and players.
"The girls that I've played with on this team are my best friends and will conti nue to be for the
rest of my life;• Huerta said. "It's great because I'm going to see them get married, I'm going to see
them have kids and I'm going to see them have a fut ure and I think what's the most amazing part
about t hat is the fact that we've all played Santa Clara women's soccer:'

Copy by Bnan Chen & Loyouc by C,aran Freeman
O Malu V e ltze
Anjel Brown '17 goes up for a header
during their game against University
of the Pacific Oct. 19.
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0

Brian Chen

Sofia Huerta'15 steps up to
score against the Gonzaga
Bulldogs in a Halloween
rnatch. The Broncos qime
out on top, winning 3 - 0.

Mariana Galvan '18 powers through
the University of Potland defense.
The women's soccer team defeated
the Pilots 1 - O on Nov. 2.

Womens Soccer

15

6 Claire McBride
Taylor Milton '15 goes in for a
jump serve at home against the
University of San Francisco. Milton
went on to serve five aces in
the game.

A resonant smack sounds through Locatelli as a left side hit
soars past the defensive blockers and onto the solid court
floors. Without missing a beat the womens' volleyball team sets
up for their next play. With such a fluid dynamic, no one would
guess that the team consisted of a majority of first and second
year students. In fact, the team itself often forgot it themselves.
"We're all just there to compete, to w in, to help each other out,
and we all know we have each other's backs:' setter Kirsten
Mead '18 said.
Such a competitive sport could unnerve some players, but
as the court lights turned on and the net went up, these girls
were all business. Even nerves could be dodged by some of the
veteran volleyball players.

•

"I don't really get nervous anymore;· Taylor Milton '15 said.
"We have practiced ways to clear our minds and stay relaxed,
so I usually just focus on what's in front of me. A competitive
environment is the most satisfying; it fosters me to display and
take part in something that I truly love:'

~;~L_JGz:%~'..__-.\---=t"""j;- !--+- -f--,-"t,iii~I

With game faces on and focus poised, the women didn't forget
the most critical component of volleyball; leave it all on the
court. With the stress of school and competition, each player --=----::-:
took great care to let the game take over their minds, if only for
a couple hours.
"Volleyball is something I can go to whenever I want. The court
is a great place for me to forget everything that is going on
outside of volleyball;' Nikki Hess '17 said.
With their heads in the game and their eyes on the ball, the
women's volleyball team gave it their best shot until the lights
turned down.

Copy & Layout by Emma Chen
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OClaire
McBride
Natasha Calkins '18
jumps up to hit the ball
down after a clean set
from her t eammate.
0 Malu Veltze
As Danielle Rottman '16 reaches
to dig an up, t eammate Taylor
Milton '15 calls out fo r a pass.

after winning their match
point against Loyola
Marymou nt University.

Womens Volleyball
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6 Claire McBride
Budi Sosrodj0jo ' 15 throw
thefrisbee past the
opposing player from
UC Berkeley.

18

0 Claire McBride
Fully focused,
Connor Riley'l7
lunges to t hrow a
clean forehand
pass to his
teammate.

At hletics

0 Claire
McBride
With an expert
fl ick of the wrist,
Ali Beltrami '1 S
tosses the frisbee
away from a UC
Santa Cruz player.

Not Just the Win

Find out what ultimate frisbee is really about ; the spirit of the game.
For the last two weekends of October, ultimate frisbee gathered on Bellomy Field to challenge over five different schools
including Stanford, UC Berkeley and UC Santa Cruz.
"These tournaments that we have throughout the year are a great way to meet new people and just have fun with my team
members;' Grace Begley ' 17 said.
Fortunately, the teams were able to w in several games over those two weekends. The main tournament was hosted in Las
Vegas and the women's team finished fifth out of thirty-five.
The women's team associates themselves with the name SCRUW, an acronym for"Santa Clara Raging Ultimate Women."The
men's team goes by the name SCAB standing for "Santa Clara Altered Beasts." Ultimate Frisbee is self-officiated, making it
unique. Unlike other sports that have referees, players need to be accountable for the calls they make.
"It pretty much forces people to be nicer to each other because you have to come to a consensus when there is a
disagreement about a bad call;' co-captain Keegan Campbell '16 said.
In addition to being self-officiated, ultimate frisbee has what is called ''spirit of the game:'which calls for respect towards the
people they are playing with, the rules, and the game in general.
"We really emphasize sportsmanship on the team, we don't aim to have people who only care about the competitive aspect;·
co-captain Anthony Davis '15 said.

Copy by Claire McBride & Layout by Emma Chen

es Claire McBride
The women's team
channel their inner
Tom Cruise as they
donned "Risky Business"
outfits for their first fa ll
tournament in October.

es Claire

McBride
Meg Ackerson '17
throws the frisbee to
her teammate during a
game against Stanford.

Ultimate Frisbee

19

0 Eric Bonilla
Players square
off on court,
anticipating the
next spike.

0 E r ic Bonilla
Laura Tschudy '17 and
Ryan Scott ' 17 work
toget her to return a
shuttlecock.
0 Eric Bonilla
Nick Conroy'16
returns a serve during
a singles playoff.
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At any time during t he week, there is most likely an intramural game occurring. Unlike club sports, intramurals have
weekly games that are organized by the Malley staff and tailored to students' schedules.
"I'm impressed at how good of a job they do with organizing people, with so many people and all of their schedules,"
Lawrence Nelson '15 said.
Intramural sports have many participants and have become a fun, stress-free way to get active and meet new friends.
"It's not about t rying to prove anyone how good you are, it's just having fun with friends;• Harrison Krunz ' 17 said.
"We're very supportive of each other and know each other well enough to make fun of each other when we mess up,
which is often;· Emily Campi ' 15 said.
Competitively, intra murals are not as intense as club sports. Instead, the competition promotes friendly competition,
builds upon old friendships and can even create new ones.
"We had to recruit some guys from our floor at the last minute, and we have actually become pretty good friends because
of it;' Jessica Frydenberg '17 said.
As relationships improve, so do the teams. Everyone participating in an intramural sport has varying prior experience, but
that does not stop anyone from going all out and having fun. Bonds are strengthened as the members support each other
and compete with other teams.
"For volleyball this season, our team really improved. First game we lost 6-25, by the last game we lost 23-25 Seeing that
progression and how excited everyone got when we were even close to winning was exciting;' Campi said.

Copy & Layout by Bernice Wang
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0 Eric Bonilla
Lawrence Nelson
'15 sprints for the
touchdown while
William Leineweber
covers him.

lntramurals
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steps up to pass
lhe ball.
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• Eric Bonilla
Annabel Bench '18 gets
ready to pass the ball to
her teammate.

• Eric Bonilla
Margee McDonnell '1 7
readies her s tick to catch
the incoming ball.
• Malu Vellze
Alex Robbs '16 faces off
against an opponent.

Working
Lacrosse Uses
.
together, the men
their
and women's lacrosse teams bring
victory for themselves on and off the field. Their bonds
carry them through times of loss, triumph and excitement.

tearn

Branch· ng OUt

dynamics to be

\

role mod I
e s off carnpus.

''Team work is important. On the field you have to have good chemistry with the guys you play
with. It's a good way of learning how we all work together and that's a skill that can be carried through out life;' C. J.
Toy '15 said.
"It's a cool dynamic where the leaders really set the tone and the underclassmen want to do well under them," Lena Barry '17 said.

Off the field, these players look for ways to help the community, whether it is to teach lacrosse or to helping out another cause.
"We've always tried to do something for the community, usually lacrosse related, so this time we want to branch out;' Chloe Fryman ' 15 said.
Many players venture out to middle and high schools to coach children in lacrosse. For many of these kids, they are able to experience something
new and perhaps be inspired to carry on learning.
"The little kids have someone to look up to, they see the bigger guys who have been playing for a long t ime and it's definitely something they can
look towards;' Brian Flannagan ' 15 said.
"You don't really realized how much of an impact you have, and for these girls, just to get out and run, they really got into it;' Dana Kilsby '15 said.

Copy & Layout by Bernice Wang

Men & Women's Lacrosse
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O Brian c
hen
Brandon Clark'
around the G 15 maneuvers
onzaga defense.
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0 Brian Che n
Jared Brownridge '17 takes a
jump shot in the game against
the University of Portland.

0 Bria n Che n
Head coach Kerry
Keating goes over game
strategy with his team.

On
October 6, 2014,
Andrew Papenfus '15 underwent
brain surgery to remove a benign tumor. On January 31,
2015, in a game against Brigham Young University, he returned to the court.
"There was nothing t hat made my teammates and I happier, than to see Pap be able to step foot on
the court again after all the struggles he had to overcome," Jared Brownridge '17 said.
This experience made the team bond in ways they never expected.
"His recovery showed us that anything is possible if you stay positive, persistent, and patient.
Andrew had to go through a lot to be where he is at now. He is truly an inspiration for everyone on
t he team and around campus:' Nathaniel Kratch '17 said.
The adversity Papenfus overcame left an impression on younger players, reminding them to
be grateful.
"Andrew's recovery gave us all determination, but more importantly, it reminded us to be
appreciative of our opportunity to be able to play basketball. To a larger extent, it reminded us to be
appreciative of life;' Brownridge said.
The men's basketball team gave Papenfus the strength he needed to return to the court, and
through this experience grew closer.
"My team supported me amazingly," Papenfus said. "They are family to me. I couldn't have done
it without t heir strengt h and support. It has been amazing to be involved with such a great
community:'

Copy & Layout by Garon Freeman

0 Brian Chen
Nathaniel Kratch '17 swerves around
a defender in a tense matchup
against the University of the Pacific.

Men's Basketball

25
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0 Malu Veltze
Vanessa Leo '15 fights off
a defender on her way to
the hoop.

0 Malu Veltze
Families gather to
celebrate the seniors.

OMax
Westerman

OAlyssa Lee

Nici Gilday '15 rises
up and shoots.

Emily Wolph '18
leads the fast break.

Get~out \-\ead \n the Game
Women's basketball look back to their roots and give it their all
'Play for the complete 40 minutes:'This motto is what led the women's basketball team to their victories.
Many of the players were moving up in the rankings and with a d ifferent year came different responsibilities on the team.
"When I was a freshman I had great seniors to look up to. Now I try to lead by example and set the standard for the younger girls so they know
what to expect:' Nici Gilday '15 said.
Aside from taking on new responsibilities, the women played because for their love of the sport. At a young age Courntey Lisowski '16
knew basketball was her passion.
"I think it's just a very easy sport to pick up. It's something you can just say 'hey let's go play basketball' and all the neighborhood kids
would go outside and play basketball in this one little hoop that we had;' Liswoski said.
"I've been playing since fourth grade;' Gildray said. "I was playing soccer at the time and I had a friend who had
played basketball. So I just tried it and ended up liking it:·
Since the start, the women have played and served as role models
wholeheartedly and completely.

Copy & Layout by Ali Romley

0 Brenda
Duchesne Miller
The team shows off the ir
first p lace ranking after
a successful tournament.

0 Brenda Duchesne
Miller
In fu ll concentration,
Tyler Kertson '17
carefulfy putts the ba ll
at the Nick Watne(.
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to mind, visions of
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idyllic greens, sunny days, and
0Stra
the sole noise of a bird chirping often
tes
accompany it. Spirits are calm and the game is
leisurely. While that may have been the case for some, for the
players of the men's golf team this didn't ring completely true.
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"The competitive level is way higher than it used to be. Everyone wants to succeed
and get better in any way they can, and sometimes they forget about trying to have fun;' Carlos
Briones '16 said.
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Decorum may have been prevalent in golf culture, but a driving ambition was just as indicative especially in a team with a
reputation for excellence.
"Your mental game has to become a lot stronger. You have to be able to grind it out on days that you're just not playing well. You have to
think about the team;' Michael Hultquist '17 said.
This isn't to say that golf wasn't also a very physical sport. The players would spend all day on the course working on their swings, stance,
and everything in between. With the pressure to improve, the competitive nature could become overwhelmLng, but the team members kept
a thought at the back of their mind: "ln the end, you're noL competing against anyone else. You're just competing against yourself," Hayden
Shieh' 18 said.
With the calmness of the course and the lingering desire to be the best, the players were kept on their toes and on their game with each shot.

Copy & Layout by Emma Chen

0 Brenda Duchesne Miller
Coach Robert Miller and Gio
Gandionco '16 set up the putt by
scoping out t he green.

Men's Golf

29

0 M a lu Veltze
Lauren Radich '15 looks for an opening
to clear the ball.
D Brian Chen
Erin Sheridan '16 w inds up to pass.

0 Courtesy of Nicolette Balch
The women came together to support
Nicolette Balch '15 and her mother's
fight against breast cancer.

Women's water polo makes strides as a young team.
The Lady Broncos continued to light up the offense at each game.
Heartened but not complacent, the women's water polo team snatched up a four game streak at the Cal
Lutheran Invitational over the weekend of February 28. With only three seniors, this young team still has a long
way to go, but are continuing to show a strong offense in matches.
"It's refreshing to have a younger team;' Julia Peters '16 said. "A younger team means more potential and
a group of girls eager to work hard and continue to get better:'
Furthering their bond with each practice, the team built off of what they learned from the previous
year's seniors and changed the dynamics of practice to focus more on learning.
"It is exciting to see them learn each and every practice," said Peters.
With high energy levels before, during and after each game, the players are always happy
to support each other in and out of the pool. They are no strangers to getting pumped up
with music.
"I attribute a lot of my own success to my teammates because they have been there for
me through the difficult practices, injuries and situations that do not relate to water
polo, all of which made me better in games;' said Erin Sheridan '1 6.
Ashleigh Bandimere '15 looked ahead to the April 17 match up against Loyola
Marymount University.

"Last season we lost to them in the conference semifinals," Bandimere
said. "It was a great game but a frustrating loss, and I can't wait to have
another chance to beat them."

Copy & layout by Garan Freemon
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0 Brian Chen
Sydni Estrella 'l 6 blocks a shot
against the Indiana offense.

0 Malu Veltze
Julia Pet ers '15 swims past an
opponent and sets up to score.

Women's Water Polo

31
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Intense concentration and a trained eye
are essential when playing the course. The women's golf team put in
hundreds of hours to perfect their strokes, each trying to get scores to qualify forthenext tournament. Athletes do not just play against other universities, they play against each other.
Yet, even in the intense individual sport, the women's golf team is a united force.
"You have a competitiveness between your teammates, but they're still your teammates;' Casey Briggs '15 said. "Everyone knows that
we're here to play well:'
"On other golf teams it is really competitive because it's an individual sport;' Annie Freman ' 17 said. "But with this team, there's so much support.I
consider my teammates some of my closets friends."

This support and camaraderie comes from the small team's shared love for the sport and their time together off the course. Team bonding include(
hikes, dinners, cheering on other Broncos and a trip to Disneyland.
"Disneyland was a really good way for all ten of us to be together doing something completely different than golf, because we always see each
other in our competitive atmosphere;· Kaci Mccartan '15 said.
The team also dressed up for the men's basketball game against Gonzaga. As an off-campus sports team, they liked to show their pride for other
Broncos and connect with the campus.
"We are a support system for other teams, and it might not be as recognized because we are so small," Briggs said. "I'd say we're small but mighty:

Their team dynamics could be attributed to their different backgrounds and while they come from all different majors, they have a passion for golf
and hope to keep playing after college.

"I think what makes us stand out is that a lot of us are super well rounded;' Mccartan said. "We come from all different majors, which is very uniqueTeam dynamics, healthy competition and friendship have led the women's golf team to success. They might be small in number, but they are
mighty in spirit.
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• Jonathan Tadros
Annie Freeman '17 takes a shot
at the green with a 3-wood.

• Courtesy ot Krystal Kelly
The team takes a break from their
invatational for an energetic photo.

• Jonathan Tad
Kaci Mccartan '15 dra
her shot onto the 1:
green at Silver Creek G
Gour.
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• Jonathan Tad
Meghan Shain '16 stril
her approach out of ·
sand tr,

You hear many noises on a tennis court; the satisfying pop of racket hitting tennis ball, the
whoosh of a racket against t he air, a resounding grunt to signify a powerful hit, or perhaps a similar noise
that signaled the distress at a bad return.
There is a lot that could separate a breaking point from being one of success versus one of disappointment.
Wit h a more solitary sport such as tennis, it was up to the players to bring the unifying support system.
But the game goes way beyond keeping spirits high. Just like any other sport, skill played a huge role,
especially when the whole game rides on one or two players.
"There are days when you don't play well, and t he d ifference with a good player is that even if he doesn't play
well, he can st ill perform at his best. That player w ill not break down and lose the match," Ashot Khacharyan
'16 said.
Despite the pressure of carrying full weight of the game on their shoulders, the team members were reminded
that the grind is more than worth it w ith every successful shot they got.
"There is something about stringing a couple of good shots together to win a point that I can't describe fully;·
Sam Bertram '16 said.
It seems only natural then, t hat when asked if they would continue tennis after college, a majority of players
responded wit h a resounding "yes:'
"It has enhanced my stress. It has greatly reduced the time I can focus on schooling. It has
brought me to the brink of fury, yet it was entirely worth it," Bertram said. "Memories
by the hundred; so many extra experiences, self-improvements and
learning opportunities that would not have been experienced
otherwise:·
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6Eric
Bonilla

0 Malu Veltze
Ashot Khacharyan '1 6 and Mikhei l
Khmiadashvili '17 congratulat e each
other on another successful match .
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Sam Bertram '15 readie1
himself for the return as t he ball goes
into the baseline of the court.

------

0 Eric Bonilla

Ashot Khacharyan
'l 6 shows off Ii is
backhand as he
returns a
shot.

Vvornen'
s tennis brtngs
.
For

diverse b

many years,
the women's tennis team has
had a very unique roster with half the team being
from different countries around the world.

acf<grounds to

center court.

" It's very competitive, everyone is recruited and is there to win;' Zeina El Tawil '18 safd.
During practice, the women share their own history and draw upon each other's strengths. Each team member has
their own strategies and unique experiences from their past which gives the team unique perspectives on the court.
"Everyone has got a lot to bring to the table, and have got a lot of international experience with playing tennis, so it
definitely helps in matches;' Daniella Silva '17 said.
"The tennis team is extremely diverse. It is a very international sport, our small team comes from six different countries;'
Chelby Cooke ' 16 said. "Experiencing so much diversity and culture is especially cool."
Tennis is both a team and an individual sport, and that reflects upon the team members. Each member has traveled far,
and together they strengthen each other to succeed in their individual matches.
"You know that you don't play just for yourself, but for other girls. You're winning together and losing together;' Nabila
Farah '17 said.
"It all means so much to us that we do show our emotions on court, and at the end of the day, not just winning your indiv idual match, but the team winning the duel means a lot to us," Silva said.
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• Eric Bonilla

• Claire McBride

Delphine Rouvillois
'16 readies herself
for a backhand
shot.

Nabila Farah ' 17
runs to volley the
ball over the net.

• Courtesy of Nabila Farah
The team celebrates
another set of matches
with snacks.

Women's Tennis
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During his thirty-two years at Santa Clara, Fr. Richard
Coz, S.J. worked with the rugby team. Many rugby
players from those three decades considered him to
be an instrumental father figure to the team. Every
year the team invites all of the players, their families,
and alumni to a banquet in his memory.
The Jesuit influence on the team did not end with Fr.
Coz. In recent years Fr. Paul Mariani, S.J. of the History
Department has been dedicating his time to working with the team.
"Continuing the tradition of having a Jesuit as a part
of our program is something that is really unique
and special to our team," SCUTS president Tyson
Dethlefsen '15 said.
Players and staff alike notice Fr. Mariani's
commitment to the team.
"Fr. Mariani is always there, at games, practices,
before the team leaves on a bus trip and always
supporting us with a smile, a true rugby legend who
loves the kids, the program and life;' Eugene Mountjoy, assistant coach, said.
"Having a Jesuit involved is of paramount importance. His support of the values and leadership
principles and his guidance are an inspiration to
keep our program continuing on the path of service
to others," Paul Keeler, head coach, said. "Fr. Mariani
has been influential in guiding us on our path and
ensuring we continue to grow with humility, courage, and a will to compete no matter the challenge.
He inspires us to focus on our long-term growth and
improvement rather than the immediate outcome:'
His involvement with the team is an extension of the
Jesuitical idea of education of the whole person.
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0 Brian Chen
Jack O'Hara '17 braces against a
t ackle by the Cal Poly forwards.

0 Brian Chen
Riley White'l 6 recieves the ball in a
lineout against the Boulder squad.

Men's Rugby
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• Eric Bonilla
The men's team take
a break and recieves
further instruction from
their coach.
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• Eric Bonilla
Father Engh delivers a
speech in front of rowers
and family before blessing
the boats.

While
many st udents
complain about having to get
up for t heir 8:00am classes, the men's and women's
crew teams dutifully woke up before 6:00am every day except Sunday.
The teams seemed to be together more often than not, with constant practices, rowing
machine and weight sessions.
''On Tuesday and Thursday nights we get together and we do stretch ing and yoga, cause that's
proved to be rea lly helpful for our performance in the boat;' captain of the men's team Eric Timken
'16 said.
With all these activities to keep track of, the degree to which each team has bonded is really no
surprise.
Per tradition, the teams, along with family and friends, gather and hold an annual Black Velvet
event, during which Father Engh comes to Lexington Reservoir, delivers a speech, and blesses the
boats, which are cleaned and lined up neatly in a row. "This year's a little different 'cause it's [the
team's] fiftieth anniversary. Usually on Black Velvet every year we have this big team and alumni
dinner where all the alumni come and hang out with the current rowers, the seniors get to give
speeches, and it's sort of a symbolic event that represents the opening of the season" said Timken.
It's no easy task being a member of the crew team. The level of commitment is huge, and the
activities strenuous. But the teams' sacrifice and enthusiasm greatly contributes to Santa
Clara's legacy.

Copy by &1c Bonilla & Layout by Bernice
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II Eric Bonilla
Chris Szigeti
'18 rows hard
at a practice at
Lexington resevoir.

• Eric Bonilla
The women's team
poses for a photo
with coaches and
Father Engh.

Men and Women's Crew
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Good Old American Sport
Strong histories of baseball ti e the team together under love of the spo rt
Every little kid has a dream about who they w ill grow up to be whether they aspire to be a firefighter, the president, or
a professional basketball player. Playing at the collegiate level gives the men's baseball team a taste of their dream to
become professional players.
"The dream is to play baseball for a living," Evan Brisentine '15 said. "I want to play in the major leagues. I would love to
stay in the bay area and play for the Giants:•
For some, baseball has been a part of their lives since they were toddlers.
"I've been playing baseball for my whole life. Baseball has just always been in my family;' Ryan Budnick ' 16 said. "Ever since
I can remember I've just always had baseballs around me."
Reece Karalus '17 has baseball in his blood.

"I've been playing baseball for as long as I can remember. My older brother started playing a little before me, which really
got me into it;' Karalus said. "I started playing up with him on one of his teams before I started playing on one of my
own teams."
No matter what got them started on playing the sport, the team comes together and is united in their love and passion
for baseball.
Copy & Layout by Ali Romley
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0 Cla ire McBride
Jordan Newell ' 15
swings for a clean
hit in a game against
University of Il linois
at Chicago.
0 M a lu Veltze
Winding up for a
pitch, Carla Gonza lez
'16 opens up the
home game against
Seattle University.
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Settling into their new home and field, the softball team was enthusiastic about the start of the season. With
the program growing each year, the women's fight and passion for the sport is unmatched.
"This team has worked incredibly hard to prepare for the season and we are excited to see our hard work come together
in games;' Jenna Krummen ' 15 said.
•1 t hink we all see and feel like we have this ambition and drive," Briana Rios ' 15 said.
This was especially clear to Rios at a tournament in Arizona at the start of the season. Despite a loss, the team's fight was inspiring.
This fight comes from their passion for softball, their bond as a team and their dedication to leave t heir legacy. Many athletes at the collegiate
level forget why they began p laying their sport. Despite the stress of classes and pressure to excel, the athletes on the softball team
remembered why they started in the first place.
'Softball is supposed to be fun, that's the reason I started when I was five or six w ith T-ball and coach p itch, and I think sometimes we loose sight
of that as w e get older;' Rios sa id. "The feeling that we're actually having fun is really important."
"I love team sports, and it 's my passion to just go out there and p lay on the field," Ellie Fisher ' 18 said. "I think my favorite part of
being on the Santa Clara team is getting to know my teammates'.'
"With a very cohesive team and one with tons of personality, we really enjoy spending time together on and off
the field;' Krummen said.
Their fin ished stadium is also how they play to leave their mark on campus. Seniors Rios and
Krummen practiced at off-campus fields their freshman year, and they were excited to see
how much the program is growing.
We're on a mission.
"That's the slogan for every other team, but we really take that
seriously. We're on a mission to make Santa Clara known in
softball;' Fisher said.

Copy by Ana Pecoraro Layout by Emma Chen

ill Claire
McBride
Looking out
from ttie pit
Geena Boni lla '1 7
closely watches
the diamond.
ill C la ire McBride
The coach rall ies the
team as they go over
the game strat egy
before the next inning.

Softball
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Activities
From MCC to Campus Ministry, Broncos get involved campus-wide.

0 Malu Veltze
Peter Killory'l 5 and Cris
Cafiero '15 select another
album to play.
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Down
in Benson
basement, Santa
Clara's very own radio
station operates twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week
on FM radio 103.3. KSCU broadcasts a
variety of music and talk shows, with each
of its members in charge of their own show,
giving them a large amount of creative freedom with
what they can air.
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tl Eric Bonilla
Jack Price '18 reads
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"Not only do you get exposed to a lot of great new music, we as
a club promote involvement w ith the local community which is rare;•
Augustus Boling '17 said. "How many people get to say that they're on air as
a DJ, w ith the ability to be broadcasting out to millions of people?"

··-·-'.;_; ;,__:;

__
"KSCU's broadcast reaches as far north as Redwood City and covers most of San Jose.
Because we broadcast in such a densely populated area on such a high frequency (making it
easier for listeners to discover while surfing the radio waves), KSCU is privileged to a high volume of
listeners:• president Michael Owen-Panzarella '15 said.
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In addition to having their own shows, many of the DJs can create an on-air personality and have fun w ith a theme
for their show as well, creating a unique atmosphere.

"When I was training, it was during Halloween, we didn't realize how much of a character you could be when you have your own
radio show, you get to create you own persona;• Alaina Lester '17 said.
KSCU is place where a love for music can be spread, creating a special connection between DJs and listeners simply through sharing music.

"I think that for people who are interested in music and are interested in doing something new and d iscovering new music, there is no other place
on campus that could push you in that direction;• Owen-Panzarella said.
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0 Eric Bonilla
The team's prospective DJs
discuss new possib ilities for
unique shows and broadcasts
for the upcoming year.

KSCU
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0 Claire McBride
Emma Chen '18, Jonathan Tadros
'15, Andrew Godfrey'l 6, Ashley
Nguyen '16, and Brian Chen
' 16 review copy edits for the
upcoming deadline.
0 Malu Veltze
The Redwood Staff is comprised
of 19 intellectual and creatively
talented students.

0 Claire McBride
Max Westerman '15 sits down
with the 2013-2014 yearbook
to find inspiration for his
writing and photography.

The Redwood
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l"I Brian Chen
Joseph Tagorada '18 sets his eyes on an opponent
in a match of dodgeball during the Malley Bash
hosted by RLCA on Nov. 5. RLCs formed teams
and were matched up tournament-style during this friendly competition.
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RLCA

M ichiko Zerda '18 smiles as she stuffs her
zebra build-a-bear. The Bronco Wonderlan,
event featured build-a-bears, a photob001
face painting, ornament decorating and
massages all for free.

Blending
the
RLCs
. .. .. .. . . . .... .. -. .. ... ..
~
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The Residential Learning Community Association (RLCA) plans a variety of events for students living on campus.
Their slogan, "You're Invited" says it all, encouraging students to unite the campus through fun, interactive events.
"It gives each community a way to interact w ith ot her ones," Nick Spinelli ' 17 sa id. "We want our events to have a
blending of the RLCs so that people can interact with people outside their community:·
Hoping to inspire competition and camaraderie among students from the different RLCs, RLCA added a twist to this
year's events, the Bronco Cup. At the end of the year, the RLC w ith the most students in attendance at the events was
awarded the trophy. Students really engaged in this competition at RLCA's fall events. S'mores and More brought out
350 students, which was more than the RLCA staff anticipated.
"We underestimated t he people that we thought we were going to have;' Mosekola Yoloye ' 17 said. "We had to make
one Safeway and four Cellar runs for extra marshmallows. It was fun and crazy at the same time:·
To get everyone in the Halloween spirit, RLCA took 46 students to Great America for the annual Halloween Haunt. The
Mystery Bus program, which encourages students to sign up for an event at an unknown location, is always a hit on
campus. However, Halloween Haunt sold out within the first two days.
"We try to bring the campus together through events like Mystery Bus and S'mores and More, fun things that people w ill
want to come to;' said Mosekola.
Other signature events RLCA planned this year were the Roommate Challenge, a dodge ball tournament, Malley Bash,
Mr. RLCA and of course, the t raditional and most anticipated meal of t he quarter, Midnight Breakfast.
"RLCA is more than just event planning;' Spinelli said. "It's working to get all the RLCs together to make the campus a
more friendly and welcoming place:'
With a representative living in each RLC, RLCA brings the campus together to create a united and lively community for
all students.
Copy by Ana Pecoraro & Layout by Ciaran Freeman

0 Bria n Chen
Francesca Cappellini
'16 and Anne Jones '17
show off their holidaythemed facepa int as
they pose for a selfie
together. Santa Clara
University students
had a wintry n ight at
the RLCA co-hosted
Bronco Wonderland
event on Dec. 4.

0 Brian Chen
Vivian Duong '17 and Isaac Nieblas '17 serve
students during Midnight Breakfast on Dec.
5. Students lined up in Benson to be fed a
plate of comforting breakfast foods.

RLCA
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ill Eric Bonilla
Anaisy Tolentino ' 15
and Nicole Johnson
'15 encourage Erin
A raj '1 S to vote for
ASG representatives.

D Eric Bonilla
Alexandria Cabral '15,
Samir Khanna '15, and
Malu Veltze ' 15 enjoy
Senior Night.

Associated
Student Government, or
ASG, works to plan and host events and
activities around campus, ranging from Senior Night
in Locatelli to the Be Heard desk in Benson. One of
ASG's main focuses is student involvement especially
when it comes to giving students a voice. Whether it's
by electing new freshmen class senators, or allowing any
student to stop by the Be Heard Desk and voice concerns
or suggest changes regarding SCU, ASG ensures everyone
on campus can participate.
The organization has also hosted many lesser-known events
around campus. In their Last Lecture Series, ASG's community
development branch chooses chose a professor for what's known
as a "last lecture:'
The series had one focus: "If it were to be their last lecture as a
professor, what would be their greatest wisdom to impart on college
students?" student body president AnaisyTolen tino '15 said.
ASG has also developed a strong sense of community within their
organization. In order to welcome the newly elected senate members,
board members would showered the freshmen with gifts and took them
out late at night.
"We'd pile them all into a van and then t ake them to In 'n' Out;' Student Body
Tolentino said.
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Nick Schott'l 5 shreds some guitar
during his performance at Senior Night
on Nov. 11.
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OMax
Westerman
Fans dress up as
WlllyWonka and
oornpaloompas
to cheer during
a Halloween
t hemed men's
water polo
match.

0 Max Westerman
The White Panda's intricate
LED masks light up to the
rhythm of their songs.
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Don't Stop the Party
APB plans events for all students' interests.
Dancing to remixes of popular songs, Leavey rocked out with the energetic DJ duo White Panda. The first DJs to
perform at Santa Clara, White Panda gave an electrifying performance in their signature florescent panda masks
and white suits. As their first choice for the fall concert became unavailable, the Activities Programming Board APB
worked to get other artists interested in performing and gave the students the final vote. The White Panda was the
popular choice.
"The show was a little different in the sense that we didn't have a live music act. A lot of people were asking for DJs
and we delivered;' Conrad Bernal '16 said. "It was cool to bring a different kind of show to campus:·
Wanting everyone to "Join the Party;· APB's goal is to provide fun, dynamic events that fit all students' interests.
"Everyone is into something different;' Bernal said. ''Some people are into music, some people are into comedy, some
people j ust like to stay in and have a good time, and I think APB tries to cater to all those people:'
In order to put on events like game night in The Bronco, petting zoos during midterms, Bronco Bus trips to movies
premieres and the ever-popular concert s, members of APB consider all students' interests.
"We really want to listen to what every student wan ts," Leonie Phoa '17 said. "It's like clean fun, and the concert is
definitely t he biggest and most excit ing event."
APB added three new event manager positions that planned events for their respective class levels. Through events like
campus-wide scavenger hunts and Harry Potter movie nights, they provided opportunities for students to ''join the party:'
"We're finding ways to get certain classes out of their rooms and get involved with their class to form a more cohesive bond,"
Parker Atkinson '15, director of APB, said.
"We really want the Santa Clara community to come together as a school, meet new people, and just have fun;' Phoa said.
Through its variety of programs and events, APB works to make t he year memorable and exciting.
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0 Max West erma n

Fans throw their hands
into the air like they
Just don't care at the fall
concert on Nov. 10.
l':I Max Westerman

Chau Nguyen ' 17 poses
with the APB Harvest
Festival frame.
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Highlighting Diversity
0 D anielle Velasco
Mecha celebrated Dia de los
muertos with an altar to honor
loved ones who have passed.

The Multicultural Center (MCC) helps minority
students find their place on campus.
Standing near a poster board filled with racial slurs and offensive posts to Yik Yak, Maxwell
Nguyen '15 and Nick Shing ' 17 explain to passers-by the importance of minority voices on
campus.
"We do our best to bring to light the racial indifferences on our campus;' Nguyen said.
Nguyen is the Director of MCC, which oversees the nine multicultural clubs. The
executive board of MCC ensured that each club followed a set of guidelines to createa
comfortable environment while raising awareness of diversity on campus.
Goals of each club included working to dispel the cultural and ethnic stereotypes
about minority communities and serving to attract more minority students to Santa
Clara and to higher education in general.
Many multicultural clubs have family systems that serve to simulate those of
Greek fraternities and sororities.
"The family system in the MCC clubs encourage more students to be involved
within the club, because they feel more accepted;' Songyi Chun ' 17 said.
One of MCC's more popular events was the Winter Ball held at the beginning
of winter quarter. Students of all ethnicities showed up for an epic night of
dancing, cultural foods and unforgettable memories.
"It was the first time they had the Winter Ball and everyone there seemed
to be having an amazing time;' said Cindy Marshall ' 15.
Through events like the Winter Ball and tabling outside of Shapell
Lounge, the MCC has provided a home for diversity.
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0 Brian Chen
Students partipate in the Change My
View discussion as a part of MCC's
Solidarity Week.
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O Brian Chen
Students start off the new quarter
o n the dance floor at t he first MCC
Winter Ball.

0 Brian Chen
Nick Shing '17 and Deja Thomas
'17 discuss the severity of
insen sitive social media posts by
Santa Clara students.

0 Brian Chen
Japanese Student Association board
members sell butter mochi at Night
Market hosted by Asian Pacific
Islander Student Union.

ultural Center
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0 Courtesy of SCCAP
Piper Thomasson '16 poses
w ith a "Proud SCCAPer" frame
in their Locatelli office.

0 Brian Chen
Jared St ossel ' 15 deejays
SCCAP's fifth annual
Rainbow Prom held on
Friday, February 6.
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ill Malu Veltze
Members are all smiles as
they prepare to recruit new
students at the involvement
fair.

Students pass out sandwiches with smiles each week to the homeless in
San Francisco. They tutor local high school students and inspire them to go
to college. They host a show where all bets are off and wigs and dresses are
donned. With annual events like Rainbow Prom, Immigration Border Wall,
Drag Show and Homelessness week along with over fifteen off-campus programs, the staff of thirty students is not afraid to tackle social justice issues in
society.
SCCAP, the Santa Clara Community Action Program, is a student-run organization that is dedicated to service and activism. Their commitment to service
has brought students together for almost fifty years.
"SCCAP has a willingness to be counter-cultural and to take on the bigger
issues that people don't always want to talk about;' Erin Root ' 15, Director of
SCCAP, said. "I think that makes SCCAP and the people who are involved with
SCCAP really special and unparalleled in the campus community:'
One of their new campaigns this year, "Privilege: Beyond Guilt;' hoped to
empower students to recognize their opportunities to enact change in our
society.
"We're bringing together a lot of diverse students and trying to highlight their
differences and struggles at Santa Clara;' Max Silva ' 15, Associate Director of
SCCAP, said. "Giving students access to understand where does 'my privilege'
and 'my position' in society fit in with all these other people's experiences:'
But SCCAP doesn't only challenge the campus to learn and take action on
social justice issues, they know how to have fun too. Through hikes, camping and beach retreats, the staff got to know each other and reflect on their
events throughout the year.
"We tackle a lot of social issues that are really polarized and deeply ingrained
in society, and you can really feel like you're not making any progress;' said
Silva. "So the key to having a good experience in our organization is to make
sure that students have a sense of community to fall back on:·
The tight-knit community makes a difference on our campus, empowering
students to learn about social justice issues and take a stance.
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ill Brian
Chen
Students enjoy a
night of music and show
of their best dance moves
during Rainbow Prom.

iii Max
Westerman
The Santa Clara
staff are all fun as
they surround
their editor-inchief, Vishakha
Joshi '16.

0 Max Westerman
Vishakha Joshi '16 sits at the head
of t he The Santa Clara newsroom's
conference table to discuss an
upcoming issue.

ili Max Westerman
The hilarious quote board where all
the quotes from the year are posted
is a staple i n the workroom.
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ill Max

Westerman
Emilie White '15
and Mallory Miller
'15 work late to
finish an issue on a
Wednesday night.

ill M ax

Wester man
Kevin Boehnlein '16
gets his weekly dose
ofThe Santa Clara.
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n humor ,n their Work

ltwas8:00pm
on an average school day, and The Santa Clara's (TSC) creative and
determined editor-in-chief, Vishakha Joshi ' 16 locked herself out of her office within the TSC newsroom.

'

Instead of calling campus safety, "she made like a stack of printer paper on top of the main newsroom table and put a chair
on top of it, climbed up and went through the panels in the ceiling by punching in the panels. Then she climbed over to
where she t houg ht her office started and dropped down to ground level. I think there's still a hole there in the ceiling;' Sophie
Mattson ' 17 said. "She could have just called facilit ies. I don't know what she was thinking:'
Perhaps she was stressed out w ith TSC's sizeable workload.
TSC is "like a full t ime job," said Mattson. "I've had three summer jobs working for Berkeley's newspaper and this is even harder:'
Every Wednesday afternoon, TSC's staff came together for a final push before the paper's next day release.
"The morale sometimes gets down around four or five and then it picks right back up again. You can tell as soon as we bring
dinner in, everyone starts working again and gets excited about t heir j obs;' Joshi said.
The staff eased the tension by using a quote board to lighten the mood.
'When it starts to get late on Wednesday, everyone starts to get delirious and when someone says something quoteworthy, we
write it down and pin it to t he quote board;' managing editor Mallory Miller ' 15 said.
TSC is a hardworking organization, striving to spread on and off campus news and educate SCU.
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The Santa Clara

0 Brian Che n
Julia Velazquez-Cross '17 discusses
fal l quarter's issue with faculty
advisor Kirk Glaser.

0 Bria n Che n
Jordan Humble
'16 looks through
previous issues of
The Santa Clara
Review to gain
inspiration.

Coming Off The Pa
The Santa Clara Review's growing presence.
The Santa Clara Review, SCU's literary magazine, is responsible
for publishing poetry, fiction, non-fiction, visual art and music from
students and faculty as well as a host of other people from the Bay Area
and beyond. Recently work has been published from writers and artist s
from New York, Kansas, Massachusetts, Japan and Spain.
Founded in 1869, Santa Clara takes great pride in having one of the oldest
and most
well-respected literary magazines i n the West. The University funds the
magazine allowing editions to print biannually. In the 21st century most
collegiate literary magazines have opted for less expensive web publishing
but the Review has held onto its tangible form.
"To be able to print our actual review, that's already a big difference right
there," Jake Lans ' 15 said.
More than just a physical publication, the Review has become a home to
all things involving the arts. One of the lesser-known things the Review
hosts is its speaker series. Throughout the year the Review invites different
authors, poets and journalists to speak about their creative processes.
"When you are there you listen to the writer talk about their own work or
how they came up with a piece;' Shannon Price ' 15 said. "It's cool to see
that there is a real process involved."
In addition to hosting professionals, the Review also has other events
throughout the year.
"We have a lot of interactive events. We have reading series, open mic
nights and publication parties;' Lans said. "I think that that makes it more
of a full circle organization as opposed to just a print organization."
Almost a century and a half since its inception, the Santa Clara Review
shows no sign of slowing down.
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0 Eric Bonilla
Dalan Angelo ' 15 lights a birthday
candle to celebrate Michael Whalen
'17 while other leaders look on.

0 Neil Swarup
Headlamps illuminate a brilliant
night sky in Pinnacles National
Park.

0 M a lu Veltz e

--•llilfli

Anderson Barkow
'17, Michael Whalen
'15, Matt Lester' l 6,
and Carson Lindsay
'14 pose before the
Club Fair.

Created four
years ago, Into the Wild (ITW)
has quickly become one of the largest and fastest
growing organizations. Perfect for anyone who loves the outdoors, the
club leads adventures from small day hikes on Fremont's Mission Peak to a strenuous weeklong backpacking excursions through Utah's Zion National Park.
With over two-dozen members on its leadership team, ITW has no shortage of ambitious
students ready to lead trips and foster a safe and fun environment. The ITW office in
downstairs Benson is perhaps one of the most unique and best-kept secrets on campus.
"Lots and lots of spontaneous dance parties happen on a regular basis;' leader Oalan
Angelo ' 15 said.
Into the Wild is also a great way to meet new people and make new friends.
"We've noticed t hat a lot of interesting conversation topics come up [on t rips];' president
Anderson Barkow ' 15 said. "You really get to bond with the people you're with:'

Growing every day, Into the Wild continues to provide a solution for students looking to get
off campus and into the beautiful outdoors. By taking students off campus, Into the Wild
also serves as a friendly and welcoming environment for student s to meet each other and
find common interests.
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0 Eric Bon illa
Students marvel at an
incredible view in Yosemite
National Park.
0 Eric Bonilla
Into the Wild roasts some
delicious marshmallows in
Yosemite National. Park.

Int o The Wild
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Ruff Riders trot their way to

a new emphasis o

·
n growing Connections

Stadium lights shine as
the sun goes down. All that's left is the game and a sea of red. But
·
behind that uproar of cheers stands a group that organized it all; The Ruff Riders. With a campus filled with
over 5,000 undergraduates alone, it can be easy to get overwhelmed by the amount of activities and sports available to observe and
participate in. Thanks to the Ruff Riders, that large population can be wrangled in and made united in the name of SCU.
"The people on the court are not only students and our friends, but people who really like doing this kind of stuff. So the idea that
they're living their passion playing a sport they're really good at and love to do, we want to create a community of people who know
what they're passionate about and actively pursue that as well;' Ruff Riders president Aaron Poor '16 said.
With such a vast student body, the group realized the need to start with one person at a time. Luke Correnti '18 described how much
the little things help to build a sense of belonging.
"After tailgating, we walk through Benson and to the game as a group. Just being united at the games and cheering in unison is really
cool;' Correnti said.
The Ruff Riders did more than build a community amongst spectators, but brought a sense of solidarity to the court.
"One game the crowd was huge and it was a big match, and every t ime our side got the ball they would chant SCU on every touch we
had, it really helped to pump up the team and get the crowd more involved in the game," Sabrina Clayton ' 17 said.
Whether it is a home game or a regional playoff game against a rival, the Ruff Riders kept spirits high and the stampede running. After
all, at the end of the day it wen t beyond a simple sports game.
"We use sports as a lens to talk about passion and community;' Poor said. "Beyond that it's a great place to hang out and Go Broncos.•
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0 Jonthan Tadros
Spirits were high
during the womens'
soccer game as Ruff
Riders waved their red
and white porn porns
to cheer on the team.
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0
Brian Chen
Students roar at the first mens'
basketball game of the season,
eliciting the Go Bronco spirit from
eager students.
0
Claire McBride
Ruff Rider representatives inform
new st udents about the perks of the
organization. Welcome week served as a
crucial recruit time for the Ruff Riders.
0
Brian Chen
Beloved mascot Bucky ra llies the crowd,
bringing spirit to the mens' basketball game.

Ruff Ridei-s
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0 Malu Velt z e
Cardinal Rodriguez Madradiaga,
a prominent leader of
Catholicism in the world today,
pays a visit to speak to students
and commu nity mem bers.
0 Matt Smith
During a leisurely stroll through
the woods Campus Min isters
enjoy a peaceful momen t together
du ring a retreat.

QMatt Smith
Between fits of fun and laughter,
re t reat participants engage in a
team building exercise.

0 Matt Smith
Maddy Thursby' 18 runs through
a welcoming tunnel to start off
the retreat.
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SCU places
emphasis on the
"Three Cs:" competence,
conscience, and compassion. While
students learned to practice these principles
in traditional arenas, such as in academia, work and
clubs, another component was found in spirituality. What Campus
Ministry strove to do was provide a foundation for the development
of the individual, helping to foster a sense of strength, belonging and deeper
understanding regardless of religious affiliation. One method of doing this was through the
Resident Ministers.
"I definitely want to allow students to feel comfortable w ith me sharing and referring them to appropriate resources
or whomever they'd like to talk to, and that doesn't even necessarily include religion;' Resident Minister Karen Primanavi
Salas-Nadal said. "I think that people assume that Resident Ministers are going to immediately try to push religion on them.
That's definitely not the case. Everyone's different, and so I have to be aware of what students' personal needs are so that I can
help meet them where they are too:'
Beyond dorm halls, Campus Ministry provided many outlets for spiritual and personal growth, whether through the chapel, the
meditation room in Benson, retreats or other events, they became a platform for connection amongst students.
"What I've noticed is that when people share what they're going through, it doesn't have to be deep, but if they do choose to share I
wnotice that they're going through the same things," Salas-Nadal said.
Traveling beyond the confines of religion, the program was able to forge new understandings t hrough t hese programs.
"It is based on faith. The faith that we must all love each other and be respectful of where everyone comes from. The faith that we are
all sacred human beings;' Resident M inister Yaya Morales said.
Copy & Layout by Emma Chen

t'li Eric Bonilla
Wrongly carcerated,
Maurice Caldwell and
his lawyer, Paige Kaneb
host a Q&A as a part of
Sanfillippo's Justice Week.
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0 Eric Bonilla
Students in Sanfillippo
participate in an
immigration simulatior

t'l Er ic Bo nilla
The Swig Sky
Lounge provides
the perfect space
for students to
study, socialize and
even do origami.

0 Eri c Bon illa
The sun paints the
clouds behind Swig
a beautiful tinge
of red.
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At other universities, they are simply called Resident Assistants. But at Santa Clara, the people in charge of the oncampus resident life are much more than that.
CFs live up to more than their title of Community Facilitator. They are program organizers, rule enforcers, mentors,
class advisors, but most importantly, peers and friends.
"You have to wear many hats, and my experiences have been different this year than last year:' Caitlin Strickling
'1 6, a second year CF in Sobrato, said. "We're really there to be a support system for people and make sure students
have a positive experience:'
Their ability to combine all these roles is what makes living on campus feel like home.
"You know when it's made a difference when people start saying they're 'going home' and they're actually going to
their residence hall;' said Meagan Hardcastle ' 15, ARD in Sanfilippo and past CF in Dunne. "A dorm is where you
live, but a residence hall is where you live and learn:'
CFs around campus make that come alive through their programs and activities. Among the traditional ice cream
socials and movie nights, Strickling organized "Coffee and Conversation" events where students could meet
and discuss current issues with professors. Morris Kim ' 15, a CF in Dunne, organized an event with Father Engh
allowing residents to learn about leadership and ethics. He also organized a tour of the Google campus so students
could network. Each member of Resident Life has a unique way to bring their community together and enhance
experiences on campus.
"We have a stronger sense of community at Santa Clara, and a lot of that comes from all the hard work that Reslife
does and puts into making living on campus a positive experience;' said Kim.
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Arts and Sciences

Juxtaposing the innovation and intellectual vitality of Silicon Valley with ethical
integrity, social responsibility, and a commitment to justice and the common good.
a chance that every undergraduate
student has taken a course in t he College of Arts
and Sciences. Home to students representing majors in 37 different
subject areas, the College of Arts and Sciences' breadth of courses is incomparable to the
other schools on campus. From political science to studio art, the College offers majors, minors, and core
requirements for undergraduate students.
Dedicated to Dr. Victor B. Vari and Mrs. Julia Botto Vari, the main building of the College of Arts and
Sciences opened its doors for the first t ime to students as Victor B. and Julia Botto Vari Hall this
academic school year. Dr. Vari was an Italian language and literature professor at the school for
66 years. His family's estimated eight-million dollar gift will fund an endowment for the arts and
humanities for years to come.
The two-story Vari Hall contains the offi ces of the Dean, the communication and political science
department and the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics. Multiple classrooms and the latest
television and video production equipment are housed here as well.
"St udents here have the benefit of using thousands of dollars of state of the art equipment
and fa cilities;' said Craig Gower, manager of media systems and lab instructor of the
communication department.
Around the corner from Vari Hall are the science buildings, Daly Science Center and
Alumni Science Hall. The science departments of the College of Arts and Sciences
are located here and feature a number of invigorating opportunities for students to
obtain more hands-on experience. Students have the chance to be a part of the
alumni shadowing program and join research opportunities here on campus.
"The professors are all very kind and happy to help whenever we need it;'
Rachel Law ' 17 said. "It's great that we get to conduct our own research
experiments with guidance from our professors, who become our friends
and mentors."
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Communication 30 lab TA Coren
Randall '15 walks through the basics
of studio equipment with Alex
Disney'17.

0 Malu Veltze
Ilana Skikos '18 focuses
intently on her artwork
during printmaking class.

OBrian Chen
Students begin their
experiment for the day
by weighing chemical
compounds in an
Organic Chemistry II lab.
0 Brian Chen
Communication 30 students
listen as lab Instructor Craig
Gower demonstrates the use
of lighting equipment in the
TV studio.
0 Brian Chen
The facade of the newly
renamed Vari Hall, fo rmerly
known as the Art and
Sciences Building.

Arts & Sciences
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Leavey School of Business
Giving students a leg-up on life after college
Business: It's more than numbers and men in suits. As the students of the business school could attest, the innovative, Jesuit methods helped
shape the curriculum to turn the advantage towards grads in an increasingly competitive field.
"l think that for a long time business was focused on producing as much as possible and now technology's kind of helped us out a lot with the
production;• Alex Cabral ' 15, economics major and environmental studies minor said. "People don't have clean water, good energy, health
care, we don't even have a quality education system in the US, so I think that's the next thing that business can help with. It's the new era, and
it's our generation's job:'

As business became the focus of more and more students, t here was more that the university had to do to distinguish its students from the
rest. Whether through the lessons in professionalism from the Delta Sigma Pi business fraternity, the multidisciplinary courses required, or
simply utilizing the connections within the faculty, students were able to gain a more diverse and complete education of the business field. Thi
Silicon Valley in particular proved to bring the business school above the rest.
"Being in the Silicon Valley, you can't be in any better place, especially for business. That played a huge role in me coming here;' said Ryan
Shear '18.
"In high school you kind of understand that you're in the Silicon Valley, but you don't understand the depth of it. It's not until you see the
opportunities," Lydia Ku '15 said. "There are so many opportunities at this school that the name or the connections will provide for the
students:'

With such a thriving business environment, the interdisciplinary curriculum, and the drive of each individual, the school of business was abletc
maintain more than its standard of excellence, sending out students who were better prepared for life.
Copy & Layout by Emma~

0 Courtesy of Carlton Gossett
Brooke Stephens '14 and Mim i Price ' 15
have some fun with locals during t heir
work as Global Fellows in The Gambia.
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0 Courtesy of Claire
Ingebretsen
Global Fellows, Keyra Galvan · I 5, Claire
Ingebretsen ' I5, and Sania Baqai '16
smile for a photo during their summer in
Cappadocia, Turkey.

0 Courtesy of Carlton Gossett
As a Global Fellow, David Lyons '16
was ab le to use his skills as an engineer
to aid a solar project in Ghana.

ill Brian Chen
Jasper Tan '15 and Danny Beyers
'15 work on their senior project
which detects arsenic levels in
contaminated water.
I'll Courtesy of Society of
Women Engineers
Taking a break from their books, the
Society of Women Engineers embark
on an ice skating expedition.
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0 Brian Che n
Lily Tatka '15, Kristina Howard '15
and Monica de Lazzari '15 work
together in the engineering lab.

With 30 percent of its professors being women, the Santa Clara University School of Engineering is first in the nation
for percentage of female faculty tenure or tenure-track. As the gender gap remains prominent in engineering,
students are hopeful about the future of women in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) fields.
"It can be overwhelming knowing how many men are in the engineering department but it is empowering
knowing that I am one of the few women entering into the STEM fields," Maile Naito '18, computer engineering
major, said.
Each year the School of Engineering makes and effort to increase the number of female students enrolled because
it recognizes the importance that diversity plays in the world and especially in STEM fields.
"It is important to have diversity, different people bring new ideas and insights. I believe diversity is integral to the
STEM fields. It is important to have women in academia so that girls can have role models and see that it is possible
to be a female engineer. It is also important for the boys to see that women can do it too because one day they
will be working with women and sometimes those women will be their bosses;' Professor Silvia Figueira said, "It is
important to have women in academia to show that it is not just a man's world:'
The male-dominated classes can prove to be hurdle for many students.
"It's a little awkward when people point out that you are one of two or three girls in a class of fifty people, but it is
empowering and exciting to feel that you are part of this progression of women into the STEM fields. There is really
no reason for there not to be more women in engineering, I want to be able to show that it is possible for women to
succeed here;' Dayna Obenauf ' 15, mechanical engineer, said.
Santa Clara has recognized these hurdles and in coherence with its Jesuit identity is working to ameliorate this
systemic inequality. For years women have been working to improve the lives of fellow female engineers.
"The University has been really support ive of me as a mother and a professor. I had it easy because there
were a lot of women before me who broke glass ceilings. But there are still obstacles for female
engineers. We make an effort here to build community and to keep our girls from feeling
isolated. We are trying to do more and more to increase the number of female
engineers here," Figueria said.
As female faculty and students look onto the horizon t hey
remain hopeful that the efforts they are making now
will benefit those to come.

n

Brian
Chen
The sun sets over
the Thomas J. Bannan
Engineering Building, home of
the School of Engineering.
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Amazing. lmpactful.
Phenomenal. These
are all words used to describe
experiences studying abroad, traveling
the world to enhance education and immerse in
new cultures. Why not study Shakespeare at The Globe
Theatre, test your skills in Mandarin, trek across Argentine glaciers
or volunteer in a South African township?

Maura Bonini '16 traveled in London where she studied theater and Shakespeare.
"It was really cool to be in London, where Shakespeare actually worked and performed;' Bonini
said. "I think that gave me a completely new perspective on Shakespeare's plays. That's not something
we could get here:·

Connor Liston ' 16 also had an experience he could not have by staying at Santa Clara. He stud ied in Beijing, China and was
able to travel throughout Asia.
"I loved getting to see how different and unique each of those countries is," Liston said. "I just have a more open perspective when I look at
things. I also learned a lot about the business environment in Asia, which I can apply to my business classes at SCU."
On the other side of the world, Elizabeth Sherwin '16 was immersed in the Argentine culture, taking public health classes in Spanish and living
with a host fami ly.

"You learn so much about another part of the world that's so different than Santa Clara;· Sherwin said. "I also learned a lot about myself, just becau.i
I had to be a lot more independent, meet new people and speak a different language. I was challenged every single day, but I loved it:'

Madeline Regan ' 16 would agree, as she learned first-hand how social injustices are still prevalent in Cape Town when volunteering in a townshi~
"That was such an awesome experience, to be in such a beautiful country and talk about really hard issues, like race, culture and identity and hol'I
faith plays into that," Regan said. "Any way you can get there, you should do it. Go abroad - that's what I would say."

Copy by Ana Pecoraro & Layout by Emma Chen
0 Courtesy of Kathy
Murray
Kathy Murray '16 smiles wide in
front of the beautiful Moroccan

landscape.

IO Lauren Eng
Laure n Eng' 16
giggles while
receiving ;t ki~s on
the cheek from a
camel 1n t heAtlas

0 Courtesy of Lily
W e inberg
In a snorkeling trip while
abroad in Austalia, Lily
Weinberg' 16 takes time to
appreciate the coral reef.

0 Courtesy of Eric
Flores
Making t he most of his time
abroad, Eric Flores ' 15 takes
a visit to St. Claire beach in
Dunedin, New Zealand.
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Stretching Out
The dance team's captains' off the court
involvement gives the team a head start
"Being on the dance team became a really important part of my college experience
and I love being a captain because I can change the team for the better and make a
difference in our team dynamics:' Nicola Stone '16 said.
In keeping with traditions, the dance team has two captains for the season,
Stone and Cindy Suddjian ' 15. Each year, the captains lead the team to the wee
tournament in Las Vegas, where they dance and cheer on both the men and
women's basketball teams for three days.
"I look forward to attending the tournament in Vegas and getting closer with the
girls who helped with my experience as a transfer student;' Lexie Dewyea ' 17 said.
A new tradition was started where Stone and Suddjian were given the opportunity
to attend a regional dance camp in Santa Barbara. They stayed over night in the
UCSB dorms for four days and got technique training from professional coaches.
Dance teams from all over the west coast region participated.
"It was great to be able to see other teams and compare our team dynamics to them.
Overall, it was a challenging but rewarding experience and it definitely gave Nicola
and I a good start to our season;·suddjian said.
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0 Claire McBride
Jessie Aulakh ' 16 points
to Nicola Stone '16 to
demonstrate the next routine.

0 Cla ire McBride
Gianna Rogers '17 (top)
dances with one of the girls
in the kids clinic as they
learn a halftime routine.

0 Malu Veltze
Captain Cindy Suddjian ' 15 leads
the Gonzaga halftime with Amber
Zamlich '16 and Danielle Davis ' 18.
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0 Malu Veltze
Cindy Suddjian ' 15
pumps up the crowd
during the halftime
of a women's
basketball
game.

Dance Team
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crew waits off
stage with great anticipation.
They've worked hard to perfect each movement
and straighten each line, forming a symmetrical unit.

You D
roP-notik

The captains of Hipnotik have the crew form a circle with each dancer facing the same direction.
As the leaders run through their pre-performance speech inspiring t heir team, everyone drops and pops. The drop
I and pop is a hip-hop move the team does to find their chemistry and erase nerves before the performance.
Hipnotik is Santa Clara's only hip-hop dance team. They have been entering into more competitions in recent years and even drove out to Las
Vegas to compete. During the nine-hour car ride, Alex Campbell '16, one of Hipnotik's two captains, explained that the team's fatigue provided
bonding experiences for the crew.
In most competitions Hipnotik enters, they compete against adults who have graduated college.

I 'The only other college Hipnotik competes against is called Main Stacks and is a team of UC Berkeley students," said captain Sarah Youlton '16.
Hipnotik faces tough competitors and they practice hard to compete. With each practice they come together once more as a team.

I

I "At the end of each practice, Cynthia [Le ' 17] runs into the middle of the circle and shouts Hip Hip and the rest of the team responds 'Hip-no-tik!"'

I

Patrick DeGuzman ' 18 said.
Copy by Max Westerman & Layout byAli Romley

O An as
Hussain
Hipnotik performs
at Love Jones in
the Winter.

O M alu

Veltze
Hipnotik
performs at
the Love Jones
in the Fall.
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From modern dance to orchestra performances to inspiring plays, the stage transforms each night with the talent and excellence of its performen
and production star
SCU Presents' commitment to the arts is unparalleled, encouraging students of all majors and disciplines to audition and be involved in the,,
productions, creating a diverse and rich commurnb
"I think part of the reason why theater is so important in a liberal arts education is because it allows students with talents in that area to get11ropportunity to express them, even in the midst of their studies on something else," Kimberly Hill, professor in the theater department,sa~
Philip Sykes '15 is one of those students. As a political science major, he has danced for various shows, including Images, Choreographer's Ganer
and Senior Showcase throughout his four years.
"I have always been thoroughly impressed by the level of dedication and commitment I've seen come out of these students. They
create amazing works themselves, as artists;' Sykes said. "A lot of them are biology or business majors, and they're still deeply
committed to this effort as a community:'
The programs are also valuable for students dedicated to the theater. Theater major Sarah Olive-McStay '16 has
been involved in a play almost every quarter.
"It's definitely been really fun, encouraging and rewarding to work with everyone. I think with all the
faculty and people who produce and direct and make the shows happen, everyone is really
invested in their craft," Olive-Mcstay said.
In addition to their commitment to the arts, SCU Presents has a promise to
social justice.
"What sets Santa Clara theater apart is that it tries to be mindful of
social justice and how theater can promote that and actually
make an impact on people's lives," Olive-McStay said.
With a talented community and impressive
program, SCU Presents succeeds in
its goal to educate, engage and
entertain.
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O Malu Veltz:e
Sonya Venogupal ' 15 sings
out in Working, a musical.

OStan
Olsz e wsk i
Jaime Loo '15
performs in
Images
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0 Malu Veltze
TyVan Herweg'15
and Michileen Oberst
'15 share a moment
in A Moon for the
Misbegotten.

0 Malu Veltze
Students participate
in Broadway's Next
Hit Musical lmprov
Workshop.

0 M a lu Veltze
Actors sing a folk choir
song in the final scene
of student-written and
directed play, Charisma.

SCU Presents
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Community as Classroom
Students learn outside the classroom to enhance their education and
benefit communities.
Whether building houses, tutoring at local schools, or walking across California, Santa Clara is not only dedicated to education, but
also to serving others. Experi ential Learning for Social Justice (ELSJ) classes are a part of the Core curriculum for undergraduates.
With a goal to inspire and create change, it brings students out of the classroom and into local communities.
"It is part of the Santa Clara culture and m ission to have students engage with the community," Andrea Brewster, curriculum
manager of the ELSJ Core, said. "It can greatly enrich the in-class learning experience:'
ELSJ classes are offered through a variety of disciplines, allowing students to learn about community issues relating to their major,
Pathway or other interests. For example, the Business School offers MGMT 8: Business Ethics in Practice, where students volunteer
at Habitat for Humanity and learn about the non-profit organization as a business.
"It's really fun to not only do the volunteer work but also get to look at the organization as a whole;' Katie Welch '15, a student
in MGMT 8, said. "It was nice to have an ELSJ placement that tied to my major and what I am interested in the future."
ELSJ classes are also meant to give back to the community. While the primary objective for students is learning, Brewster
commented that there must be a mutually beneficial relationship with the community as well.

Ellen McKay '15 found this to be true in her ELSJ class, RSOC 99: Sociology of Religion, where she volunteered at a local h igh
school program to prepare students for college.
"I think it's a positive experience because they see me there and are able to ask questions;' McKay said. "I give them as much
advice as I can to help them. If there weren't college students there, then it wouldn't be as realistic to them to get that goal:'
All ELSJ classes are meant to help students see t he b igger picture and how they can make an impact in the community.
Martin Prado ' 16 saw this impact when teaching elementary students engineering and science concepts in ENGR 111:
STEM Outreach in the Community.
"Much like service, our education should not be on ly about bettering ourselves;' Prado said, "but rather setting ourselves
up for a future that can make a positive impact in the world today:'
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A group of elementary school
students recieve a tour of the
engineering facilities on campus.
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Chuck Barry

Jay Dubashi '15 gives a tour
the Radiant House designed
by SCU students for the 2013
Solar Decathalon.
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Max Westerman

Nicole Kelly of the lgnatian
Center works with elementary
school st udents to complete the
marshmallow challenge.
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OMax
Westerman
Director Kate
Rosen ' 16
demonstrates on
Emma ' 1 7 Longo.

OMax
Westerman
Steve Davies ' 15 acts
as the patient for
a demonstration.

sure you've
heard of someone complain
about working a n ine to five sh ift at their
job. Have you ever heard about someone working a five
to eight?That's a 5:00pm to 8:00am shift, which the EMT's on campus
have to work up to five times a quarter.
EMT's are some of the hardest working individuals on campus, and the work they do is completely on a
volunteer basis.
"We all love it, it's not work for us;' Marissa Ferry '17 said.

The EMT's are advised by firefight ers who serve as role models. Like the firefighters, these students give their time si mply to help others.
However, the privilege of helping others has to be earned. Before EMT's can become a part of the squad, they are required to t ake a 120 hours of
classes, become school registered, county registered, state registered, nationally registered and have all types of medical certifications. With all of
this hard work, some people don't make the squad. Sara Katsandres '16 explains that missing the squad isn't the end of the world.

·Many of the first aid skills you learn just through the EMT training can help you throughout life;' Katsandres said.
Some skills will be used more sparingly than others.
We're trained to be able to deliver a baby pre-hospital if we need to;' Ferry said.

~ing on the squad is tough but the good-humored group found several ways to make their shifts fun.
There's a Nintendo in Cowell with Supersmash Bros. and Zelda, there's Apple TV so the team can watch movies and there's an occasional game of
Cards Against Humanity," said Katsandres.
'hose on the shift can sleep, do homework or just hang out but when the pager goes off, they're ready for action.

ll'.'JMax
W esterman
Director Kate
Rosen '16Ieads
SandhY.a Bodapati
' 17 ana Emma
Longo '17 in
trairning.

OMax
Westerm an
Sarah Kats and res
' 16 heads out on
the EMT golf cart
to answer the cal l.

0 Max Westerman
Sara Katsandres ' 16,
Marissa Ferry'17, and
Sandhya Bodapat i '17
return to Cowell after
a long night.

0 Malu Veltze
Jack Welsh '16, Juan Moreno '16
and Peter Killory '15 show off their
inflatable dinasour at a day party.
0 Max Westerman
Students gather at Yellow to hear
Shwazye perform. Sigma Pi
hired Shwazye to come o ut for a
weekend day party.

Life On /Light'Side
Off campus life provides many opportunities to relax and destress.

Over 300 people packed together sweating on a bright and sunny day eager to enjoy live music. Rap artist Shwayze stood upon a
m~keshift stage soaking in the cheers as he let loose some summertime sound in the backyard of Yellow House. As great as The White
Fanda's performance was at the APB Fall Concert, Shwayze put on a feel-good show that left the audience happy and exhausted.

~igma Pi, one of the off-campus fraternities, had been planning this concert for a long time. Charlie Hanafin ' 15 dreamed of having a
(Oncert in the backyard of Yellow House since he was a sophomore.
'When my friends and I moved in to Yellow House, we started looking at possible artists withih our price range;' Hanafin said.

'Andre Nickatina and Tyga were some of the other artists that were considered.
TheShwayze concert was just one of the many social events that takes place off campus. Fraternities and sororities also throw events

iuch as Star Search and Derby Days. Much of the off-campus social atmosphere exists on or around Bellomy Street, which makes the
street a very attractive and entertaining place to live.

Allison McNamara ' 15 lived in what is known as the "Ghettos" apartments.

My housemates and I knew what we were getting ourselves into when we signed the lease to live on Bellomy;' said McNamara. "After a
while the weird stuff just seems standard:'
Bellomy carries lots of student traffic and McNamara loves the fact that she can call out to her friends from her window to hang out.
Walking up and down Bellomy, residents of the street like Hanafin check in with all of their friends.
ln my opinion, Bellomy is the best dorm at

scu:' said Hanafin.
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At first, immersion
may seem only like servict
trips to various part of the country, butwha'
the students bring back from their time on is an experienci
that will stay with them foreve1
"I just wanted to try something new and meet new people and get out of the rut of everyday life
Grace Begley '1 7 saie
"The first trip was really emotional as I didn't know what I was getting in to. Once you're there your days are so jam packed that it's really ham
to process what has happened;' Karina Soto '15 said. "My first trip left me with a really bittersweet feeling, just being able to learn about tha\!
issues also make you think 'what can I do nowr
"In terms of being able to go to a new place for the first time, I just completely exposed myself to the good the bad and the culturalli
Andrew Porter '16 said
On these immersion trips, students meet communities that are struggling in a variety of circumstances, such as post-natural disasten
immigration and homelessness. They meet many people during their stay, many of them with impacting storie1
"It teaches you how to enter a community, how to be humble and respectful, how to be with people rather than t rying to solve the
problems for them. It helps them realize that they may be well educated, but ult imately the people that you're encountering have,
lot to teach you as well, just as you have something to offer them," Ian Layton '1 Ssald
When the students return home, their perspective on their own lives had changed. They realize that there are such strugglesir
places close to home, they use the new views they have gained to influence their future decisioru
"You can go to school at Santa Clara for four years and not be exposed to a lot of hardship, but the immersion trips take yoo
mostly domestically, to different places in this country where people are suffering and living in poverty, and that can awaker
your conscience and help you realize that your neighbor may be in that struggle;' Layton sai«
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0 Cla ire McBride
Sam Nelson '15 plants a variety
of garlic and onions during the
volunteer drop-in hours.

0 Claire McBride
Sophia Huang '16 and Leigh
Pond '16 closely examine
their lab results before
heading back to class.
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OClaire McBride
Tire forge Garden is more than
,place to grow food for local
consumption. The garden serves as
,ilassroorn for students of varying
majors.

'iust a garden.
. rnore than )

\ara's1he
Santa C

forge is

A buzzing oasis on the edge of campus, the Forge garden is quickly becoming a center of growth, sustainability and community.
l=ounded in 2009, the p lot on the corner of Sherman and Benton has progressed from a blacksmith forge, hence its name, to the eventful,
crganic garden it is today. The Center for Sustainability and garden manager Rose Madden '09 have made it a campus resource where
!ttldents can use it as a classroom, to volunteer, participate in programs and escape the hustle and bustle of campus.
IV~h avariety of programs and volunteer opportunities, the Forge encompasses all aspects of Santa Clara life. Classes use the garden to
i~amine the soil, track plant growth or inspire creativity for writing projects, making the garden an outdoor learning environment. The Forge
also hosts the Bronco Urban Garden (BUG) program, which focuses on social justice and youth outreach. Around 1,200 students volunteer at
the gardeh every year, from SCAAP members to sports teams.
It's just you, the p lants, and the people,u Allison Carmody ' 17, an intern for the Forge who believes the Forge has created its own
mKro-community, said "It helps build connections through other mediums than classes and the library:·

The Forge also boasts unique programs practicing and promoting the importance of sustainability. Madden often holds workshops that fill
students in on the dirt of gardening and a weekly, donation-based farm stand provides Forge-grown, organic produce.

'You would think that there is definitely not enough from this one little garden to have something like a farm stand, but there definitely is;'
Lisa McMonagle '15 said. "I think that's a really cool part, it's not just something to look at, it is an actual producing garden'.'
My favorite part of the Forge is seeing all the different walks of life that come to the garden, and the unexpected connections that people
make with the garden," Madden said.
The relaxed setting ofThe Forge creates a welcoming, restorative community near campus .
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McBride
Julia Tawney '16
attends the weekly
farm stands to
bring home locally
grown vegetables.

0 Claire McBride
The Agroecology class applies
their knowledge to perform lab
experiments on plants at The Forge.

Forge Garden
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OSCU ROTC
Cadets work together during a
field training exercise to test their
strengths and abilities as a team.

0 Brian Chen
Bronco Battalion cadets gather
around to listen to updates during
their Wednesday lab.
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OBrian C he n
Rebecca Cardwell
'15 participates in a
discussion with 8th
Brigade Commander
Col. Samuel E. Williams.
The ROTC cadets
were able to ask him
questions during a lunch
meeting on Nov. 17.

Tuesdays are uniform
days. Members of the Bronco Battalion,
Santa Clara University's
Reserves Officers'Training Corps program, are often spotted around campus
proudly wearing their camouflage uniforms while commuting
between classes. Beneath their serious demeanor and combat gear, lie unique bonds with
surprisingly quirky stories and unparalleled relationships.
"Of course there are a lot of shenanigans that go on;'William Duval '15 said.
With stories revolving around fake rubber guns, tarantulas crawling on sleeping bags and
intense physical challenges, the life of a Bronco Battalion cadet is no dull one.
The professors of military science courses and labs, or cadre, come from varying
backgrounds within the m ilitary. Some are Green Berets taking a break to i nstruct,
while others are officers fresh out of Afghanistan or Iraq. The wild caliber of the cadre
is on par with the diversity of the cadets.
"All of us are so diverse but at the end of the day, when we look around, we see each
other and we bond over the things we have to go through toget her;' Joshua Shao
'17 said.
Shao, also a board member of the Chinese Student Association, speaks to the
diversity of his ROTC class which includes a boxer, a triathlete, a men's water polo
player and business fraternity brothers.
In addition to physical training in the mornings, labs, and required military
science coursework, cadets head off campus to complete excruciating
overnight field training exercises involving combat training, tactics and realworld simulations. Sometimes going three days without a shower, the cadets,
covered in sweat and dirt, still embrace and celebrate after successfully
completing a challenge.
"That's the t hing that's nice about it, all these people accept you for who
you are at your very worst;'Sa rah Marble'l 6 said.
O S CU ROTC
James Middleton '18 is undergoing
typical firearms training.
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What
started as a class project
at Stanford has taken over the world. Snapchat has
revolut ionized the way we communicate w ith one another,
making capturing a moment, creating works of art, and sharing
them, instantaneous and at our fingertips. Then in ten seconds
or less, the snap disappears.
"It's cool that you can send friends a picture of what's going on,
without feeling too committed to the picture,'' Allahjah Brown
'17 said.
New features including replay, smart filters and live stories
have taken Snapchat from a simple photo-sharing app to
something much more interactive.
Take a snap, swipe the image, and see the temperature, how
fast you're going, or location-based geotags. Across campus
you can add a custom "Santa Clara University" tag showing
off Mission Church, "Claradise:' or venture off-campus and a
Bellomy Street tag appears.
"The geotags are cool too. They make little trips an actual
event:' Brown said.
"I like the replay feature because I get to relive/rewatch
some of my friend's funniest snaps," said Hensley Sy '16.

'--,,.:-~.:;:~-~~------~------

More recently, users can watch live Snapchat stories
from across the world including music festivals and the
NCAA Final Four.
"My favorite ones are international like Carnival in Brazil
or the TGIF tag in Stockholm;' Derek De Sola '16 said.
"It's cool to see what people are doing outside of your
own friend group and all over t he world:'

Copy by Ashley Nguyen & Layout by Vivian Stoneking

Lifestyle
by Young Thug
came on as a freshman
scrambled to find the missing
lyrics. If she recited the lyrics correctly, she
would've received a free Love Jones tank. Everyone knew
the trending song but she had never heard it before. Even in this
awkward moment, the emcee's kept it cool.
"I honestly feel comfy on stage;' regular Love Jones emcee Gershen Asmellash ' 15 said.
Asmellash and his co-host Solomon Mulugeta ' 16 started dancing to the song and the
mistake was forgotten.
Love Jones is the biggest student-run event where students can perform and display their
artistic talents for all to see.
"When your friends go up and do something that they really love, it's really inspiring to see a
whole d ifferent part of them;' Savanna Frierson ' 15 said.
This was one of the main attractions that drew in Alana Hinkston ' 16. Hinkston only agreed to
visit as a high school senior because her father had made her. She attended a spring visit and was
surprised to see the diverse array of talent Love Jones had to offer.
"I immediately knew that one day that would be my show," Hinkston said.
Hinkston had found her niche before she enrolled and is now the head of the Love Jones promotion
committee. lgwebuike, formerly known as the black student union, started Love Jones in 1999 and has
steadily grown in popularity since then. Love Jones continues to be a platform for artistic expression and
fills up Locatelli for every show.
"You can't just say 'oh there's not going to be a Love Jones this quarter because that would cause an uproar;'
Frierson said.
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The lights are extinguished as David Lyons
'16 and his juggling
talent glow.
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Taylor Hawes '15
serenades the
audience with Vance
Joy's hit"Riptide:·
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Solomon Mulugeta
'16 entertains the
Love Jones crowd
between acts as he
shows o ff for Savanna
Frierson '15·
0 Malu ~eltze
Hipnotik brings ·th
down t he housew,
an energetic and
powerful display.
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Hundreds of students have jobs working a 11 over campus. One perk of working on campus is the community that their
job brings. Brendan Dougherty '16 worked at the AIL1mni Association, helping run the office and alumni-related events.
"We're a tight-knit community;' Dougherty said. "They say they're a family, and I would agree with that."

Emily Morgan '15 worked in the Transportation Office, where they host events like World Cup themed potlucks as an office.
"I love my boss and everyone that works there,'' Morgan said. "We have a really great group of student workers, and we have a great
relationship with campus safety, so it's been fun to get to know them:'
Not only do they offer students a sense of community, on-campus jobs can also give students career experience. Amanda Ramos '15
worked in the Center for Science, Technology and Society as a student writer. As a communications major, Ramos worked with the
marketing team, writing articles and reaching out to audiences in social media.
"I really like that it closely aligns with my major, so I get a lot of experience;' Ramos said. "I have learned a lot more about social
entrepreneurship and what a lot of people are passionate about:'
So why do students like working at SCU instead of off campus? As Evan Meyer '17, who works as a writing partner atThe HUB, said, "The
commute is short, the work environment is friendly, and it's a great opportunity to be a part of the larger Santa Clara community:'
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Kate Rogers '17 folds a shirt during
her shift at t he campus bookstore.
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The mail
room is a popular
on-campus job.
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Sean Sugimoto ' 17
hands off a package.
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Following
the Michael
Brown shooting in
Ferguson, Missouri and the grand jury
decision, protestors rallied across the nation with
the slogan #blacklivesmatter. When the movement found its way
to Santa Clara, students also adopted this slogan and made it their own with
#alllivesmatter and #justicematters in order to be inclusive of all races.
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"We decided to make a banner that said #alllivesmatter. It's j ust more of a human
movement," Marrisa Martinez '1 6, the Associate Director of MCC, said. "We're trying to
get more discussion to happen around the Santa Clara campus, to have people be more
aware. We want them all to know that something's happening'.'
The movement was centered on a rally that happened on MLK day, where students
gathered to listen to speakers touched by racial injustices. It was brought about by a "Jesuit
Call to Justice in which SCU came together to stand in solidarity with all of the victims of
institutionalized racism, and call for racial justice" said Denise Chavez, Assistant Director for
Undergraduate Admission, who orchestrated the rally.
"One of the big things that happened was a "die-in" where everyone lay down on the ground
forfour and a half minutes to represent the four and a half hours Mike Brown was on the floor in
Ferguson without any help," Martinez said.

1

,nt<l Clara
niv ersity

After the die-in, students marched around campus holding signs and chanting.
"A small delegation of students went to the Santa Clara Police Department to ask them to sign
a petition [regarding the issue]. We hope to open communication to build a trusting relationship
between them and all of our SCU community" said Chavez.
This wasn't the only event on campus. The MCC held a Solidarity Week that touched upon similar issues
and brought up the same ideas of diversity and inclusion, and spreading awareness about injustice.
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Candles are lit with
pictures of victims in front
of the Mission Church,
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0 Chuck Barry
Aldo Billingslea
speaks at the MLK
day rally.

0 Chuck Barry
Students and faculty participate in a "die-in"
to represent the four and a half hours that
Michael Brown's body was left on the street.

Through the Center for Science, Technology, and Society, the Global Social Benefit Institute sends students around the
world to help entrepreneurs in their quest to help those in poverty. Rising seniors were able to apply to this program,
They spent their spring quarter of junior year p lanning how they were going to help their company. Then during the
summer between their junior and senior year they went abroad and put their plan into action.
"I worked for llumexico. The headquarters were based in Mexico City. We traveled to two different states within Mexico,
which were Oaxaca and Campeche;' Kiara Machuca '1 s, said. "The company provides solar panels to people who are
based off the electricity grid. You would think everyone has electricity being in the 21st century, but that's not the
case.
Students were able to step out of their comfort zones and experience something completely different. It was good
hands-on experience.
"The best thing I learned is that you can't put a price on human-to-human interaction;' TyVan Herweg, '15 said."lt
seems basic and really cliche but it's easy in the classroom to get caught up in these schemes about what we need to
do to make the world a better place, but really it's human-to-human interaction to get us there:
In addition to helping the up-and-coming companies get started and make their way in the market, many students
enjoyed the opportunity to experience another culture.
"(My favorite part was] just being sent away to India and being exposed to the culture, making Indian friends,
eating the food and really using that as part of my research for understanding India and understanding the
context for what my research was about;' Holly McKenna '15 said. "Getting to understand
India and getting to understand the culture was really beautiful:'
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Kiara Machuca ' 15
interacts with the
staff of l lumexico,
a solar energy
equipment supf)lier in
Mexico.
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Technology, and Society
Students from the KAIST College of
Business show off their certificates
with pride after completing the
Global Social Benefit lnstitute's
Business Plan Boost Program in
mid-January.

0 Chuck Barry
Alex Thal '14 pitches his proj ect on
a solar-thermal wat er purification
system.

0 Courtesy
of Ty Van Herweg
Caroline de Bie '15, Kaci
Mccartan '15 and Ty Van
Herweg'l 5 are all smiles
w ith t he workers of
BanaPads. The students
traveled to Uganda
and Tanzania over the
summer to help the
company manufact u re
their product.
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Locking in Harmony
A unique background of talent brings acapella groups together.
There are five different acapella groups; Audiosync, Supertonic, Vocallicious, Measure-up, and Testostetones. Fall
quarter, prospective members audition and have a chance to preference which group they would like to be a part of
based on the type of voice the group is looking for.
" We had a "Pitch Perfect" moment in our auditions where we all went into a garage and had a huge sing off. Someone would
just start a song and other people would create beats and everyone would harmonize;· Kristiana Tenorio ' 17 said.
Acapella groups are student-run and not affiliated with the music and theatre department. The members teach each other how to
make music, and conduct and rehearse without professional guidance. The majority of the members are not studying music and
some even began without any background in singing or music.
"One of the beauties of my group, Audiosync, is that we have a dynamic group with people who can't read sheet music all the
way to musicians who have been producing music their whole life;· Serena Chen '16 said.
Chen started an acapella group in high school, which is how she became involved with this type of singing. Because
Audiosync has about twenty members, "it is really beautiful to be able to really lock in harmony;' Chen said.
"I hope to come back as an alumni and see this program going strong because we have phenomenal interest right now so
I hope that just grows from here," Kyle Langdon '15 said.
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iO Claire McBride
Eddie Barrack ' 17 and fellow members
of Audiosync practice for their- winter
concert outside of Mayer Theatre.

iO Claire
McBride
The Vocalicious
team put on
a stunning
performance in
The Bronco.

0 Malu Veltze Claudia Schumann '16
highlights her vocal and guitar talents
during a shore set at Love Jones.
iO Claire McBride Members of
Superconic sing out in a winter
performance at The Bronco.

Acapella
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0 M ax Re e se
The solar eclipse
is framed within
an eyepiece.
0 Er ic Bonilla

Grace Chesmore '17,
Isaac Sornborger'l 7
and Reece Jackson
'18 discuss q ua ntum
physics and states
of real ity.

Santa Clara's newly created club for space enthusiasts is a perfect way for st udents to learn about
astronomy and connect with people interested in space both on and off campus. With astrophysics
and space exploration becoming common topics among young people, Bronconauts provided an
outlet to discuss ideas and d ream of the future.
As Anthony Chirban '17 describes the aim of the club, "We're trying to cultivate a perspective and
nurture new ideas and bring new people into the field."
One of the club's primary goals was the reopening and refurbishing of the beautiful observatory
on campus, which would provide an excellent way for students to experience hands-on astronomy
and related fields wit hout having to go off campus.
"It'd be cool to have on campus. There wasn't anything like it already, and it would also help
generate interest in the observatory campaign;' Conor Duggan '15 said.
The reopening of the observatory on campus wasn't the club's only plan to engage students.
"[A planetarium] would be such a great community-builder;' Grace Chesmore ' 17 said. "Think of
all the schools around Santa Clara that would want to bring in their elementary schoolers on field
trips."
But Bronconauts isn't all campaigning for construction of facilities on campus. They organized
multiple trips to go see the movie Interstellar, gone up to Lick Observatory to watch a lunar eclipse,
brought guest speakers from NASA to campus, and much more.
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A telescope is prepared to
view the solar eclipse.
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0 Max Westerman
Colin Muller'15 sorts
through an assortment of
his handmade tie-dye.

0 Courtes_y of
THl CLARA
Mallory Miller'l 5 and
Arman Dezfuli-Arjomandi '15 advertise
forTh3 Clara.

0 Courtesy of
Loophole Media
Jacob Hellinga
'15 and Sandro
Tolentino '15 smile
for the photo with
rapper Shwayze.
loophole media
provided videos and
photography editing
services to students.

Hit the Ground Running
Students get a head start on their futures with start ups.
Loophole Media started in a laundry room. Jacob Hellinga '15 and his two roommates, Nick Seabright '15 and
Lisandro Tolentino '15 gazed out through a small window from their laundry room into the next-door neighbor's yard.
The w indow made the trio think of a portal into another world and thus, their business was cr.eated and named.
"I had been doing video since high school and Nick went abroad to Africa and was recognized for the photos he took
there. Sandro started as a business major and was mainly in charge of getting us the g igs we needed;' Hellinga said.
Loophole Media has worked with organizations both on and off campus including multiple fraternities and
ororities, the Business School, and even other student start-ups.
Lusid Dream is a tie-dye business started by Colin Muller '15. When Muller started his business, he wasn't
planning on keeping it going after college.
"I was running low on cash and needed some spending money;' said Muller. "I could create a shirt with five
dollars and sell them for ten to fifteen:'
Although Lusid Dream started out small, Muller is now planning to continue the business after he graduates
and hopefully setting up booths to sell tie-dyes at music festivals.
Some student start-ups have become so successful that they've become a launching
point for life after college.
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Colin Muller' l 5 proudly shows off his
impressive tie"dye creations.
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Marina Alonso P,ma
Maggie Ale
Andres AhareL
·~athiln Am;1r..1ndos

Jacoh Amedic

Emile Antone
Brendan Appelman
Sepchr Araghi
Jamie Arce

Maya Arce
Corinne Archer
Amand:, Arena
Hailai Arghandiwnl
Thoma~ r\riniello

Carlo Annijo
Paul Arm,<rmng
Jose Arriaga
Charlotte Arrouye

Erin Ar.;lanoglu
Owt!n Asalonc

Stcvcu Ashe
Katherine Asher
Adrienne A~h\~ Orth

Janelle Atangan
Katherine Atkinson
Stephen Aubuchon
Jaclyn Ayala

Ka)·la ;\yrc,
Ch,isii:rn Ay~cue
Ju~tin ,\v.arito

Sean Backes
Gurlecn B:tj\\ a
Alexander Ball
Javienl BalJCMt:ro~
Anneliese Bat,
Juliana Banuelos
Alcx.amJcr Barden

Breana Bm11e..,
Noah Burne.,..
Spencer Barnell
Esther Bnrtkll
1\nna Bauer

Anja Be«rd
Alana Beaton
Logan Bcmon

Arbelina Bebl;1
J()e Becht
Paul Becker
Haley Bcccl1cr
Mark Belford
David Bell
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Lauren Bell
Annabel Bench
K11,una llcnirschkc
fack Bcnjami11
Olivia Bcnrley
Tc,,, Berghoff
Tyler Bcrginann
Joi:.eph Bermudes

Taylor Berry
Alexandrtt Bertac.:cini
Brandon Hctlenc.:ourt
Ma1thew Bcnent.·ourt

Kcl,c) Beller
Caroline Bculigmann

Kunal Bhimjiyaoi
L)a, icJ BillSolli
Torh<'n Bill,,w
Megan Bindi
,\111:-inucl Bi1uneh

C:mhcrinc Blach
llrnge Blake
~h.:olc Okincy
Oylun Blau
Samuel Bla11ncr
M;.1dison Ble~sing.ton
Frcdrik Blom'lvi\l

fordan Blum
Brendon Boardingham
l~li Bon,1di~!->
Se::rn Bonner

Michacl llono
Celia Boone

Kaitlin Bootle
Knthkcn Booth
Ste, en Booth
Bethany ll011>" sky
Thatcher Bouck
Gregory 8oudrcaux
Owain Bonghtwood
E,·angclia Bouzos
Kyle Boyce
Zach.11') Boyett
Alexander llnidford
Duncan Brmllcy

Peter Bmrbhaw
f\ndrc\\ Brnnnon

Duna Hrcn-Ca.rdnli

L:1urc11 Brennan
Stlmmcr B,~nnun
Shannon Brc,lin
Emma Brc1h:1ucr
Michael Brewer

~lik:iyla Briare
Valerie Bright
Ja,x,~ Brodt
Annie Brown

Corey Brown
Lcnnnn Brown
Katelyn Bn)wne

~lark Browne
(iabriclla B,imello
Alli,on Bruner
Kclltn Bry:rn

Kara Buccino
Oat Thanh Bui
Colleen Burke
\Vitliam Burschingcr
lvlcKcn2ic Bush

Benjamin Button
Sharleen Cobal
Songjic Cai
Ch,irc Calio
N;1tashn C~1lkins

Andrew Collons
.\:iron Callo\\
Chad Calnon
O:1ko1a Calvcn
Madi,on Camarlinghi
Alc,ondcr Campanelli
1:ra11~ Cannizzaro
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Pa1rick Carmon
Jason Ct1pili

Max Cupogm..,,o
MirJnda Caputo
Tc:-..... Cara~
Noah Carl
Ashley Carbon
Trent Carlson
Jc,<sica Ca1111ona
Emily CanillQ
Michacl Can-i Ila
Callister Carson
Cayla Car<0n
Kri,tt·n C;:1r.mn

Casey Ca"tcn,
·res!-- Car1in

Alexa Ca.sale
Jenae C<Lsalnu<wo
Jo,c Casilla,
Amber C.,~tillo
Sophia Casttllo
Ce!<-ar Casrro

Melena Ca,tro
Jake Cchula

Marlene Cerntos-R1vas
Sana Chadda
Satoshi Chafri n
Amarbir Ch:thal
Caner Chan1i>crlin
David Chan
Derrick Chan
Lok T ung Chan

Michael Chandler
Chri,rnpher Chang
Connie Chang
Katherine Chang
M igucl Chapa
Gat,rich, Chaparro
Derck Char
Kcnd:ill Chase
Emerald Chasiain
Sonali Chaudhry
f'abian Chavc,
Angela Chen
llrian Chen
Emma Chen
Patritk Chen
Xin Chen
Alfred Cheung
Jcmmhan Cheung

Emily Chiang
Alexis Childers
Megan Ching

Dylan Chng
Sarah Ch01
Bryan Cho"

Greer Chriiiman
J~cahn Christen!-.cn
Cheng-Yen Chung
Maxcn Chung
Ryan Chung
Zachary Chung

Nicholas Cisnero,
Madeleine Clelland

Eth:m Clement>
Genevieve Clm\
Alexander Codik

Daniel Cody
Benjamin C<>hn
llamilton Coke
Michelle Coleman
Eric Colindrc~
Caroline Comfort
Eli7.abeth Commarom
\Vcndy Conaw3y

Daniel Conde
flcth Condon

Kevin Cdni!

Harry C<mkcy
Sophie Connell)
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Kevin Crane

Sarah Craven
Ch1i:-.tina Crcame1

Ch,istinc Cremer
Jac<1h Cr0\\11

Kailccn C,,ulcn
Carlie 01ddihy
Mar(!arc1 Curlev
Rid:ard ff Al~rt
Gr..ict: IY Amko

Kaela o·syJ""
Jo,cphine Daub<)ul
!-;hima r)adri~h1:td~h
Jaime Daigle
Dante Dall.i Ga,perinn
Wyett Dalwn
Richard Daly
Francc~ca Dana

Mitchell Dang
Lilian Dan
Lea 0aran
l'aylur Darby
Daiuellc Dav1s
l. ambcn<> Oe 8oni
Chh,e Do Gu11nan
'.vlichael DeBroeck
Elbe DeCr1s1oforo
Pa1rid.. Ot:Gul.Jlmll
Dylan DeTray
Rm,an Decker
Mcghan Delay

Cados Delg'1dillo
Elizabeth Delgallillo
Adri.in DelgauQ

Anya Denni~
Ahig:iil Desai
Shiv.mi Desai
:..1lichncl De~tin
Jcffrt) Dc,trucl
Gabncllc D~utsc·h
N,rholas Devantier

\lnnik.i Devli n

Rvangelra DiCicco
Babacar Diallo
Jon Di:iz

Sar.1h Dick111,011
Sharon Diep
Au:-.tin Di~rch

Katelyn Di~_e,,
Kennedy Dintl.lS.
Margaret Doan
Ng(K" Doan

Ki(•run Doheny
Domimquc Dold
Kelle) Dong

Chloe Donlan
Hunter Donu1·an
Caroline Dorman
Jonnth~n Dor~cy
Gilly Do<iwits~y
Ama11t,la .Dough~rty
Tykr Dc," nint
Sanih Downum
Samh Draxton
Alcx:1ndrn Drechsler

Caroly11 Drcwr)
Nmolie Duda
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K ccrth;in:, l)uddi

Nicho la, Dudlcr
Sar:1h r>ugan

Zoe Duh.:hinp,
'ihan,1011 Dunn
(jl'cgt1ry Dunne

Mi1~m,h1 Dunne
Grace Durenhcr,gt'r

Kyla Easilin~
C:0<.1pcr Ebbuit
l>amd l:hcrharJ
Ma, Eberhart
Drwicl Ed,.:-.IL'i n

Chriswpher Edwnn.h
Kaotl)ti b lward,
Stephen Edw.inb
'l.achar) Ehllngcr
Jm·oh EJcrci10
%,·111a El Tawil
,\m) l:liraio
Carlo, Antonm Elit.alde
T:tylrn !·_U,111~
Emma blli<

Kevin 1-.lli,
<;am b1do
Slt~ve Encme

Michael En ritJua
Stephan ie l~rumo
Paigt' F.1it..•l-.:-i-on
C':11tlyn bcohar

Ta~ tor Escobar
\llarilynn [,cun

C:hri, 1~,r,,1r1a
Ju::-i.: f;:-..p11m1.a
Samanth~ E.,. t:1do
S:-.tlnC) EstnuHt
L,aial1 F,creu
Ary:1 Faili
Byn,.n F.in

Dylan r·~ira
ChantelI Faria,
Kelleher Farrell
t\man<l;:i_ l ·t:aron
Ryan h:~1lhcr

Jacoh f-c<lc11c~>
<\ ly"" Fclcl,ine
>.;i~h(j/u, f'e"ii11anJi
HemJ· Fl.!t-gu:,.on

T)'lc,· l·cr!cu,on
F,,y F1.:r11:mdc,
Rynn t.crnam1a
Tte\'or Fi.::rnandc;,
Man:-,c.1 f crrari
Xnnc

tt:n-aro

Ldititt Fcrl'aro

Chrisrina r:crmnc

Scan 1-c,tk
habela h!?.uc,tu

:\,J;u•~ l"iliN
MidiaeJ f-t uicy

\usnn J'11;J1cr
Fthc Fisher

Makinzi Myers, '18

A: "SCU is the epitome
of work hard, play hard
with a dash of 'Go Broncos' that brings everyone together with an
unbreakable

Laurel Fi,hcr
l->c1rrh,hcr
1\nn" l'itch
Nicole Fite
Bn<lgct FlahCl'I)'
('uk,gl, H:ihcn)

Holland Flinn
l::lh,c J Jortum

fame... H:nn
Kac,·} Foedhdl

O,llon h,ch,
~IJtthc" fogtul)
~ichnl:.1.., h ,,ng.
All+1m f."lHll'-111;;1

J~uuc~ r•md
J<N.."- e Founucr

~I.ti) hm lcr
R)Jll rr:,hcr
(fouic1t, bJnl.'i:
K.tthryn h;rnkc
Ai 1an~1 Fr.inkct

Hr.i,kn l'r:,nkl<ln
Ft:hcia r~·r.u1,
Juhan Fr:N:r
~lar: Frcdcrtcl~cn

J·rccm~m
'-uah Fricd111Jn
f:kna rmmcr
<\mun.la Frnhhng
\ngchca Fuente,

C"1ilJJll

llcnry Fulghwn

\ntlrc1, Fun,llkt
Lind,\!~ G~1.io

.\shlo) (;ad
~:.1ndro Ga,g, •
K,HJa Galli

\ IJrgarc1 Gt,I1<1
\\ ti ham Gallow;,)
i\1,.muna Gah-;m
T~lcr Gamh,11

Fr;.111ci~l1 Gan.•ia
;-;icola, G,1rt·1a
\1ichck G<1rh1
Gcorg,~rnn:t (hrncr

Ju"-li1w G:1mcr

J.,ck G.irrcu
\t.,rco Gu,p.11i
J,1,myoe (in,ton
01r1:-.t11h\

Ga, 111

I .•1ur~1 Ga\'til(\\ 11.:
-..:,,hH Gccrcdd)

~larc Gchng
r:1ylor Gcnt'lkO\\'

-1-\ntunano

ulncc) Gllhc,1
~Jurphy Gildner
~1or,g:111 Ciill,'"
•\le,a GiralJm<I
,\kc Girouard

Mach,on (jjv4..:n,
Carolmc Glaser

\J;tni Gn:ma,iv;nn
\aron Gold,mlth
.-\lc,,,n.tra Golu,
Su,chJ Gomtx:ri:
Akx,,ndcr Goma

'\lt:\i, (i\.1n,al\!1
t\ nclrc, Gonlale:,

Julian Connie,
Krn1bcrle) Gon,atel
\; 1chi>!a., Gn<>dp:htN

vr:1111 Go1dun
~la"'"h Gurlorwulu
\ 1ichcllc C;orshtci n
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Kimhcrly Goulart
Sabnna Gouveia
J\ udrey

Gozl.li
Louis Grnce
Carl G,ac1yk
D"' id Grnf
/.:ich;iry Graham
Dcion Graham-Long
llalcy Grcc,1
Katie Grimm
Caml1nc Grinnell
Sutter Grune

Danilo Gua:-.liC:.:c.-i
Ka1ina GucrrJ
R~1fael Gut!n'crq
Michael (;uggcnhcim

Julie Guillaumlll
Fcni,mdo Guin10

William Gunn
Christopher Gun,~)
Abhay Gupta
John Gt11hml lier

Frnnci-..co Gu1ic:n·cl Ramire,
E,an 1-fabcrlc
Tasm111e Hackson
K~1lc Hagan

Samuel llahn
Elc:na Ila1,gh1
Rachel Hale
Ch,uk, Haley
Claire Haley
Ltlll!'Cll

Jl:tll

Alcx:m,lm H:dl Rocha

Emelia 11:unllton
Patrick H~_rnle:
Mallory I lanscn
Kathryn Hanwn-Dnhbs
Micha~I H:hl
Tian)i Hao
Haley Harada
Tisha 11:imlasiri
C,,lby Harper
f\iduu I larri:-.
Am,rnd~1 Mani:-.

Andrew I farns
Chri:-.1in:1 I fani:-:

David Harris
Steven Harrison
Cameron I lart

Vincent llcyman
Indy Hkknrnn
Dylan Hill
l'ey1m1 Hill

Personalities

cli1.abctJ1 Hitchcock
Alison Yi-Ning Ho
Onnn 1-lo
Jnck,~011 I loaglam.l
Phil Hoh,m

F.,an Hocl'I

Stephen Holl
Madelcmc Holder
Connor I lol11u111
Jenna Holt,
Julia l lornacchevarrfa
Alastair Hood
Ariana 1!0<.1ks
Jonot h:1n HoM,·r
Hunter I !award

Luke Hoyle
Anthony flnyt
Nicole Hrynczuk
Rik) Hsia
Bethany lhu
Stephame Hsu
Derck Hu
Steven Hu

S1cphcn I Im,
Hubbard
William llud,011
F.mil Hucbncr-Sehurch
Owen Iluclsbcck
Halle Huff
Brian I luhn
Michael Hultqui,1
Ryan I lu,nc
~vlHllhcw

I lung
Mar<.;are1 Hurlhut
John-Paul Hurley
Jo,cph llurley
Nath.an Hutdti,on
Jocelyn

Ch:irlo11~ I luth

John llync,
Laura Hyslop
Aida Ibrahim
Avery lke<la
Sanah 111111111
Joshu" Inouye
Kayln lnouyc

Susan I" ing
131t1c.'c Ivc11-on
Kevin Ive~

Vi,ha111h Iyer
Katherine Jae~
Anthony Jack,on
Reece Jacbon
Mauhew Jacobs
Pauerson Jaffurs
McCall Jame,
Toc.~ron Jame,

Nicole Janssl!n
Jona1han Jam!lt

Rebecca J:J.$k<lt
Claire Jens.t:n

Ethan Jensen
Ltiigh Jcn~cn

Rachel Jepsen
Jordan Je5,,ofva
Ann.1 Joh:m~cn
Bridget Johnso,l

Emma John~on
Uv Ji\ht>son
R)'tm John~<ln
Trevor Johtison

,._1y,,a J00e,
Gran1 Jones

lsnac Jorgensen
ArljHli Jo,hi
Vicll)ria Juarc'I

Kyle Kai,er
Mahina Knn,oku
Cyril Kand,,
Catherine Ktrng

Mouhew Kaplan

Freshmen
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i\tmum Kanm1cc
Scan Ka1,1ci11
,' vkrm: K;.t,,chmit1t.:1
Lmtra Ka-,t1lan1
i\tadcl1nc Kaufmnn
Lcn·ccn Kfit1

raylor Kc,·
Ka1hcnnc Kcl"l1nc
hl1.11tbc1h Ki.:cn;m
~hd,ad

Keene

~!c~an Kc,:tl1

~str~ Krll;
·\utlr9 Kcnoal~
\l"xandcr Kennedy

M1ch:10l 1'cnncy
\ lJJ"g:1rcl Kctun.1nn

\lii,.h<il Khm,ada,h, iii
~:unanth., Kichman
:'\1chohc, K1l,.udu
~•~•dclim· K1lct!n
,\lc,andc1 K Im

Counnc) K1111
Da,id

K,m

Da11Jcl Kimrno

L) mhcy Kinc,ud
Ryun Kinchcluc
Kdl) K111g
I d1.rn~l Kmg.•Ad,1,
M11chdl K1.-ku11un
Ciia11:1 Ki,ch1ni~J,ian
Lu:hal) Ki:,,nn
D.,nid 1'1«"
Sierra Kluc,k,m ,l,.1
Juha KnclX'I
La,·ha11 Koha)a,hi

I-Ila Koncll
Dm) Kodt
Kyrpn 1-.och!tr
Sulhrnao, Kt>Chct

flcnlla Kvh
i\m1and Kl1ha~••1n
Me~an Kohn
Domrn1c K,Hn~1rcJ..

J,"cph Kvncrn
llannah Ku1thaw1
'lan11 Ko,h~

Paul Ktuel
\Lm:11, Krath

\h.:,andcr Knmek
;\,bdclinc 1'.J\·nd..
Vr:1c1.· K1111~gcr

!...Jura Kuh1,1,1lr..
hana Kuchan
Jt1ellt Kuehn
Gnnk,n l<u~n,..h.:r
Jon.1than K" on,g

1\,1.lr~arct Kallu:yn L:1fountain
Brigitte Lucid
C"tenna L,1i11~
\ndrca Leu
S,m,ka L~kka
Joh11 Lull,
Ja-..on Lulund~
Pluhr Lnm

Mnddeioe Lnndl)
BcnjwnJn I ur,
Camcmn Lattimer
;\lcgsm L~1u

C.uthcrinC" L.m~hton
Sydney Llu11c
C'ia,, L!iv111

:S,;it.dicLm,
fkll!nu Le

Jcanc111.: Lt.•
Kn>llll I.~
Thicn \n Le
Hannah L,·Blanc
Rthin1\ Lr(iJn

\ Iidtacl Leake

Al)"" I.cc
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Bryson l.ec
Cll'iku Lee

"The
greatest surprise
at SCU was just how
welcoming everyone is, especially to us as freshmen. I knew
there was a different vibe here t han at
different universities, I j ust didn't realize how
extremely welcoming it would be."

l~1lrnn Lee

Gabnclle Lee

Emily Lind,ay

Brynn Littlehale
Angela Liu

Rachel l,.ivengood
Andre\\ Lloyd
Byron L()
Shiuun Lo
/\1l~1tthew Loewd
Tyler Loo~

Jorge Lopez
\1onica Lope,

Pablo Lopez
Daniela Lorenz
I leather Louks
Pamela Low
Rd~cca Low
Caitlynn Lowery
Emily Lu

Scnbao Lu
Andre\\ Lung

N,chola, Lurie
Amy Lutn
~arah l~ulhcr
K:ul,crinc Lutu·cll
Shann(ln Luu
Amelia Lyle

Romrm Lymc.n
Con-:tan1ina L.ymhcrop(mlos

Clnudi" Lyon
Caitlin Lyon>
Da,id Lytle
Karen Mac
Erik" M'1c0onald
1-1:,ydcn ~ lacDon:Lld
Amando MacOuff

Freshmen
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Jcraru R,1111cl \l.1JJmh.1
Alcianlrn \l~1g.1na <iamcn,1
\l;inuc:I ~fa!!ana (inmt!L
Cul \IJl'I""
l..tUl'"n ~lah1lnl'.')
\lacli,.,11 \l,1jerk

f'•:~lon \l.ilc:,,l\a,
:iamar \f:thl.
Fr.md, \t1lon<.'

\ l,trlC) \ lJll>lll"
l\ltrid, ~lJ..101h:-:
:,,1111.mtho ~l11l11nc
K~i:111\' .1 ~lutul..hrna
\ru,h \J.111ch.111ll.1
I ,nd,c) \1,111Jcll
\ licaa \ hanfni)
Sltarccn ~lann
\ nlhlm~ f\1:m,ul'lO
Ti·lcr \f11rd11
Lcond \ t.u·c1.1
\l,lltho\\ \ larl.,
.li\)lll \1"11111
'\lull~ f\JJ.rt111
R:-·1111 \ brtin
-1m,1) n \ •lrlrt1n
l.0111~ \1•.1.wncth
\'rnccn1 ~far'f1m:110
\lli"i0/1 \l:'trti1JC/

R;mmn \l,1rl im;1
S)dlll t\lar1111t"/
K:;ilcy ~ 1;11t:n

'\i11..:hok1~ ~1..tt~ra

)1>hll \f.alhc,"
\h,h,·llc \f"1he,"
S~ha,tu.·n Mutlrn:u
la)IOl Mau
Chnll)JI '-la)'
\1Jg!"<' \l,1y
Rctll<) \ l,1)
D,inacl ~ lah·r

k<.,(.' ,tlyl.!1
Lkan ,\IJym..·
\l1iril•-.\lt:,i, \1.tyt\r
C'lu11e \kCanh,
\lc"ul\lcr ~kCanv
l11ant i\h:ll11:,nc1.
R,,hcn ~h:Chc,11C)
Chri,1111.1 .\kC'olh1111
1\Jc>.nndcr ~1'.:CuUou~h
:-,1cli(,, \1..,Dnnahl
(i1at·c \ l d)uugal

I.in \I.Dm,gall
(\mn\"lr \h.'(,ra1h

\·1or,g;m \1c(," 1n.·
Pierce ~k:1nturff
K)k \k\lc>tl'-'"
Oollald ~k"-<•all
Connm..: ~k(hl.c1
l!,ulc) ~kQu,1111
Cathcnnc ~lcQuc,·n
P.11mk \kQuccn

Erin \kg.o,.,~m
Kir,1cn \1~11J
And, ~ lcd,na

Ju-,1111 \k..::hc11
Bt'i1in \IClt't'

\11do:w \ lt... l1."11dc1
Katenna ,\!cry
Sintim~ \fctigttt!

\1il.cil \ktcall
l)e, on :,,. le) i:r
Jcrelll) Mi.1 ytr
Ka1hc1111!!' Mc}'cr
Renee:

r-.1cyc.:r

R~an \foyer
,•\n~n," \k}lon
(.,1':lnl ~ 1~~)' Ian

Aly-,,a ti.hm\UtoC
K:iil,1 \fa•hat:1
\!aria ,\ fichuu,
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f\ lcgan Michel

Andrew Michelmorc
Jluncs ~lid<lk1on
Pa1ric~ Mihelic
Sarnucl Militello
Grant Miller
Luc;is Miller
M:11 lhcw Mille r
Ca:.ey Mill,

Lex Mirnglia
Gr.ml M ishlcr
Peter ~1rtchcll
(,)uinn Mitmka
~leg.an Mittclbcrg
~athan Miy:,~hiro
(i11rftn Mo,:dc

H:i~hilh:t Mog;illap:illi
( i race i\ lomm:i

Emil}' ~1lcmroc
~latalia 1\·lontc~
C:1mcron Mo,it.gomcry
Sylas Mon1gomery

/\my Mon>.on
Bettina Moore

Connor \ 'loore
Emalee Mool'C

Esai ~ loralc,
fame:!,. Moran
Katherine Mora11

Sunrnntlm Morehead
Kylc1gh Moreno
Ri ley Morgun
~la1.:lyson ~lorri,

Pc.:t1.:r :V1orl<..lll
Alyson Mo1zcl

Aaron Moye
Allison Muel ler
Paige :\iludler
f\•lcgan Mul..Jcvic1
Earlc11c Mulnkarnpilly
Taylor \·lullin

St>:.an Mullm..in
~layron Mulugc1:1
Alfredo /vluno>.
Sydney Mtm,on
Cn.1hcri111; Murray
David My~n~ 1:ikin"i

Myer,,

1\ilaitc Nai10

Yuri Nnkamurn
Michael Nu~ula
Kclhy N:rrdoni
~ hshil:a Narula
:VfoHhcw N:,talc

P:.rnl Nuutcau
Alexander ~:J\ an·o

Ma,~ ~eh.on
Peter Ncswr
fnnothy Kc,1ada
.~f atthc \I' Ney
,\tl1cm1 Nguyc11

.\/atalie Nguyen
Quyen Nguyen
Thom~t.S Ngll)'Cll

Willium Nguyen
Edwanl Ni
Brooks Nicholson
Tyler '-lickcll

DclanC)' Niehoff
Daniel 1icnnan
John Ni le,

Lcil,111 Nishi
A lnrn Nit1

Frnnci, Nix
To1noki Noguchi

Lyn lcy Norberg
TriS;lan Norucr-Tilly
Jo:-cph Novara
Jnhn Nunziat i
J-huTi:-,t>II ~u1zi
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Peter O·Brie11
J1>,cph o· Bryan
Cian O' Calla~han
Sarah o·connor
Eric O'Hagnn

.lockson o· Rcilly
Megan 0-Toole
Ju~t111 Ocan1po

Jessica Oda
Charle.< Odci
AmirOduyc
Thomas Ogloza
DrcwOgomori
Yuya Oguchi
Logm, Okawachi
Kele!- Olais
James Olivas
L1uren Oliver

Annie Pan

Ch,ng Pan
Saigopini PanncCrl'icl v;1m
Claro Pardini
Marie Parbcau
Hannah Parish
Jboo Park

Philip Park
Sabrina Parnes,
Amanda P/Jrola
Jackson Parson,
Kelsey Pascv
Katyayani Pathak
William Paton
Annu Panon
Alec Paul

Philip Pavlov
Taylor Payton
,\ laym1 Peaks
Madeleine Peaurm

Samanllia Pcjouan
Jordan Pcnca
Jncquclinc Pendcrg.1:--1

Preeti Pental
Caroline Pepper
folieta Perales
Cruz Peralta

Eduardo Perez
ManinPere2
Monica Perc1.ncgron

Ashley Peters
l:rie Peler~
Everetl Peter~

John Peters
Kelsey Petersen
I fai lcy Peterson

Sloane Peterson
Kyle Phalen
Vincent Pham
Joseph Phan
Theresa Phoenix
Cric Piaccn1ini

Joseph Pinza
Olivia Pickett
Lance Pieper
Michael Pierotti
Elc,io Picn·c
Gunnar Pignolli
Mallhew Piro
Nicholas Platais
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Nai.i1ie l'luul'
Antonio Poggio

fackson 1>0Jatn1ck
Levi Polcni

Eden P,>lich
William Pollard
Angelina PC>OlC"
Bmndon Popovec
Andrew P0t11:r
Ktllhcri rh: Porter

Claudia Por~ugal
Mi<-hcllc Pouqucuc
M,1rina Prcdov1(.;
Kamilah Prentice
Hannah Press
Danielli.: Price
John Prke
Chrisiopher Proceviat
Tatum Pro~"wimmer
Ak>h:tr Purt
An~·111tl Purohit
Connor Pyle
Kevin Qian
A~hky Quiglc)

Cai Irina Quigky
Au:-.[i11 Qu11m

Jasmine Quinn
Helen Quinn-l'a,in
Natulie Quintanilla
Jacqueline Quirke
Geol l°rey Raclin
Elena Radding
Nik,m R;\hm~ni ...•\zHr
John Raineri
Nau1lit Ramire,
CJaudia Ramos
Just1fl Ra.mo,
Kimberly Ramos
Melissa Ramo,
Matthew Randolph
N ischith~ Ranga

Jacend.i Rangel
Ojus Ruq
Jacqucjin¢cRasch Ca,tillo
Eli,~1beth Ray
Kemper Ray

\forc<lilh Ray
H.1nt1ah Reader

Nidiola~ Redlidd
Jonathon Redmond
Ma~r,i Rcdm1md
Ko') Recd
l<a"°I Rcgoli
6m1ly Reiland
Jennifer Rc111kc
Angela Rctorn

"Santa Clara University is a place where students not
only work hard, but they are also engaged and actively
involved in the community around them:'

,Anika Renke"
Katie l<cohr

Angelina Poole, '18
Destin) Reyes

Dc:10 Rica,a

Ian Richard

Ky Jc R khartbon

Freshmen
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Sh:l\\'llll Richardson
Allen Riddle
H,1nnah Rider

Mar1in Ricdlcr
Sidney RoclJy
John Paul R1ndficisch
R:1facl Rio,

Ma,,,iel Rivcm
Cooper Roach
Sarah Robertson
John Rohcy

Devon Rol,inson
Rhyn1111 Robinson
Cynthia Roble,

R:1chel Robles
Cc.ar R()cha

C.irlo:- Rodl'lgu!!t
Jenna Rodnguez
knna Roering

Cameron Roland
Monique Romanow,;ky
Edith Romero
s~an Romero

Tiffany Ronen
Tracy Ronquillo
Andrew Rosu)
Manhcw Rote
Bnan R(>U,h
Ainhoa Ruano

Liane Rudd)
Fionn Ruder
Marbn Rudol~h

Gianna Ruggcroli
Berenice Rui1.

Hannah Rumpf
Ma1lhc\V Ru,-,cll

Julia Ryan
Mauhcw Ryan
1';1010 Sllfina

Jackson Sage
Jordan Sakow,ki
Isabella Salant
Alexander Salberg

John S,t1.1do
Jenna Salina,
Regan Salm
Kwamc Salmi-Adubofour

Brandon Sai\chcz
Emilio Sanche1
John Anthony Sanchei
Noann Sanchci;,

Olivia Sanchc,

Dyh.m Santana
Brock Santi

Ryan Schul1,
Cooper Schwabe
Claire Schwaru
Tyle.r Scon
Jc.ssica Seande1
Emily Seiller
Jonathan Se1, er
P~trick Selover
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Meherct Scmma
Dommic Senno

Jiana Serpa
AlcxamJer Set()
Samh Seville
Sohr:ih Shafozand
J ulia Shaffer
Knnika Chcrnu S hah

Franee~ Sh,\m
,i.\ri~nu Sham~
Z hiyi Shao
bhaan Sharma

Giselle Shavcy
Regina Shaw
Michael Shea
Counncy Shenctid

K~tc Shcrid~u,
llaydcn Shieh
Sung I-lo % in
Blake Si<lon
Cri~1 1~rn Silvestre
Peter Singh

Spen,·cr Sins
Matthew S insiuco
Sonia Siqueiro.-.
Kripa Sit:1rrun;m
Kent Sivon
Ilana Skiko,
William Slade

Laura Slater

Brandon Smith
Elizabeth Smith
Eliwbeth Smith
Geoffrey Smith
Sarnh Sn,1th

Tucker Smith
Mau hew Smithwick
C layton Smud~kl

Athena Snyder
Elid:.1 Sob\1lvHrr(">•Ramirc.1

Gurprect Sokhi
Rczn Soltan1ad

Kandanikhil Soma,undar.un
Andre" Song

Marga«·• Sorem
Sarek Sotelo Jimenez
Rae heI Suusa
Milchdl Spinelli

Nicola, Splichal
Erica Sianislawski
George S1athali\
C-a<.::;.a11dra Stawicki
foki.: Sti.;genga

Jeffrey Stein
Aliy3h Steiner

Cynthia Stella
Elizabeth Stephens
Kristi1ia Stephc11:')(n1
Emily Stewart
John S1ra11on
licnry Strickland

fohn St ,·ong
Noah S1rong
l\ina Stroud

Lucy Studcmci;ter
Lachary Sugano

Joshua Sull ivan
Celc..,t1nc Sun

Gefciyang Sun
X indi Sun
N ichola, Sunam,lto
Raymond Jacob Sundiang

Shyla Suri
Dalla_, Swayzer
£rib Swee!
Kali Swindell
Chn~topher Si1gt:ti
Tiffany Ta
raylnr Tagawa
Joseph Tagordn

Freshmen
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Michael Taheri
Brandon Tam
Preston Tam
Daniel Tan
Francis Tan
Ada,-,;hTmury
Ruben Tapia
Jack Tardieu
Kaiherine TarranI
Sarah Tarter
Madeleine Tas]jm
Kelli Tatum
Lindsay Taylor
Michael Taylor
Stephanie Te1ssier
Edgar Tenorio
Lindsay Teruya
Lauren Tetrev

Zachary Te,anian
Di Iara Tezcan
J,)scph Theberge
A11mol Thiara
Ge<>rgia Thomas
Tl'QyThomas
Jn,ani Thompson

Nicholas Thompson
Madalyn Thursby
Ian Tierney
Christian Tiscareno-Kennedy
Ryan Tisdel
Brian Tjahjadi
Janelle Tobias
Brandon Toh

Isobel Tolle,
AshlC)' Tom
Erica Tum
Bryan Ton
Al~x1s Tong

Gabrielle Tordillos
Samuel To'2&gmo
Jeffery Toschi

Steven Trager
Taylor Tromburg
Ellen Tseng
Nathan Tudor
Sami Tuqan
Pa11ick Turley
Naeem Turner-Bandele

JacobTurull
Jackson Tuton

Benjamin Uchimura
Emily Udd
Katherine Uhl
Juliclle Ulrich
Zain Umcrani
Jorge lJrror.
Shelley Valdez
Jo~hua Van Drtcscn

Eric Van Lare
Michelle Van Riper

Edward Van der Vcldea
Sam Vander Aarde
Adam Vare
Riley Vaske
Kevin Velcich
Nithya Vemircddy
Mcena Ve.muri
Jason Vickers
Monica Victor

Susan Vidalon-Suzuki
Tiffany Vien
Micaela Vic,m
Matthew Villar
Garvey Vincent
Hannah Vincent
Vivian Vu
Ken Wakaba

Brina Walker
Meredi1h Walker

Brcnd'1n Walsh
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Kimberly Wal,h
Collin Walther

Ande1-; Wang
E1ic Wang
Zaiyang Wang
Madyson Wanner
Rachel Warden
Theus W:irdlow
Thomas V./al)~erman

Eileen Watson
Sarah Wa1oon
Saskia Webh
Deja Webster
Samantha Weiss

Kelly Wesley

Warre,1 Westbrook
Noah Wosifall

Samuel Wheeler
Chandler White
T itus Whitehead
Cristina Whi1wor1h
Hannah Wiesl
MegCtn Wilcox
Quintin Wilde
Vane.l&a Wilkinson

Carli Will
Jack Williams
Danielle Willkom
Alc.xandcr Win1c1·
{)a\'is Woerner
EmilyWolph
Marisa Wong
Alexander Wood
Hannah Wood
Nicholas Woster
Franco. Wright
Megan W1ight

Je!.~ica Wu
Kevin Wu
Michelle Wu
Patrick Wu
Conor Wulf
KalhJeen Wynne
Mingfci Xiong
Anqi Xu
Gcminiano Romano Yubut
Jennie Leigh Yamada
Reid Yam,,uchi

Colin Yang
Elissa Yang
Emily Yang
Le5'lie Yang

Victoria Yao
Haley Yasunaga
Stephanie Yau

Nichol:1..;; Va\, man

Melissa

Yee

Tyler Yen
Daria Yeroshcnko
Johnalhan Yeung
Jennifer Yin
Emily Young
Esther Young

John Yc)ung

Eliana Yu
.loy Yusufzai
Aurorn Zahm

Cindy Zaldivar
Caleb Zauu-Mayhc,
Zachary Zeller
Allan Zhang
Christopher Zhang

Michael Zheng
Yue Zhu

Stefan Zier
Grace Zin1rnenna11
Danielle Zinn

YousefZoum<>l
Kell en Zunich
Ma11hew Zwebcr

Freshmen
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Albcr10 Acosrn
Mcg,m /\d,lco
Makeda Adisu
rvtelcnt: A,µ,1k:inian
Nikirn Agarwal
R11i ka Agarn :,I
Dylan Agclson
Ai-,hay Agharkar
Timothy Ahb1rom
Nhada Ahmed
Tau,ccl \l1111ed
Brid.\!Cl ,, icllo
Blair Akerland

Sydney

\I-er.-

Cameron Akha\'an
Njidcku Akuclinnhi
Daisy 1\lbnrmn
Ruhcn Ak~raz
Rub, Alca,,1,1r
Tyler Ale,,
Ju,1in i\llonso
1\m,u1dt1 Alipoz
Hanouf Aljijalli
I~aurcn J\ Ili.=grn
M:'Jtldi"i-Oll A llen

Ali,(11\ ,\lmcda
P,1Mo Alon'<)
C'hns1ophc1 Alvarado
A lcnri J\m:unl

Zoe Am:,ri.s
8 rinany Ambrose
Je:,-:-.ka Amii
tmm;:iuucl Am1nharaJ

Kars,c11 Andersen
Julia Anderson
Madeleine AndeJ'\on
13rigic ·\ nd1ouana
Ca~ic Amya
Bcncv;Jn susann:i Anwny Raj

G:tb1icla Applebee
S,tron Arnya
Cl;l1n; /\rb10~

Mcrccdc:, Arenas
/\lcxMdrn /\mow
N:11alic /\rrizon
Kati:i Ar?u
Anron As.,ti
Sabnn:1 r\...,pin.1!'>
;\ysel ,\ lamilcdc
M('lha111tt..l Ateyc.
Sophia ;\ vila
A lc1m1dra ;\ yllon Garzon
Paul" Back
John B:,ckcy
Jenn" Bagfc)
Atm·i 1 Bajwa

Collin ll.,kcr
Lu.:a., !Jaker
Kc"ic Ballc,tcro,
Elina Barnhomt

8ran<lon Ba~~tnl)

Ja:,,,on Ba~S:eu
Mu,fa Bulcman

Megan Bathen
Elii.1bcti1 Bat,u~
kssica B~11:1J
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Pank.ija nishi1:1Baltul.a
Justin Bautista
Robc11 Bayer
Yveue Ben
Jackson Beadle
Taylo,· B~auy

Jordan Beck
Andrew Becker
Chcl,ey lfocklcr
Begle)

Grncc

C 1ill111 Bela.de.,

Jake Belding
J,u'O Bcllier
O livja Bennett

Natalie Rcnrubi
Cody Berdinb
Kyle Berger
Theodore Berk,un

etschart

ameron Bcvacquu
Apoorv Bhagm
7..adna Bhatia
Nikita Bhatnagar
Pr;inav Bhcda
Naaki Bhullar
CnmilJ Biaggi
Elizabeth Bicrsch
Maryam Bin Mcshar
Ka1ic Bipcs
Ana Marie Binner
Alex,m~cr Bbck
Kmelyn Black
Macke11,ie Blaisdell
Eli1.a Blancheuc

Patrick Bia;
Benn Blueslein

Andrea Lloale,
Sandhya Bodapat i
Kevin Boehnlein
Taylor Bojt1rquez
Matthew Boliard
Augu,w, Boling
Nicholas Bomng.er
1'ric Bonilla

GeenaMa1i~ Bonilla
Molly Bonney
Kevin Bosclli
Caroline Rosmajian
Angela Bouarini
Hollynd Boyden

Sarah B<>ylc
Jacob B rnckeu
Nathaniel Bradford
Michacla Brad>
Asad Braswell
Rafael llr:l\'O

Eva Br:iy
Jonmhan Brennan

tyler Briles
Zachar) Bri les
Ryan Broderick
Kirsten Brondial
\ llahjah Brown
Anjely~a Brown
Henry Brown
J\rforgnn Brown

Ch,·istopher Browne
Jared Brownridge
'-licholas Buccola
Kimi Buckendorf
,\ lcjandra Budar
Rynn Budnick
Kabir lludwal
Mitchel BugaJ

Sophomores
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Chris Wright, '17
Q: How do you get involved around campus?

A: "My favorite club on campus is Happy Feet
which is a dance club for people who don't
know how to dance. I am also involved in
intramural sports, the leadership committee for my dorm, and the campus
ministry, where my CLC partner Veronica and I lead a small

K:1thr)1 11 Rurlc

Pauick Burke
Kiarn Burkett
Cai1lin Burn~
Rachel Bursley
Madelyn Bustard-Gusr:tfson
Spencer Burchcr
Aly,sa B)erly
Bryan Bynum
Breu Bymc

/\ndrew Byun

Daniel Byun
Michael Caan
Mic;.th Cati~•gba_g

A01hony Caballero
Karly Cabrera
Cynrhia CJldcron
fo lian Callin
Cathleen C:anwni
E<L,on Cunlona
Scou Cardona
Mcghrrn Carl~en

F.li1abcth Carl<on
l lannah Carlson
/\lli,on Cormw,
Gabriella Came
M<>rgan Carpenter

Lilbcth Carrnnza
Rchecc;r Cnrrcr
Ka?-.::'\amir~l Carter-Howard

Dane Casaga
M:,uhew Casey
Julianna Ca:-;$;lnt

Sara Cassella
Brennan Caslm
Erle Castronovo
Viine~~H Cau!-Jtrit~l

Nichol:,,; Cazel
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Ra11w Cazier \Vi Ison
M:rri~sa Ccmolo
Caroline Cerf

Ty lcr Cha,\:
Mtg_omChai1
BcnJamm Chamber ·

Alicia

1ang
Gordon Chang
Joyce Chanl'
Jun Chang

Tim1>1h)' Chapman
Ojory ChOJ'lc,
Kipp Charllnn
Brandon Chatham
Allon Chau
Adrian Chavez

Ryan Chavlin
An An Che
Vijay Chella1111n
Brian Chen
.lil!-.On Chen
Sharon Chen
Grace Chesmore
Briurtny Cheung
Pan Ii na Cheves

Brandon Che"
Pdscdla Chiao
Zachary Clucn
Anthony Chirhan
Ma11hcw Chisek

Alox,ia Chil\\Ood
Conno,· Chiu
Dillon Chn
Britni Chon

Chou
Alc,andcr Choulo,
Rufn l Chowanicc
Gabriel Christ

Gr.int

Au~lcn ('hri~ICO~n

Gianna Chri..,tianj
Adric Chnstinn-..en
Erm Christie
Stephen Chuang
Kylie Chun
Songyi Chun
Christina Ciardel I~
C:uherine Civgm
Chri.,rophcr Clar,
Mac,cnzic C'l:1r,
Molly Clark
Frederik C lausen
Kristine Cl:lw$on

Sabrina Clayton
hm Clear~
Keri <.:tilford
Anch-c\\ Cli ft
Whitney Cohen
Ch,ista Coleman
Megan Coleman
Kya Colcm,
Devin Collins

Alexis Colvin

\1irnnda Conlon
Kathr)'n Connelly
Ruben Contreras
Jos~ph Coopc,
Ryan CNpcr
Jenn:1 C'ormiciBmokc Corni>h
80Jmie Co:-w

l.(lgnn C<Na-Sinith
Alexandra Cotroneo
Arun Coumar
l\larcos Cous1ne..1u
Michael Covell
Emily Cox

Cale~ Crowder Walton
Connor Crulcher

Sophomores
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Ian Cru1chlow
Joanne Cua
Ryai1 Cullivrui
Blaise Cumming

Chrisiophcr Curle)
Kevin Curle)
Fcderic:i Cu,umano
Ariana Cvitc1afo
Kyle Czapl:ik.
Michael o·Anigo
Michael D'Onofrio
Mcghan Daly
1-klen Dang
Cindy D,io
Hallie Davb

Taylor Day1011
Chiara De Blasoo
Bianca De La Piedra
Thoma.< Deal
ChriMian Deamer

Chrisiine Del Carlo
Am,1nda Dclfinv
Kendra Delg:,do
Devin Oella ,Vlaggiora
C~k,, Demar1y
Mai1011

Dcmetc1

Hannah Denni:,.
Cl1ris1ophcr Denson
Johna1han Der
/\shlC) Dcrakh,handch
Colleen Devine
Grace Devlin

Katherine Dcwanc
Lexie Dewyca
Jask.i ral Dhami
Lidia Diaz-Fong

Mary Didde
Lmucn Diefendorf
Julie Dinh

Jack Dinkelspiel
Ar'lgcla rcrcsc Diomsio
Ashley Do

Chris1ine Doan
Vania Doai,
V1e1 Doan
Andrew Drape
Elie Dri1ley
Camille l)u8\lis
John DuBois
~legan Duensing
Rachel Duhe
Kara Duntan
Naialit Duong
Vi\•ian Duong
Tumim Durani
Madi,oo Dutra
Dritan Dy1·mi~hi
Evan Eberhardt

Lisa bdamura
Jacob Eddy
Molly Edgar
Alfred Edrilond,
Christopher Egan

Chnslma Egw1111
Julia Eiden
Mcli~sa Eli:.n-Canillo
Just.in Eng

Olivu, Eng~trom
Lyndon Enow
Benjamin Ep:-.tcin

1\fodi<on Erlandson
lhuoma Erondu
Joseph Enola

Miguel Escatel
Lena Eyen
Spencer Fairgrieve
Dn:w Fitiard<>
Pauick Falzcr
~ahila f·arah Franco
Lillian Fnmkopf
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Chri;iin:i Farrnu
:\cldison Fo11or
t\nthon}' Faure

Madeleine Fawccu
Taylor f'erd,nandseu
Eric Fernandes

Adriana Fernande,
A lcjandro Fernandez
Fabiola Fcrn::mdcz

Emma Fenell
'Vlarbsa f>cff)
Farzad Fe)?i
Andrea Filler
Matthew Findlay
P~Hrick Finney

Camc,·on Fisch

Sar.ih Fisch
Matthew Fitzgerald
Desiree Fletcher
,\ nthony Florent inc
Mvaro Plmc, Suarez
Monifa FolLJkc
Rebecca Foraker
Christine Fraher
Erika Franck~
Daniel rrcil.l~
Anne Fl'ernnn
R:.1chcl Fren1.
.lcs-.~ic:a Frydcnbcrg

Joyce Fung.
L..:na FLJnk
Nich<llas Gaghardi
Bri:mna Gaini.:.:.
John Galvin

Saniucl Galvin
Jeremy Gamelin
Rheanna Ganapathy
J\1i1Son Ganci
Haley Gantt
1\ndrca Garcia
Kimberly Garcia

Rebecca Garcia
Jcnnil'cr Garcia-Lopez
Scan Gard
Lmren Ganliner
C,1t!1lim.1 Garza
William Gateuby
Erin Omcs

Mt1rcu~ Gavino
L"uryn Gayhardt
Wi lliamGebb
Jana Geddis
Nicholas Gelbach

.Damian Gomez

Dt!.vio Gomez.
Melissa Gomez
Antonio Gonzalez
JenniFer Gon2ale2
Rohin vorc
Vladnnir Gor,hkov
N icola-. Gos~

Sophomores

/\nu Gruc,yk
R,lry Grur-Brc1111cn
Brenton Graham

G1-ant Gran~ldo
fanic1..· lir.mdi
M a.rcu..<-. Gl'i.t.'isi

Emily Gray-Uribblc
baiah Green
Rt\\'nt."el Grewal

ParkcrGrihb
Oenjamin Griffin
Gemi Griffin
Lyubomir GrigorO\

Chn,tophcr Grove
Taylor Grove<
N ichola;. Grunewald
!".>1cfan1J GucoJ"guieva

Brcud.1 Gutjerrc1
Alyssu Gutrich
MicMcl Gu7man
Willamin" Ilallle~
Heidi Halcrtcp~
K:uhcrinc Haghvcrdian

Molly llagkr
Elleni llailu
River I-lain
Diane Hakou~s•~

Cody llall
Megan Halli,y
Av..:-:ry H•unm
A.-,hmf l-larnmad
Mar-.;h;1II l-tainmo1h

f-.;,;ac Hun
Susan Hanafin
Kaylee !-lam.en

Rani H:.imaad
Elna Hantalo.scvic
Carolyn H:n-:i<la
Christopher Harder
Grant Harmon
Mark Hanington
A11n:1 Hnrri-:
\.lichacl Harre,
Breu l·laJTi~on

Alrecn Hasan
P~s;hti Hashcmi

Dominic Hauouni
Connor Haupt
Ethan H:iydcn
b-,n llazel
Eth:111 Head
Margaret I lead
Francis Heffernan
Jared Hcg.1rdt
Jonathon Heinen
Jlanison Hc1,cr

Z.,hin Hclal
Mauhew Helfond

Brandon 1-ljllman

Sophie llin-.haw
Aiden Ht>
Jonathan llo
William H(,
Ak,xandra Hoffmann
Kevin Hogan

Parker Holland
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Jenna Holl
Willi:111\ Holl,
Anabel I lvmnac,
Da,'id Hong
Kn:-iti Hon~

,vtitchcll Hong
D01nin1quc I louver
Kate l-loriuc.:hi

Daniel Horva1h
Kara Horwold
Samuel Houth

Kimberly Howell
Daniel Hrync,u.J..
Olivia l·b ich

Kathleen H uang
D,1rrctl l-luhhar.l
J('u)athan Huber
Ryan I lubcrt

Luke I luc11a
James Huffer

.l:1rnic Hul:.cy
A lcsatldcr llu111
Marya Hu,ar)
Lune I l ustt:a<l
Emma Jiyndm:111
Lorcnro lucumini
Kmrim.1 Inch
Brno,c Irish
I ,)

n h.hizaki•81-own

A hmcr f•m\r

A11,hi l!chhaporin
A~hwin Iyer

Clark Jachon
L!!chbn J<.1ck,-.c,n
Scan Jackson
Oliser Jokol>i
k~.:,.ic~, Jal'a
Jonalhan J~1wor:--ki
Lauren Jcakin:-.

Michael Jensen

Michelle Jeweu

N1colc .lt:\VCII
Jo:-c Jimcnc?

Caleigh
Flaherty, '17
Q: What is the most challenging
task you have had to face?

A: "The most recent challenge I
had to face was the decision of
whether to go to college near
home, in Minnesota, or far away.
This was difficult because I am
very close to my family and
friends in Minnesota."

Jeffrey Junes
Anmol Joscn

Joselyn Juarc1, Ingram
Alberi Jun

Sophomores
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Charle, J1mg
Celeste Ka:i,h<>e,
Shachi K:,kkar
Mmthew Kalbrosky
Bnan Krunpfo
Yi Kang
Anthony Kao
Chl<>e Karafoli,

�

Michael K.�ura
Casey Kawf,k}
Elia Kazemi
Rachel Keener
,\n)u Keller
�COil Kelley
Jacqueline Kellogg-Lupient
Oe,in K,�ll�
Sa111 Kc.nnarJ
Paul Kcnnismn
A�tin Kcn1
Claudia Kerkorian
Nathan Kerr
Tylc1· Kcrt<Qn
Kevin Kc.stckyan
N ,chola, Kc>·c,
Ashot Khach,iryan
Ryan KhodJ
Far?:ieo Kho,hn,:11-Rad
Dem,nna Khoury
AlliS<lll Killeen
David Kim
Dchorah Kim
l)illon Kim
llyunJm Kim

Mason Krcppcin
Alexandra Krmpotie
Alexander Ku
Benjamm Kucera
Jacob Kufel
Chrulinc Kuhns
\fnxwcll Kuhn,
Akn,h Kumar
Amit, Kumar
Hamson Kunz
Natalie Kwon
Kell} La
Cameron La Fleur
Laum LaBombard:,
Jaime Lac<on
Mik• Laguna,
Em�raltlL"ti
Jord:1n Lai
Manil t.aknb,
Mnllhcw Lam
Mich:1cl Lam
MicheHe Lam
Monica Lam
WiUyuimb
J<!Jllla Lambert
Benjamin Limpe
C<>Urlney I.and
Hannah Landmark
A nn:i L,u,·ence-Chasen
Andrew Lazzeri
f.ric Le
Megan Le
Jame, LcClercq
Marcus LeJay
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Jame, Krnos

Connor L~:ihy
Sondr:1 Leal Da Costa
Emilie Lederer

Charles Lee
Han,ub Lee

John Lee
Jonathan I.cc
Mauhew Lee
Megan Let
Samuel I.cc
Stephanie Lee
Yuen Suhn l..<.'C
Nina Lc1r
N:u:,lic l.ti
Emma Ltit1.i11ger

,\ li1im1 Li.!,ler

Domintc Lcvcm1m
Derck Le.,.,. i$
Jonathan Leyva
Yang Li
Maxwell Lico

l..1:-a Lie
Alexander L,geti
Ale., Lill
t.oub Lin
Qiuzi Lm
Erik Lindahl
Sydney Lindeman
Erik Li11a11
Alexandcr L,u
Emi ly Liu
Xiam1ngL1u

'\!Jcholas Logras:-o

Au,1in Lolli
Emma Longo
Wesley Longs\\'Ollh
franci1'CO Lope7.
P;ibJo Lore, E~tC\'C
Chlocl.ott
Randolph Louie
Claire L.lwc

.lames Lungnw,
Marissa MacDonald
Trevor M-tcdonald
Nam MadriFal
Kush Mahajaui
Aidan Mahony
Mector Maldonado
Antonio Maldonado-Liu
D:miella Mali n
Lillian Malmberg
Ian Malvc,
Su,hma Mangaktpal\y
Shayml Ma11tcgh1
Julia Marcondcs
Gram Margcnm1
John ChliMi.:m Mariano
Aogclin..i ti.·1.Jrioni
Z1m1iah Mari,caJ Quintero
Eliana Mnrh
Steven Manen

Alex:rndcr M:1r1i11
Ariel Manin
Alison Maninez

~t.,x Maninc1,
Matthe" Manoni
Jame:-. Martino
Ryan Masch
Gmc.c Ma11hc,n

Taylor Matthew,
Sopl1ic 1\faUs(ln
Kimiko :-1.1)
Shannon Mayer
Claire McBride
John McBri~c
Cameron McCanhy
Logan McCarthy
Ca.sey McCormack
Ry:,n McCracken

P.iulette McCroskcy

Sophomores
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Anihony ~JcOonaltl
Margaret McDonnell
Nicole ''lcO<>ugal
Michael McElroy

M..iry Macvc MtGc.orgL~
Connor McOri\\\
John McKcnna
Brayton McKnigh1
Eva11 McLeod
(:l;nrc Mcloughl111
Connor \lcLou£!hlrn

Conor McMahon
/\nna Mdvlurr-.1y
Grace McPhail
ls.ta<: McQuillcn
~ 1ason ~kcormac-J..
Cooper ~lcdonncll
A kxandcr ~ kkcc
Riley Mc,hane
Nicholas 1',ledal
Tyler Medi LY

Nei l Mehta
Jesus Mejia
Nedim Mckanic

1,fatthew Mellon
Gabriel 'vlendor,;1
Anno i\lcngc~
fr rrnifor ~1lcrgacrt
Francc~co ,\1crol.;J

Kyk fvtcrngan
Shyam ~lcrl':tna
Jordan ,\ lcsch

Ev.in Meyer
Sophie Meyer

Paul Mgt>am
Jennifer Mkk
,\aron Miller

A1u lrew Miller
Ch,isiian Miller
Marley MjlJcr

Jordan Beck, '17
Q: How do you get involved around campus?

Oliviu Moccn
Andrea Modugno

Aanchal Mohan
Cwcn Montchon

Sarah Monreal

Stephen Mtnitgomef1/
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A: "The most important club I am involved in is AKPsisince I put a lot
of effort into all of the functions; however, I am also involved in Into
the Wild and
other community
service opportunities around
campus.:'

Log«n Morey
Ju,-,,cl)' Mortin
Jcnn.1 Morgan
Elizabeth Morgese
Aliyah MOrphi~
Wil Mo1Yison
Benjamin Mullen
Erin Murphy
Gmy.,on Murph)
Sarah Murph)
Beau Mu!-.ter

Karina Myers
8rnndon Mysickn
Mauhe" Nagy
Dieg,1 Najera

A ram Nnzarian
Einrnanucl j\Jdumanya

i\li,on Neely
Aleisha Nelson
Steven Nes1cr
Nam.lie Ncum~mn
Counncy Newell
N::uh:m Ng
/\Ian Nguyen
Byron Nguyen
Chau Nguyen
Ch,istcn Nguyen
Cla1is;a Nguyen
i-=OJTC:-.1

Nguyen

Jason Nguyen
Li llian Nguyen

Luc in Ngu) en
Madeline Nguyen
Madeline Nguyen
KgocNguycn
Phuong Nguyc11
Quynh Nguy~u
Sydney Nguyen
Thao Nguyen

Melanie Nichol,
Isaac Niebla,
Enc N1mti
Darnani Nkeimka
Miki Noguchi
Gregory Nola

Elia Nunez
John O'Hara
Enuly O'Leary
Daniel o·~lalky
Katie O"Neil
Aid.ui O"Neill
Marn·ccn O"Nc,11
Fred Oaxaca
l)ayna Obenauf
IY.lnicl Oberkirch
Nil.'Olc Obuob1sa
Nina Odegaard
Oaiki Oi,hi
Onyekachi Okolo
Ryne Okuha1:1
Steven Oh\ t.:1r:.1
Sec~io Olmedo-Ram.irc:t.
Paige Olsc,n

Sophomores
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Luis Parada
Megan Paras
Michaella Parelius
William Parentice
Claire Pareto
Kyle Paris
Lori Park! nson
Steven Parks
Sean Parrott
Marisa Pashby
Giovanna Pasioi
Jimmy Patel
Tina Patel

Evan Paul
Benjamin Paulson
Megan Pearson
Kellie Peay
Chri;tina Pedersen
John Pereira
Laura Perez
Lauren Perez
Sherryl-Anne Perez
Brittany Peters
John Petersen
Margaret Petersen
Cameron Peterson

Samuel Peterson
Jamie Petrncci

Robert Petterson
Jacqueline Pham
Ryan Pham
Brendan Ph,nny
Leonie Phoa
Manhew P1erso1J
Alison Pietrykowski
Anna Marie Pilon
Keegan Pincombe
Brian Pingel
Alexander Pinon
Ralf Joie Pinta!
Frani Plum
l an Poblete
Njcholas Polati
Alexander Polatnick
Laura Pope,
James P011er
David Potts
Timothy Powers
Kawa] Preel
Renee Prescilla
Lauren Price
Susan Provideni.a
Dalton Provost
Ana Prussia
Francesca Puccinelli
Jarvis Pugh
Jennifer Pyle
Ryan Quakenbush
Matthew Queen
VinsC>n Quiris
Maria Magdalena Quiroz Hernandez
Emma Raczkowski
Tanisha Rai
Roshan Rama
Joshua Ramayrat
Srisn1thi Ramesh
Nicole Rankin
Hanna Ravi
Tatiana Ray
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Raul Ray Jr.
Hunter Reed

Maximilian Reese
Can-ie Reisenauer
Sophie Rcistield
Ann Re11schler
Mnri:-.s-a. Reyes
Somer Reznick
Veronica Ribeiro

Abby Ribisi
Lauren Rice
falc11 Richard
Colin Richards
Graham Richardso11
Kaila Richardson
Zipporah Ridley
Paige Rierunger
Mary Rielly
Connor Riley
Nicholas Rinaldi
Roben Rincon
Erik Risa
Alejandra Rivera

Camille Ri,era
Kyle Robbins
Ca1heri11e Roberts
Hea1her Roberts
Thomas Rohert<on
Hannah Robin
Dayana Robles
Karen Roble,
Santiago Rocha

Ltus Rodriguez
Ari:.ma Rogers

Gianna Rogers
Kafhiirinc Rogers
Molly Roguschka
Nicholas Roide
Emily Rollo
.'\li,on Romley

Nancy Romo
Kris1c11 Ronhovdc
John Roor
Kalhcrinc Rolas
IJanicllc Ronman
Conor Rounds
Delphine Rouvillois
Jafa Rovaris
Madison Rubi a

Mary Ruder
Christian Ruiz
Michelle Runyon
Earl Russell
Chad Russick
Nichol,c, Rus,o
Je»c Saavedra
Bernadene Saddik
Dc:vika Sagar
TcjHswi Sagiraju
Jamie Sahlberg
Selma Sahmanovic
Ami Sahohl
Joseph Sahyoun
Jude Sakowski

Danielle S.~danh"
Da111cl Sallaberry
Emily Sand~
Jo~eph Sa11fi lippo
Roque) S3nson
Alejandro Santana
Jose Santillan
Matthew Sru·Ve'l'

Max well Sarver
Nolin Sasaki
Pr3dylmm:1 Sathi:sh Kumaa.r
Erin Savino
Jo'°ph Scharffonbcrgcr
Katelyn Schendel
Andrew Schmidt
John Schmitz

Sophomores
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Devon Schoo,

Lau,J Schumacher
Kyle Schumann
K~Yin Schunk
Ryan Scott
Djcnnnway ScpGahon
fo,cph Seeger
Ja:-on Seever

Sriniva~t:, Sekar.111
·1·aylor Semon
Richie Scncgor

/\lann,1 Sewall
Roya Scycdein
Meli"" Shadden
Knshna Shah
Tmmur Shah
K:1siin Shaikh
Patric~ Sh:mahan
Cri,1hK1 Sham2

Jo,hua Shao
Gnhriclk Shavcy
Monica S haw
Ryan S hear

Mary Shepherd

Sridcvi Sheth
Steven Shi~a
Nich,>la, Shing.
Kelly Ann Sh1n1<1ku
Greer Shull

Ya"hvi Sllldhapura
c\run Sidhu
John Sichccker

Jenni fer Sig!
('ha,·luttc Si~norelli
D:miclh1 Silva
J.ac<.lucline Siinion

Samanth,, Sin1011ich
A-·1a,ggic Simons
Mun,1 Sinada

Daniel Sinata
Samanlha Singe.1'

Jasjit Singh
Kiran Singh

Sahil Singh
Ka:tle Sinnou
Beau Sipiora
Mitchell Sitzcr

Colin Skagg,
Claii'c Skell)

,\ndrcw S lap
TI,a, Ha Sloan
Katilyn Slockho\\er
David Sly

Al,-~an<lr:1 Smallwood
Deanna Smilh

Madelyn Smith
Quintin Smith
Claire Smoker
Kmhcrinc Smudin
JonaLh:10 Sm·cringcr

Km-en Snowden
Sofia Sobrcro
J:10icc Socgandhi
Nicholas Suli1

ls;1ac Sornhor~cr
Eleni Sourou Iidi

John Sranos
Kels ie Spar~s

Nichola, Spinelli
.Nita Sridharan
Sathya S1ikan1h
Oanicl Stahlnecker
7..achnry Steffen
Jame;\ Steier

131canor Stein
Jac<>h Steiner
Andre\\ Steitz

Manhew Steurer
Alexander Still

Mikad Sto,•ar,,ky
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Spencer Strc¢<
Andre,~ Smmaitb

Peng L1 Su
Adri:ma ~uarc1.
Shaun Suezak i

Pl!ter1~amura
D:'lwci 'f'an
Ryan Joseph Tan

Juli:1 T:"'""}
Alexi T;iylor
Ruby Tayl(lr
\Villia,n Taylor
R:ichcl Teel
Rhonda Teeny
Lind,ai Tcnes
K1is1i~uu1 Tcnonu
Ju~lln

Tcraoka

Karl:;en Termini
Ster)ltanic 'I hmchcr

;\ Ilcgra Tho111a~
;\ r1el Thoma~

Mi<::1h ~n,om~L"
Sarah Thoma,
Sc,..111 TI1omm.
William Thoma,
1·.dwanJ ·r·horogood

Michele Tho1vc
Mnc~c:ruic Throne
Daniel Tiano
Aclritnnc Tina
Danie·! Tohin
\1organ Todd
Are~11\y Tolenlinc,

Ann~, C1istma Tom~1s
Emily Torpey
Rachel Torre
Ly1.elh Torre,

Lauren Allegra, '17
Q: What is the most challenging task you
have had to face?

A: "The hardest thing I have faced at SCU is
my independence. Since I am from out of
state, it has been a challenge to balance the
need for my parents, since they are paying
for my schoo l, with a newfound independence where I have only myself to rely on."

Sophomores
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/\manda Torre,

Kcllya,rnc Towers
Jcs.,ica Tr-Jmp
Amanda Tran
Kimberly Trnn
Nam Anh Tran
Vi\ifm Tran

Cluud,n Tropp
P,U'ker T ruc~clcll
SleVcu T~ai
Br:,ncl,,n T""'
Laura Tschudy
Joyce Ts~
David Blake Tsu1.:tl,1
Sahrlna Tu
Ch,,rle.o;; Tukhin
Maura Turcoue
:viu:lwcl Turgeon

Wcs1lcy Tu,a
Th.:t.xiDrc Tu:-.:-.1ng

Marguerite Twohey
William l'yl,,\
Eli,abetta Ude,choni
faoob Udcw,11
Zclal Ugur
Anne l 1ndt.·1Wt,)(.J
Kyle Upadhyaya
i'auli11a llrbansk,
Daniel u,cdon,
Julie Vacc~1ro

John Valencia
rrcV(.)r Vnkntine

Monic;1 V:10

S1cphm1ie Van
K:11e Yan Kculcn
Christopher v,.11 Lier Ribbinl
Annabelle Yan Schravcndijk
Nicole Vanderloo
Br~aoa Varga.~

Saul Varga,
Yc,.,en.1a Vcan1<.1talmu

Joseph Vellaclao
Kalina Vcn11gop,1I
Ril-1-i Vick
Savannah Viclerv
Morgm1 Vien

Vicrengcl
Claudia Vill:llohos-Manzo
Tyler

N i~ola!\ Viher

Jo, cph Viole
Margarc1 Vtm Ma~l\cnhausen
K~, i11 Vuong
Kmic \\',tdddl
Slu·cyJ \.Vadhawan
Anr()n \Vagncr
Alcxr111clcr W'agncr

Harris Wahab
Kevin W;tkc

Daniel W,111-....!r
Ryan Walker
Leland Wall
Jlullie W:dlcnfcls
Madeline Wal~h
Mkhael W.ihh

Rachael Wan
~ lo,ht::

\Vandcr

.\n<h,:w Wang

Bcmict \V:mg
C hdMine W:.mg
Hannah Wamcckc
S1cpheJ1 Warnick
La"akeaikawaiol~1 Wamn
1\yan(l Wa1anabc

Pa1nck Watkm,
Sally Wnttc,-.
Callie Weber
Kathennc Weber
Anna Wcdckin
A11drcw Wei

Kai1lin Weideman
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Gabrielle Wemingcr
John Wei;,
Cameron Welb

Kayla Welt;,
Aly~sa Wemy\~

Stephen Wendt
?Ylaximilliar1 \Vcmer

Michael Wcrn.i
Leah Wcucrling
Michael Whalen
C:lr$<)ri Whisler

Cristina White
Joshua White
~litchell White
Zackary Whtie
Anna Whitehouse
Mc:gh~ln \1/hiting
Cayla Whitley
Tcrc?.!>a 'W1ck,1ro1n
Natalie \.Viggins
Nico1c Wilczyn~ki
Broo,c Wile)
Alexunder \Villinms

Alexander Williams

I lannah William<
Lang,ton William,
McKenna William,

Taylor William,
Bryan Willis
/ \ lissa Wilson
Erik \\linden
William Woille
Ch,istopher Wong

John Wong

MJlkcna Wong
Sere1H, \Vong

Jared Wood
fomal Wrxxford
John Woodcock
Andrc,v Wright

C hristopher W right

Elizabeth Wu
Liuynng Wu
Philip Wu
Ke Xu
Kylie Yamamoto

Samantha Y.am~hita
Huini Yang

Hyung Yang
Megan Yang
Jennifer Yarp
William Yates
Vtron.ka Ybarra
Jordyn Yee
Sydney Yee
Adrian Yen
Pre.'l:tor, Ycung.
Joshun Yi

McMkola Yoloyc
Austin Yoo
Eun Song Yoo
Jonah Yoshimura

Alexander Young.
Byrot1 Young
Carrick You11g
Jennifer Young
NichOh\~ Young
Raya Young
Timothy Yu
Victod::. Yu

Walter Yu
HoiLa.mYuen
Isaac Yung
Michiko Zerda
Tian Zhang

XJaohan Zhang
Xinran Zhao
fo1xi11 Zhu

Sophomores
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Andrew Alxlalla
Emily Ackc,man
Margaret Acker,on
Gran1 ,\ tlam,
Alexandra Afud
Michael Agatep
Anaraqucl Aguilera
Z.ach:-.ry Agustin
N.1im1Ahuja
Muj<l.1 Alamza,
Genevieve /\ !com
R,itx:rl Aldrich
Helena Isabella Alfojorn
Elt1hdio Aliaga
C hri.qophcr Allen
Davis Allen

Li ndscy A IJen
Michael Allen
tub Amc1.cua

Elizabeth Audcroon
lVJary Anderson

Sarah Anderson
Chelsc:t/\ndon
t'h0111a,<,;: Andrew~

Jo11:uhm1Ang
Anthony Angele, Garcia
Sage Aol-.i
Brndlc)' Arnki

Chn,wphcr Arbana;
Francbco Arce

Sarah Artunc
Stephen Armin1n,u1
Gis~elle Arreola
Alexander Arroyo
Jonathan Ar1.eno

.Anthony 1-\schierb
Margm·c1 A~her
Ally,on ;\ shmc:id

Megan August
Je:,.sic Auk1kh

Dyh,n Au1r:in
Daniel A\1aio:-i
George !\ yula
Drew A;cvcdo
Jason Back

Andrew BadrO<),
Sahnccr Bain~

Skcerit Ba111s

Roberi Bcmal
Mikaela Bem;icin
Samuel Benrnm
Augusl Beyer
Sahib Bhai
Sadhnna Bhanidwaj
Jagjo1h Bhullar

Chiara 13ia.g.ini
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J:tck.,on Bidwell
Km,tadin 13ijc,
Jason Biller
Jona1 h;m Bird
Ryan Boab
Don Bollard
Damon Bolkn-..
P:urick !lone,
Mnura Bonini

John Bonnel
Conor !loon,·
Olivia Bormmm

Shannon Bo.,clli
H<!nry Boudreau
Andrnw Boulware

Jeffrey Bo" lby

,\lain:i Boyk
Kelcnc Bo)•lc
Glen Bradley
Taylor llralT
rylcr Br-a,low
Logan Breen
Molly Breen
Carlo~ rvtigucl Briones

Lynd,cy Br1>wn
Mar,ha Bn.>w11
Tylcr Brnwn

George Bryan
John Buchler
S,ummtha Burdick
M!ldelcine Burke

Manhcw llurkc
R,1lx,n Burke
Alexa Burku,

Caitlin Bums
Griffin Burns

Peter Bun
~lanssa Ca£lc
Kc-vio Cai

Sean Caln
Cole Calhou11
Anna Calkins
Jo,cph Calvo
Christ iua Carno1i:1no
Alexandra Camphcll
Keegan Campbell

Jo.~hua Candelaria
Chris1ophe.r C;.mnnn

Francesca Cappellini
Jo..,.eph Ca1n110
Gabriel Carhat1
Max C~rini

Eric- Carlson
Vnnc:,,:-a Carr

Nichola, Ca,accia
Giovanni c~lstillo
Carlo~ CasLro

Rollert Cay;t
Ro aljn:, Cesena
Ancltew Chait
Sonya Chahika
Serena Chru,

Tyler Chan
A.ndrew Chang

Cal, tu Chm1g
Evan Chang
Gmnt Chang
Winston Chang
Reid ('hun11i,111

J\lanah Chappell
Kirby Charles
Alldrcw Chen

Erica Chen
Aaron Cheng
Luis:t Che\\
Priyank~ Choudhury
Sophio ChoulM
Christina Cho"
Jo,cph Choy
Erik Chri,tenscn
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Shiona Smith, '16
Q: Which one memory are you going
to remember about your time here at
Santa Clara University?

A: "Two of my favorite memories
are when Dr. Fedder lit the desk
on fire during one of the first
days of our class and the time
when we almost got all of
Benson to sing and clap for a
friend's birthday:'
Brandi Chun
Andy Chung
Vincente Cianc:.·io
\1arco Ciccorio

Kelley Cislo
Sabrina Cismas
Cindy ClariM
Cameron Clayton
Andre" Clem
Casey Clifford
Lauren Cloward
Counney Cochr.an
Dnmimc Coh1bianchi
Cai lley Cole-Sigmon
Leyla Collazzo
Bly1he Collier
Jacquelyn Colmun
~ latthcw Condino
Nicholas Conroy
Griffin Cook
Brendan Cooke
Chelby Cooke
Ana,ta»ia Cooper
Kelly Corbalis

Jmi Co,tlci,
Kalen Cornelious
Kyle Cunu1>a»i
Kelly Costello
Daphne Conrcll
Esther Cowie.<
Kell> Cox-Gonzale,
Paii, Coyne
Megan Crane
Corbin Craven
Shelby Crespi
Gianna Cre., to
Connor Creswell
Samantha Critscr
Aly<sa Crooke

Megan Crosson
Eduardo Cueva.,
Jacqueline Cummmg.s
Kari Cunard
Jow) -Jhan Curamen~
rhmna, Curran-Jc,eu
Gregory Cusack
Katelynn Custus
Amanda Dahl

Ryan l)al)
Luis Damian
Frauci~ Damrell
Karan Daryanani

Neil Datar
Carl Dawson
Alexandra De Alcua1

l)crck l)e Sola
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Ka1hcrin... . Delong
Ocie Dchann
Evon Del Fierro
Dte11 Del Toro
Gregorio 0cl Vecchio
Angelic" Delgado
Kri~tim.1 Dclg,udi,
Liadsey Delgado
Ju,cph Dclistraiy

Zoe Demc111j1)
George Dcnclrino,
M:.trgarct l)c.:nrn:--

Justin Dcpahll1:-i
Urant lkposill..\r
Roshni Desai

Valmi, Dc,ai
Joseph Desmond
Amattprcct Dhoor
Mauhcw Dial
Ileana Dia:,

117.el Dia,
Jose Pablo Dia,.
Vanes!-a Diaz
rvlark Dini. -f\l'ra~tiil
Scou Dickey
Laurn D,epcnbrock
Collee11 Dicuncyer
Phuong Dinh
Alex:mdr• Disnc)
TayltW 011,lcr
Michacl Dohcrty
Stcplran,c Dong
Scan Donovan
Brendan Dm,ghcrt)
Ashle) Doyle
Christopher Doyle
Sarah Drnckcr

Luura Ducna.:-R)'an Dunlca,·)
,\ larli Dunn
John Dwyer
C':imillc Dy,'r
llaley Ebert
l::mily Echcvan"i:t
Wi)liam Eckert
I ...·ulfen Edwards
Annan El:,hi
Tyler Elie!

Gage Emerson
Lc..1h Emery
L;,uren Eng
Katherine Eno~
A imee Ero1,4.1
Dani~! E~cobm

Mauhe11 E<cob:ir
Mauhew facobar
Grccia t ~cohur-Emcrr
Franci:, E:,tacio

Sydui cslrclla
Thom~Evan,
Kiis1en P.wing
Bridget Fahey
'Thomas F;1irman
Patrick Parley
Er-in Farrell
~1ichcllc Fa1
Kathryn Fauri.t
Gregor~ Fay

Andrew Fecher
Juli~, ftnilrt
S.ilma Fcrdowsi
Liezl Fernando
Paige Fcry
Zachary Fielder
Kelsey Figone

Tancisha l_;i!!Ut:n,a
Joseph Fi111;atrid.
Nick Flaig
Ros, Fleutktjohn
Smd Fleming
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Antand11 Flcrrhl!r

\tut) Hood
Chm11an Hon:,
P~lokt Horc!:J<>h111-l)M
Jonalhan F1me-.;;ue
\ h!gan f-mlwr
Jm ;mna l-r1mco
Ci>rdchu rrankhn
\kKcn71~ l·ncl
•\nati,a l-t1cn1c,
k.clh I ujm.iga
f.:.nrt 1~ur:1_}
ChJoel r.:iu
Con,mr G;1fnt!r

t'hn-..mrhi.::.r Gmnc,
Chn,.wn Gahndn
Broo"-c Unll;l\\lay

\ngr.::lt• J(>,\'.' Gandiun\.·c1
l.ci Ci:io

Paulina ( ,<tn111
Jcffrc) Garavugli;i
B 1:lrh.:a G1m.'1a
Denn Gur~i;i

I h1u,1m1 Garcr.1
Jrw.:d)'II Garcia

Mal\ 111 Gor.:1:i
\rum Gunh);.t11

W)all Cinrn:11

Jnh11 fiauc~
Dcann,1 GaudC'I
Jc11111fe1· Gayle
Jennifer Gent!'\
Andrca, l jcurgc
Katcl~n (ienmg
Ath,on Gene
fa_\Oll (i1~dl

ll1ian Gill

\lnnhc" (ila>i<'r
\lallht" G,~l:tr
A111~ha Ciog1n~n1
Rynn Gnkc)

,\lex.mdc, Golding
•\uJn.•y Cic1m.:,
Will <,,,ndcr
Ci,1r.1 Gon,ai~'.'\
Ric.m.h1 G<1n1alc.•1
Juli,1 1t01Ki
~:11atva Guodt.·

Evan Gordon
\ la.rk Gotua<.:o

\rfon:.i G,i,·.m
Cameron {;,·:inda
WilllJ m Grant
to:'\hoa C1ra>·
Le,hc Cira,
Jim Circ1o.·n
Kn-..ten (jr\'\\e

(_ ournll.'\ (Jnffnh
Si.;011 Cir,1d111
l·ram.:1nc ( ,ull·nlutLj,l~l1

\ t,111he"

(jr,Jelcl.t.11'1

E1,~:i l inmU

1\ll.1,,.mdr.1 <1t11ll1.·11
IJ11;-11x-1h <iur'.\ki,
:\ ,hie_, <iu... t.1f..,c,1n

( ~Hh.1.uc.-~ (i_ythmillrr
{ 'lulf"\! ( iulow:-h.~

Dulce Gu,m.,n
Sarah 11.ll>ha,
Dyl.tn II.,_,,
K.,thc.-ine 1-fnc,wl

Peter ~bend
!\n11mu.a I lnkun_pvtidi
Kay1.k11 1-fakal.;il:t
Shrren,· I-Intl
Juh~c llan
D~11nd I lanP\\ er

C<tml\'n 1-f.1rdmg
William I lard)·
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Roben Hareth11rn~
Jennifer Harriman

Jank" HruTison
Jenna 1-t.irri,{)n

Q:
How do
you get involved on campus?

A:" I think the best way to get
involved on campus is to try everyth ing at least once. That is what I did, and
I ended up as the President of Global Medical
Brigades! It has brought such joy to my life and I am
so thankful that I gave it a chance. Also, in my spare time, I
am an Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) where I have found
some close friends that I know will have my back if I need them:'

Alex Owyoung, '16

1-\ lan~1 Hink~1on

Adrian Hinojo,a
Ren Hirokawa
Kylie Hu~

S:m, Ho
Chrhtina I lo:111g
Di<1ne Hoang

Alcx"nder I !off
Matthew H11lomok
Rico Rey Francis I lolganza
Chloe I loll,1nd
Samuel Holl
Hen Hopncr
M:irk Moriuchi
Nin How.1rd

Athan llsino
Christina H,u
Jame, l luang
K}IC Huang

Sophia lluang
Victoria Huang
Jurdan Hw11hlc
Chcbct, Humphrey
Sh~tnnon Hung
Sc<>tt Huston
Vici Huynh
·rho111as H" ang
Jeffrey lkcd:i
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Kristi Ikeda
Mikaela llcisin
Tyler Isaac
Kirklscmian
Julia Jvanitski
Charles Jacobe
Austin Jacobs
Amy Jacobson

Vikrum Jain
Scon Jansen
Supama Jasuja
P~lcr J~nnings
.Ava Jens~n

Dani<\I Jensen
Kmherine JenSl!n
DarishaJbutty
Bevan Jian
Christophe Job

Addison Johnson
GaoTat Johnson
Alexandra Jones
Gordon Jones
Jessica Jong
Michael Julian
Andrew Jupina
SarinaJwo

Kelsey Kajioka
Kristen Kalez
Luke Kaneb
Brice Kanehira
Sayaka Kaneko
Ma., ine Kannemeycr
Aaliya Kapadia
Reece Karalus
Quincy Karp
Jordan Karroll
Benjamin Katz
Jaclyn Kavanaugh
Kat,ina Kaypaghian
Cris1cn Kehl

Edward KeLinsky
Erin Kelly
Natalie Kelly
Samuel Kelly
Caitlin Kennedy
Eden Kennedy
Justill Kennedy
Bianca Kennel
Andres Kenney
Reid Kenney
Muriel Kenniston
Stephen Keogh
Devereaux Kesler
Hamda Khan
Naushaba Khan

Ryan Khojasteh
Amrwda Khoo
William Kidd-Gonzales
Sara Kimberly
Alexandra Kirby
Jordain Kirk
Casey Kiyohara
Ryan Klau~
Andrew Knauer
London Knight
Madeline Knuison
Kimberly Koeneman
Hayden Kolod1.icj~ki
Youngbae Kong
Emily Kono
Emily Koon
Christiane Korero

Claire Kozel
Jared Kracoff

Nathaniel Kragas
Devon Ki-autkramer

Matt Kubit
KaiLlyn Kuehn
Samuel Kujovich
Tyler Kung
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Lynden Kuwada
Alec Kwo
Angeli, L:«a·
Grace Lacayo

Emily Lacey-Gordon
Isabelle Lacombe
Peter L:iird

Alexander Lam
Na.hon Lam
Zachal')' Lamb

Aust in Lambcn
Kirkland Langberg
Dano Lan.!:!.,..,t.:lh
Jacob Lans
Mory Lansing
Catherine Lassalle-Klein
Bmoke L:uham
Ruchcl I .t1w
Mauhc:w Lawson
/\l~xandcr Le

Brian Le
CynthiH Le
lfoang Le
Tuan Le
Jacc>b Lca1herberry
Nichoh1~ Leaveng~O<.I

David Lea,,y

Cody Lee
Erib I.cc

Jnna Lee
Jia Yice Lc.e

Joan Lee
N:.ithan f.ce

Theresa Lee
Clay Leedy
Adrian Leetch
Alicia Lcnl
Matrhcw Lester

Joanna l.cnng
Ch,i,tina Leupp
Brandon Ak.xande1 Lew

Abby Lewis
Charle., Lewis
Grace Lcwb
Geneva Li
Jennifer L1

Stephanie l.i
Wcihan L,
Lauren Li.ong_
Katharine Un
Connie Liou
Jenna L11>man
Counncy L isowski

Bernice Lo
Francesca L.ohatc,
Yan Ting Matthew Lock
Stephen Lope2
Steven Lorenzo
Joseph Lo,acco
Isaiah Loll
Adam Lough Iin
William Loughlin
Brand<Jn l..<Juic
P.van Luckey
Oniel Lucrisia
Km,,1c.n Lmn
Kalvin Luo
Ka1hcrinc Luther
Andy Ly

Dylan Lynch
Mana Lynch
sw,hia Lyon
D:n·id I. yon,
David Lyons
P:,trick Lyon,,
Lacey Ma3s
Scot1 MacNaughton
Daniel Machado
Cuni" ~h1cken7ic
Aaron Madden

Juniors
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Erin Madden
Joseph Maestri
Robe11 Mag.sin•
Pirapol Mahaguna
Chri,lophcr Maier
Allison Maio
Tiffany Malmqu1si
A rHh<)ny Mana::.:!-,cm

Josef Manfredonia
Nicholas lvJaruov:u1i
Matthew Marni,1
Saroh Marble
Olivia Marit7
fay Mark
Cindy Marshall
Omar 1\1art1n
Mari(;~n Martinez
Alexandra Manino
Chrb,lina Matera
Michael Matera
Kevin tvlmheny
Anchil Mathur
T<Xld Maisuura
Jacoh Matta

Nicole Manson
Jessica May
De:in-Au~1in Mayor

Alcxandcr McAfec
Travis McA uley
Connor McBrccn
Jack McCabe
Andrew McCany
Julie McClanahan
Graham McClone
Jaclin McCreary

Katherine McDcnnott
Anne McDonald
Mcgha.n ,\ lcDonald
Aidan McGarriglc
Jordan McIntosh
Kendall McIntosh
Matthew McKay
Anna McKcndry
Elizabeth McMahon
Daniel McMinn
David McPartbn
Carly McPherson
Paige McVitker
Kelly Mcgnmglo
Grace Mtkinncy

Kelley Cislo, '16
J\.1aric Mcnamara

Jlija Medan

Nicholas Mc(lci11)s
Cumrn Mendc1

Q.;:rar Mendez

Anncrnt1rie Mendonsa
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Q: Which one memory are you
going to remember about your
time here at Santa Clara University?

A:"I will always remember my
first day of ROTC here at SCU. It
was 6 AM and freezing , I had
no idea what to do, I knew
nobody, and everyone looked
angry. That morning was the
most scared I have ever been
here at SCU but the start to the
best thing I have ever done
with my life:'

Alyna Merali
Joshua Mcrcnstcin
Manlyn Mcrkin
Theodore Merriam
Saman1h3 Mc.$s.ina
Nicolas Meiab
Nuthan Mell..gcr
Mariturne Meyers
Summer Meza

Mclh,:,,a Michael
Stac, Anne Mihara

Joseph Miller
Lauren Miller
Marg;1rct Miller
Therese MiUer
Mark Milloy
Matthew Millsap~
Philip Mircnda

lshaan Misrt,
Allie Mitchell

William Miuenthal
Jan.cl Mu

Ki;:iva..;h Mo~uram,
Avatu,-rahman Mohamed

Jamie Monk
Gretchen Mortke
Krbtin Montg.Omery
Candace Moore
Dalton Moore
Katherine Moore
N'dca Moorc-Pct inak
Katie Moran
Hnnnah Moreno

Juan Moreno

Brendan Moriarty
Carly Morris
Njna Morrison
Nicholas Monl

Sarah Mosher
Daniel Mouicc
Ryan Moyes
Mike Muchcmu

Charle, Mulloy
Solomon Mulugcta

Rohen Mungovan
Nahikari Munoz
Jazmin Munoz Gonzalez
M,iricla Murillo

Devin Murphv
Matthe" Murphy
Jill Murray
Kmhlccn Mumty
Matthew Mu1ny
David Murrin
Kamnm Muthltb

Troy Nadel
S11111 Nag.a,
Trenton Nagasawa

Amee!'a Na.guib

Kaitlin Naidu
He;ham Naja
Mohit Nalavadi
Jolcn Narci~o
Dominique Nasmeh
Jane Nazareno
V;1ne~.sa Negrete

Mmthcw Nelson
Rebecca Nepomuceno
Vancs;;a Neumann
Shelby Newell
Parker Newton
Diunu Ng

Vy Je~s.ica Ngo
Angelica Nguyen
Ashley Nguyen
Linh Nguycf'I

Phillip Nguyen
Roberl Nguyen
Tiffany Nguyen
Timothy Nguyen
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Tracy Nguyen
Angelina Nibbi
Christina Nibbi
Christopher Nichols
Jillian Nielsen
Jaccy Nishiguchi
\Vcmer Ni.~tler

Samantha Nitz
Ashley Noua
Christopher Nojadem
Patrick Nommenscn
Kelly Nordine
Joseph Nou:iux

Sawyer Novak
Jordan Nune.,
Helena Nyharl
Samantha O'Connor
Keely O'Donnell
Victoria O' Donnell
Dyhlll O'Reilly
Keely O'connor
Ebma Obradovich
Ryan Ocla
G1'3cc Qdcgat'd

Allyson Og,11:,
Jessica Olhausen
Marco Olivero<
Sam Oliyai
£:ryn Olson

James OJwell

·racsu Pak
Reid Palmquist

Julia Palomino
Joseph Papangcllin

Claire P:m:hem
John Park
Quintc11 Parker
Andrew P.isc:Llc
Christopher Pascua
Avi Patel
Adrian Patino
Emily Paton

Wonhington Pat1cr.-.on

i\lyssa Peck
Esteban Peinado

Nlariss~1 Pereira
Adan1 Perez
Mat1be\\ Pere;,

Christine Peters
Jllha Peters
Braydcn Petersen

Aaron Pct.rakovitz
Tabitha Pc1rini
John Pcrmcci
Mark Petrusich
Andy Pham
My Pham
Krit Phosamritlcrt
Lauren Pipes
David Pluhar
Ry.in Polito
SoJlhia Ponchak
Leigh Pond
A~1ron Poor

Eleanor Potgc.s
Melissa Portillo
William Ponnof
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Connor Powell
Pranav Pradhan
.\S~Jvin Pra:\~td
Ha1-rison Pl'ice

Ridpcly Provencal
Nicholas Pultdo
Mnrslrn II Quacl..cnbu,h
De,·on Quaternil..
Cody Queen
Jayan1hi Raguh:11hi

Eliz"beth Rail
Marl.. Rnmclh
Philip R,1mitv

Jack Rand,ill
Amulya Rao
N,m1cn ·7:10:lh~U)' Ra~Hirincra

Ja~y Rasnick

Sarah Reiser
Xa\ icr Rcn11
llriltany RieJ..en:Connor Ridgeway
Jcs~ica Ried:,am

Monique Riley
Adriana Rios
A lex Ripley
Jo,er Ri,·era

Nlwa H:1vcra
Ale~ R<>hlh
Alexa Robi11,on
Jennie Robinson
Michael Rocca
;\ uslfo Ro<lnguc;:,,
.Emily Rogers
f,aac Rogers

Christine Rohao
M,chacl Rolcu ,
Natalie Rollo
Kenclall Lmdsc} Romo
Kebey Rondini
Chrbtian Rosn
April Rosas-Willett
K:ite Rosen
Cameron Ro:,,..,

Alexander Ru:,,~etti
Chmlopher Rota,
Jam(h Rude
Michael Rud<>lf
Julia Ruggieri
Dimich Rya11
Sar:.i Ryogo
Kimya Sabzb:,louch-1-Bam
Jaron Sabmoto
Ranic-1 Sakkab

Ramsey Sa lah-Mm"
Gah,id Sala,"°'
~lntthc" Salmanpour
Karina S~1nd1c1.

Sydnc~ Sanchc,

Jo,c San<lo\'al
Vicro,ia Sanford
1\ lcxandra Sanicola
...\Jlli\nd,1 Sanlill:in

Alben Jo,cph S:11Hillan(1
I luntcr S,iln/.tni
Tiffany Sarchcl
Brynn Sargent
Adriana Sarocco

Brooke Satre
Peter Savor
Robert Sc,111.(>
Michaela Scanlon

C'ha,c Schuaf
C'el ia Schader
ls1 hlcen Scheer
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Claudia Sc

Hana Seli
Tyler ~cl lc

Biian Scpehri
Wesley Sh.i
Mcgh,u1 Shaio

Jal'cd Shceh)
rianc.·ht.:ng Shen
Erin ShendJn

Eli/:1hcth Shcrwi n
I laky Sher\\ o,l<J-coomb,
8()\\en Shi
('harkne Shrno

Vmccnl Shields
Ke\'in Shl)rt
Scrg.io Sk1'L•
Emil) Siclforcl
Ryan Sidle)
Ga/ilea Sih•a

~Iich:1cJ SimmoniJo~cph Singer

Pri.u1k'1 Singh
Saumya Singha!
t\rnir Sirdel'

Jane \iii

Nicola, Siria.,.
Pt1loma Si~ncro~-Lohato

K,erun Skelly
lan Smeenk
1\ustin Smith

Bryce SmiLb
lfalev Smith

Kaleigh Smith
Kmclyn S111i1h
M1,i1iquc Smilh
Shiona S111i1h
S1cphamc S111i1h
Jo1101h:Jn So(('r

M,lrti Sollcn~rgc.r
Shclhy ~olt:iu
Chure Sommer
Annie Song
Nicol:,s ~,)nncnhurg
Xitlalk So10-Sida
Kodie Spcannan

Adam Spcndcy

Pc1cr Sprugcl
S;,manlha Stadnik
SpcnccrSwll
Michae l Standifer
Sharis<a Siaplcs
Carina Slavish
Jacoh S1cfJcns

Ma1'),',urcl S1ich
Zachary S11ckncy
Jo,cph Swl,
Nitola Stone
Vivinn Stoneking
I~iIcy Stoul

Humcr Stnunc
Isaac Stratfold

C:d1 lin Slricklini
umren Strm,d
Wins.Ion S1rnm111c

,\ lexandra Sudmnocva
Gabriella Sugmne,
Nicholas Supan

Ryun Suttle
Stephen Sun le
David Swan
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Willia111 Swnnsoo

Da, id Swcn,tJn
Isabella Swifl
Hensley ~y
Kevin Ta

rrnvb Ta
Emily Taldmoto
K,r..1"'1.-tng

ViClor T ;1pia

Henry Targett

Tn.~,·or Tur1e
Fernando Teran

rcrcsa Tcmun
Dominique Terr}
JCl!l Henry Therriault
Marshall l'hcyel

Dejr, -rhomas
Molly Thoma<
Brndf'ort.J Thorn1bon
Claire Thompson
Kelsey ·1homp,on
Lau1':l Thornp:-.on
.Sar., Thompson
Jo~h\la Thorson

Jessica Ticsay
Jake T ierney
Ivan Tieu
Holden Tikkanen
Knmcmn 'linsley
Dm1iel Toscano

Gregory Tos.ch1
Andi To.<1anoski

.AmyTnm
Brian Tr.in
Ton) Trnn
Joshua Tromp
N ina Tn.1,so
Derck T ,ukahira
Stephanie Tu
Rnmon Tu:1~01,
Kaitlyn Tucker
Jona1h:,n Tung

Colin Tumer
Eric Turnquist
Aver)• rurza11!>kl

Dina Tzonev
Muri Ueno
A very Uniem,iner
Stac,·y Umuchi
Emil 1':1111 Urbano
l ....1ura Urio ru-11er

Noel Ut.,ugi
Sarah Vm::ca.m
Zoe Vnden
Karl V"ldci

l110mas V:tlentiot

Jessica Tramp, '16
Q: How do you get involved around campus"

A: "Getting involved around campus has given me more than just
a college level education. Working at the Student Call Center has
allowed me to talk with family, friends and alumni of the university
and has opened my eyes to all the possibilities I can take advantage
of here on campus. I have gotten involved in numerous clubs, intramural sports, attended shows, plays, and dances, and my friends encourage me to participate in what they are passionate about here.
I've made great relationship with people and feel so much more
connected to the university because of the opportunities available:'

Junio,·s
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Eba Valc1m1cla
Smn:mtlrn Van Go~h

Bridget Fahey, '16
Anni~a Van Lcyn,ccle

Charlouc Vnn Noppen

Anna Vun Pancn
Le1:ik.a

V;rn Staa,crl.!n

Alr1na Va11Z..7.nlcn
Brinni Vnrgu,

Samu~! VarllC)'
Hunlt!r- Vumum

Jn~eph Vasquey
Jcliso Va,qu,:1- O' Hara
Julie Va~,
Gabriela Va1,quc1

Da111cllc Vcla,co

Ivy Wubb.i

Nicholas Walden
Moll) \>.'aJl.,c,
Ra,·hcl Walker
Meagh:in Wahh
Alli,on Wan
Xihao \Vang
Z 1 \V;mg

Josic \V:ll'~n

Jame:- War.:.mahc
1·1iom.ru. Watson

Kym Wayn,•
Danielle Wca1hcrhoh
13rcnilon Wct,cr
Carly Webster
Jordan \Vch~tc.r
Julia Wch1-,1cr

Lily Wci11hcrg
Jack Wcbh
N,chola, Wcn,d
Samantha Wcntcl
Sc.:~ln \Ver~cma

Alexander V..tc..,t?loh
Emma We,I
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Q: Which one memory are you going to
remember about your time here at Santa Clara
University?

A: "One memory I have from my
time at Santa Clara was going to Bay
to Breakers for the first time during
my freshman year. Although I am
from the area, I had never attended
the race before so it was exciting
when our entire floor left
at 3 A.M. to walk the
streets of San

Kcnd:i llc Wexler
Raymond \Vhclan

E1'ic White

Riley While
,\udri Whiting

Stdanic Whi1mcr
Kalhennc 'Whttl1ng1cm

Liana Wilkc:nrng

Blake Willey
J;1cqueline \Villiams

M1d1ad William,
Pe1Ty Wi lliams
Connor \.VJl\on
Keel or Wi l"iOll

Ste, ~n \Vi b.on
Wade Wil,011
Skye \Vllldsor

faylcn Wingard

Manin Wit1~kr
K,,1h1yn Witschi
Ka1hryn Wolf,011
Lcl:lnd Woni
Mauhew \Vom;

Ryan Won~
Gregory IV()o
Christian Woodrufl
Kcrt Woo(h

81im111y Woodward
San, Wood)
A:-.hk; Won,h..uri

BcnJ,unin Wrigln
Ch1i,1inc Wu
Jeffery Wu
Riley Wulr
Scan Yan'lj_giwa
Erit·a Y,mg
HowanJ Yant
Sh!\1>!1rd Yang
K~thcrinc Y:.mi:-h
Alden Yanos
Sydnt:) Yarhl'Ough
-\,hloy Yaics

Bradley Yden,
Kevin Yee
Semani YehJego

Connie- Yen
Hc11') Yim
s~rah Yollll0Jl
Taylot YouuL
,\n<lrc.w Ytt

Vicki Yu
Ryan Yuen
Amber / ..iml1ch
M,u,· Zamojski
Knthe.nnc ZaremOO

Thiri Za\\
Michael 7.hau
Andrew 7.irmnern,ann
Adriana Zunn

Top 3 Major Choices
1. Communications
2. Biology
3. Economics

School of Arts & Sciences
School of Business
School of Engineering

56%

26%

18%

Junio1·s
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Kri;han Allen
Eco11omic~

Dalan .1\ngelo
Economk'i

182

Eric- Angle

Sara An,clmo

Erin Ar:iJ

Ac<.:oun1 i1}µ

Fimrncc

Bi(>Cng1nccnng
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Brenda l\reJlan<>

Gershen A smcll:ish

l~~i:hnlogy & Wornt:"n·, Gender StLttlil·~

Mur~c1ing

Manuel Att~11.a
Pt,litic"I Science

Parker /\tkin~on
Philo,oph) & Wt1J11cn' -. Gcndc1 Stu<l1c,

JQshua Baculi
!\ lcch:.11ucal f::11gln~t!ri11~

Andc1":)<m 8\trkow

Flnancc

Denise Barrnda;,
Biology

Sabrina Barrclo

~kgan Ban·en

Engli~h

Markc1ing

Ryan Barry
Plulosnphy

Seniors
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Oli ver Bawm:mn
Biology

Hailey llazlen
Marl-cling

Joe Bcci~

Finance

Addi,on Beck
English

Anna Behrens
An Hb1011• & C-0m111unica1ions

~fax lklfor1i
Finantc

Michael Bell
Bil>logy

Brirney Bclmc
Biology

Christiuc Be.irnvcnte
Liberal S1udics

V iona Ben~awan
Finance

Brooke Beus

Haley Bculigmnnn

Lauren Big~low

Biology

Marketing

C(>mmunication:s

Personalities
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Poliiical Scicacc

Pol1tic:.JI Sdi:llCl: and Cammunic:t1101h

Connor Green
Immersion Program Coordinator
The immersion programs are put on through the lgnatian Center
for Jesuit Education. They offer students the opportunity to travel
to different cities and areas both domestically and internationally.
These immersion trips help students gain new perspectives
about the world we live in through different types of service in
the community, in addition to thoughtful reflection on our daily
experiences. Santa Clara's lgnatian Center seeks to form "women
and men of well-educated solidarity" through these immersion
trips. My personal goal as the immersion program coordinator for
the New Orleans Winter 2014 trip was to help my participants find
new meaning and inspiration from the seemingly mundane daily
interactions with our community, as well as help facilitate their
spiritual journey through this "direct contact" with the community.

Seniors
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'

Mark Brace

l)olitirnl Science & Economic,

Cri, Caficro
Economic:-;

Personalities

f-'::Con(nnic~

Landon Cal:lJtni<•
[\'1arketi.ng

Domenica C,1mpnnella
Mu~1c

Studio An

knnifcr Cardcy
Puhlic Ileallh Science,

/\.11thony Cnrne.sc1.;ca

C'arl Corrwik

Jo~cph Casalnuovo

Com1uuu1~~uimh & Enviroomcntal S1ud1co;

Communication:-.

Poli1ical 5cicnec

Tyler Ca.LrUcci
Mechanical Engineering

Chris1ine Ca.tc
Public Hec1hh

Olivia Chambli~s

Erik Chang

En\ iror1mc11tal Stic.m:c

Co1npu!L':t Science ;.u\ll E.ngineeri11,g

Jonathan Chang
Finance

Kri..,tina C;mnon
Psycholt>g)

K:.1rissa Canoni:t..adCl
Civil Engineering

N:11han \;Jrhion
Mechanical Engineering

Andrc,1 C.1>tro
Computer Science

Michell~ Ca,ll'O
Commumcalion~

Natalie Ccciliani
Accounting

Gianila Capovilla

R(lsella Chapman
Polilical Sci¢nc-.:
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Jessica Sullivan
President of AKPsi
As the President of Alpha Kappa Psi, my main goals are to empower
and cultivate principled leaders, foster genuine brotherhood, and
provide resources and opportunities for professional development.
Each and every one of the members have made me extremely
proud this year by driving initiatives and events to benefit and
partner with our community, Silicon Valley corporations,
the university, and other organizations on
campus. I look forward to seeing the future
accomplishments of the organization
and our members in the years
to come.

Monicu Chatterjee
Op:r.1t1ut1-: M:in.ngc:m\'IU .infJ lnrucmullOfl S\', letns

Psychology & Philosophy

Allison Chesaeau
Communication~

Andrew Child
Economic~
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Perri Chilton
Political Science

Adam Ching
Finance & Economics

Aaron Chu

1\ ccouuting. and lnfomlaLioo S}.\lcin:-.

Ca,ey Clarke
L\1Jache1natics

Andrew C lavijo
Mechanic~1l Engineering

Natalie Claghorn

Cindy Clarina

Political Scicn,·c

Financ..·c

Kuyla Clem~on

Natalie Clinl

Public Health

Co1nn1unica1ion~

Joseph Coleman

Chri,1ina Collins

Finance

Comn1unication::,

Co111munication~

Andrew Conwa)'

Biology

Allison Cook
Psychology

Anlhony Copriviz.a

Lauren Cos1anza

K.~1thcnnc Cotter

Finance & Spanish Swdics

Communicatiolls

P,ychology

Seniors
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VeronicH C'o,•dy

Morgun Cowick

Kern, Coyle

Marketing

Env1rn11menlal Science

Finance

Bryan Crook
Biology

Nate Crot,tch
Marketing

Victo1i::i Cru:;,

Francidoseph Ray;i la Cucnc"
Computer Science and Engineering
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Psychology

Kari Cunard
Psychology

By:rnka Cmr•Nav:uTO
Marketing

Delia. Cuellar

Jenee Briana D:unpier
Ma1hema1ic~

/Vkkenzic Darr
Psychology & Ethnic Studies

Economics

Stephen Davies
Aiology

Monica De Lav.ari

Julia De LonnllCr

Josue De Pa,

K,otharine Decker

8iocng1nccring

Psychol,iology

1'olu1r.:al Scienc..-c and Commu111c::it1ons

Political Scicn~c

Nabi lah Hazara Deen
Civil Engineering

Meghan Degnan
Pul,hc Health

Thoma., Deline
Finance.

Kevin Delos Sa mos
Civil Engineering

Chri, Dcwcc~
Economics

Pe,·sonalities

Margot Estrade

Bngli,h

Markcring

i\,'l;irkcting

Ps_vcholo,gy

Seniors

,!\. lc:xandrn Farance

Markcling

Reill) FmYCII
Music

Amanda Dina Fielus
Music

I 92

S:.iv:lnna Fricn-un

Chloe Fryman

Janice Pu

Communi1.:a1ions

Marketing

Sociok,gy

Personalit ies

;\ lyxandra Fcna
Psychology

Anthony Ferrari
Environmental Studio,,

Haley Gable
Finance

L~ure.11 Garcia
Bmlogy

Nu1han Garvey
Electrical Engio<:ering

Meghan Gano
Psychology

Madison Gee

Chris.luphcr George

Mechanical Engineering

Econon11cs

Joshua Gihb<)IIS
His1my

Petcr Gillh,
English

Travis Giffen
Civjl Engineering

Benjamin Giglionc
Compu1cr Engineering

K:nherlne Girlich

Robert Glaser

English

Philosophy

Geoffrey Glass
EcotH,mici,

Christopher Glennon
Finance
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,\ nd re, Gonzale,
History & Pt>hticaJ Science

Liberal S tudies
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Personalities

Stcpharne Goodman
Publi~ Health Science

Trava Gooch,·in

David Griffin
Financ~

Brinn Cirnu
~1echani.cal Engineering

L~slic Gray

Connor Green

Economic~

Liberal Studie,

Catl1crinc Ro)e Grime-.

Gahric/lc Groene,
Public Hcailh Science

s,-.:ioJog}

Heidi Hag~nl()chcr

Mayra Gonlalcr.
Public Health Science

,I
f

SL·g_cn Haik.
/\c<.:Ountin£

Kyla Hale
i>hdo,ophy

Psycholog)·

Charle, I-lanolin

Ka,di t-lanco..:k

Vina nee

Sociology

Apeksha Sharma
Margret Mendenhall
Directors of Camp Kesem Nationals
Our vision for our team in Camp Kesem Nationals is to have 20
tra ined counselors by the end of April, 50 campers enrolled in our
program, and fund raise $40,000. In addition, we will be hosting our
very first Make the Magic fund raiser in April following Relay For Life
at Santa Clara. So far we have fund raised nearly $12,000, we have
15 campers enrolled, and we are doing recruitment for counselors
this next week. Our Make the Magic Date is set for April 24 at the
Bell Tower Bistro in Saratoga. We have an amazing team of 13
coordinators as well as a team of volunteers who work throughout
the year to make sure all of our goals are accomplished.
Apeksha on Left, Margret on Right
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Thomao;; Hcssk:r
Political Scio.nee

Cheng-Hsiu Ho

Daniel Hum
Political Science
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Personalities

Accounting :incl lnforrnatioo Systems

NhiH-0
,\ifanagemcnt

Kun llolloway
ijioengmeering

Mnllhew Holme;,
Computer Science and M.mhcma1ics

John 1-lolmgren

Preston Homer

Eoglish & Economics

Finance

Je~sica Huang
Accouming and lnformatiou System,

Karen Huang
Liberal S1udie,

Sofia Huerta
Communiccl1io11)

Elise Hubey
Accounting and lnfom1auon Sy,1cm,

Stephen Hunter

Alek Hui,;1
Computer Science and Engineering

Emely Ibarra
Mnrk~ting

C<'mniumca!1Qn~ & W•mcn·~ Gender S1ut.lit.)

History

Sonia lllrahimkhail

Taylor Johnso11
Economic:,

Taylor Jolrnson
Marketing

Heidi Jon.son

Public Heahh Science

Leah Kal'lscn
Bioengineering

Carlos Kasi~
Chemistry
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Ryan Kaabi
President of "Just Kickin' It"
As the president of "Just Kickin' It" Soccer Club,
I wanted to allow students a chance to play
soccer without feeling the pressure to
perform a certain way. Its purpose
is to provide fun and friendly
soccer games for students t hat
encourage meeting new
people and camaraderie
on campus.

Shani,on Kilmer

Finance.
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Gretchen Kayser

Kai1ly11 Keane

C~1rolinc Keig

Markcunl!

Civil Engineering

MHrkct1ug

l'hi1<1,ophy

r\ njclica Kempi~
l::.Conomic:,.

1\lluricl Kenni~ton
l":11vironmc11tnt SLUdie~

I l:1le)' Khoury
Al'cou111i11g

,.\higail Ki\J...cnny
Bioeng1necring:

Dana K1lsby
Environrnema.l S1,;lcm:c

Esiher Minhyung Kim
Mar~cting

Morri~ Kim
1\n1hropology

Angeli Krizann King
\farkc1ing & C"omniunh:a1ion:-

Olivin Krul/
Markc1ing

Brandon Lamm

Nicholas Lamson

Finance

Fimmc:e

Ivan.:\ La:-.iich

Amamfa Lattfcr

Comrnunication<; & Spanish Studie..~

Civil Engine~ring

Kylc Langdon
I listory & Theatre Arts A11s

E1ic Lauterbach
B,ology

Zachary Laval
Fina1lcC & E(.'onoinic:s

Jl.'nnifcr Law$
Envimnmcnt:>I Studies
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Angelica L~

t-4arkcting
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Personalities

Public Health Science

E.llio1 Le
Finance

Biochcm1slry

Nghi Le

Sydney Lee

Matthew Leff

Vanessa Loo

Marketing

Accot1nting

Marketing

Jamie Leonard
Psychology

Joannn Leung

Danielle Lewis

John Li

Psychology

Communic:uion~

lllake Leamy
Finance

Env1nJn111en1al StlHiic:.,

Christclle Lorenzam,
Political Science & Ethmc Studic;.

Steven Lon;
BiQenginccring

...

Chandler Lowe

I

Rul:>cn l.uva
Computer Science and Engineering

Kiar.1 Machuca

Marketing

Anital.y

Biochemistry

Madalyn Macias
MarkCling

Gabrielle Lucey

Cynthia Lum

Accounting

Accountin.g

Rut,y Luna
Accounting.

John Lund
Political Science

Conr'lor Lynch
Biocngince1ing

Jace Lynch
History & Poli1ical Science

Samantha Macario
English

Ashleigh Maclean

Sarah Madden

Biology

Sconomics

Cri~ Madrigal
Electrical Engineering
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CourlnC)' Maher
Psychology

Olivia Maritz
Political Sdencc

Joyce Maninc7

Ross Martinci

Puhl ic Hr«hh Science

M:irkeling

fam1c i\1ntasci
Psych loin

Sarah Math:,1

$an<l1"t Mbowcni

Theresa McArdlc

Economics

13iolog;

Alexandr:, McKenrnn

Joshua McKic

Mechanical Enginccnng

Communications

Eleanor McQue,1c,n
French & Political Science

Web Design and Engineering

Jose Mendoza
Electrical Engineering

Julia Puchi
Vice President of Global
Medical Brigades
Global Medical Brigades has been a great opportunity for
me to experience parts of the world that I never would
have been able to, as well as help others that don't
have access to medical care. Being in charge of the
fundraising efforts for SCU Global Medical Brigades
has really showed me that people are generous
and they have big hearts. They really want to help
others that are in serious need. This has truly
become one of my passions and I hope to stay
involved with global aid and service work in the
future.
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Josh Mitchell

Spencer Myers

f>olilicaJ Science
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Claire Muller

Melissa Mummery

Psychology & Women':-. and Ceodcr Studlc~

Coinmunic..itions

•,

Lauren Naka~ako
Communication~

Reel Moitrn
Finance

-Amin Nash
Puhlic Health Science

Alex Nauman

Y,ahclla Nava

Opc111til)m• Munagemcn1 lnromr.1rmn .Sr.Mcm,

Lincral Studie,

Ralµh Ong
Accounting

Nicole Orban
Accounting

Mathematic,

Econoinit:-.

Seniors
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llya O,in1,;cv
Economic.,

Erib Pacheco

Finance

Finance
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Ki,han Patel

Sunny Patel

Biochemistry

Computer Science: and Engineering

Nict,olas Peacock
Mcchnnical Engineering

Ana Pccornro

English

Megan Peckcma

John Pcnning1on

'vlcch:111ical !,ngincering

OtX'fiHiom, ;\.f,mas.::111c11t 11,r()nll,ilmn Sy-.tcm.,

Am, Mirum.1 1>rcdc~cu
Political Sdcrn.:c

Ellie Pringle
Public Hcahh Science

Julia Puchi
Public Hcahh Science

Mega Pmra
Ei.:onomics

Seniors
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Alyosha Sinkevich
President of American Society of
Civil Engineers
ASCE's (American Society of Civil Engineers) biggest goal is
to create an engaging environment for civil engineering
students outside of the classroom where they can gain
hands-on experience, meet working professionals
and enjoy their time with fellow civil engineering
classmates. We've hosted a civil engineering
career fair where students have had a great
opportunity to network, have different
field trip opportunities lined up and are
always looking for student competition
opportunities to put our knowledge to
work in a fun way.
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A lcx.1ndcr Rr.tto

Mirelle Raza

Environmental Science

.SOC1ology & Women•~ ttnd (iender S1mhe."

Personalities

Ausrin Randall

Coren Randall

Communication~

Communication<.

Kevin Read
Scieucc

Mauhew Reader
Finance

Nid10Ja., Recd
Polilical Science

I

Gregory Rern~•ris
Polilical Science & Communical ion~

Mallht;.•W Rcncri~
Poli1ical Science

Jessica Riedstra
Psychology

Samuel Riegel

Paulcuc Rigali

Philosophy

Psychology

M~deline Regan
P,ychology

SelYasLian Revels
Biology

Mcghan Rigg~
Marketing

:
I

.

.~.

•··

,.
. ·~

Anna Rivard
P~)•chology & Political Science

Rochelle Rivera
Psycology

Kerry Robers<m
Psychology & Spru,ish S1udic.\

Levina Robin
Communic;ttioos

Nicholas Roby

Taylor Roden
Computer Engineering

Matteo Rodriquez
E11Yiro11111cn1al Swdic,

Mnrgaret Roe

Sean Roe

£\1li1knl Science & Environmcnlal Stud1c.,

Opcrati('IJl-. ~tarus~rmcm lnf(1rmlllinn Sy,..1cm~

Ovil Engineering

Seniors
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GonzaJt:i .Sulgucro
('i vii

Personalities

Engineering

Economic~ & Poljlical Science

Ki niiko Sawanohori
l\'lar~cling_

Emily Schul11,
Chemi,rry & Spanish Studies

Yu~uf Shaikh
Finance

Le.she Sap<>n
S1,ciology & E1hnic Siudies

Yennife1· Sapmra
Markl!tin.g

Sco11 s,,rslield
Computer Science and Engineering

Jlcl lyn Satawi{linat,l

Randall Scarlett

Katy Sch,,tzmnn
Finance

Caleb Scherer

Rat·hel Schmidt

Philosophy & Politieul Science

Finance

FinJncc

Sr.u,hmy Sc-Gabon
Psychology

Adam Secord
Public Health Science

Ashlyn Sclland
Fim1ncc

Co1nmunic;:11i(m.~

Apcksha Sharma
Poli1ical Science

Andrew Shi

Jenna Shintaku

Finance

Compurer Science and Engineering_

Ac.:couming

Jessica Shusko
Communication&

Sonia Sifuentes
Sociology

Max Silva
Phy,ic,

Joe Sinuno11,

Roxanne Shaked

Markc1ing

Blake Shaffer

Economic~

Senioi-s
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Alexei Sinkovich

Gabriella SiqueiT(l,

Civil Engineering

M;1rkcling

Chloe Sliger
P,ychology

Abbe Smith

Biolog; & Public Health Science

Kcyon11:i Smi1h
,\(;counting

Mary Smith

WiUiam Smithers

lsabcla Sobral

Eduardo Solis Jr

Psychology

Civil Engineering

Economics

English & Communca1ion,

Cmhcrinc Son
Public Health Science

Wihu,'jobudi SosrodjOJO
Marke1ing
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Zoe So1er
An1h1\)polog)'

A,hky Syh•es1cr
Political Science & French Studic,

Cindy Suddjian
Captain of SCU Dance Team
As captain of Dance
Team, I have greatly appreciated working with such an amazing
group of women. I have envisioned a team of hard
working, col laborative girls all working towards the
same goal of supporting the Santa Clara NCAA sports
teams. We train hard in practices to perform great
routines, share our love of dance and represent our
school. Every single girl has done their part in contributing to choreography and showing support to other
members. We have practice three times a week as well
as a personal trainer who pushes our physical abilities. I am a proud member of the dance team and this
group has taught me so many valuable qualities that I
will take with me when I graduate this Spring.

Seniors
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Bhllng>

K)k TJ111,hc11

Hitl<'hcmNI')

faspc1 Tan
Lkclricul l·.ngmccring

Elc~lrkal f11g111L-enn~

J\lhn l'itlwcll

Erk Ti111ll•11

Cnrnpttl~r 'iden<..'I! ~md l-ug1m·crinp

l3iocngtnccnn~

l-fi"hlJ1

I

'

Pari,a TJJall,- 1,•hrJni \ al,crdc
Chcm1,lr)

Jt.x:cl)n LUI

Kchc} f J} l<..ir
\i,:~ounting

Lowell Tong
Public Health

Hilda Tina Trabouls,
Englbh

Economics

Amy Truong
Comptuer Science and Engineering

Katherine Usavagc
Marke1ing

Ma1hema1ics & Economic;,

Dylan Trujillo

Alana Vanzanten

Michelle Varraveto

Psychology

Communicarion.s

Lui:\ Valcnwc)a

Ryan Va,, Diru;
/\ccouming

Seniors
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Jacob Wilbers
Associate Editor of The Review
My main goal was to continue The Review's long-standing
tradition as a literary magazine by publishing two issues that bring
a real creative energy to our campus through engaging and thoughtprovoking artistic expression. After that, my goals have been to expand
The Review's name through new initiatives, like creative writing workshops,
podcasts, and biogs that will hopefully bring together the creative talent at
SCU. As far as working toward those goals, we are lucky to have had such great
predecessors who left us a template on how to conduct our responsibilities with
timeliness and effect. From there, it has just been about maintaining communication
between staff at all times and instilling constant energy in our work. We all have a
passion for what we do, and it's just about letting that show in our ambitions.

Victoria Vozike,
Binl<>~y
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Personalities

Christie Vaughan
Conm1Unica1 ion~

Daniel Vellatluo
Man~emcm

Paula Vildavcr

\Villiam Bmdie Vogler

Accou111ing

Fimrnce

Nathalie Vu
1.:in.ante

Elise Von Der Mehdcn
Anthropology

habcllc Von Rosen
Finance

Victoria Vu

Kevin Wachs

Biology

Computer Science

Lail:t Wahcc,1
Sociolc,gy & Dance

M~llory Wahl

F'inant·c

Max Wahl
Accou01ing

Taylor Wakefield

English & Gem1a11 Srndies

Jessie Walsh
Markc1 111g.

Meg Webber
finance & Sp,mi,h

Ryan Wheatley
Finnno,

William Whi1csirles
Mechanical Engineering

Tayler Wiley
Spant~h & Co1nmunkalions

Krtdynn Willey
Civil En.gineenn,g

Aaron Wi IIiams
Finance

Seniors
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Dc...;irce William~
Lihernl Slli<lic<

Mallory WiJ!Jam,
Bioengineering

f'rodcrick Willirnn:-.on
Economir.·,

Caleb Young
Ci\·il Engineer-in£

Camille Young
Poblic Health Science

Kacie Young

Markcring & l',ychology

T,,ylor Youo1
Psychology

~1:Jr_gare1 Yudkcvich
Finance

Ellen Yun
Economic..; & ffov1ron1ncn1al Stud1c.s

Bianc:i Znrdc110
P,ychology & Spanish Studies

Enn Windham
Markctt11,g

Kevin Wong
Ec(lnomics & I li,1ory

Sylvia Yu
Acc(>un1ing. and Informatio1i Sy,t~ms
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NOT PICTURED
Ohver Atratc
\\"illiam Ab11cl
Arman<lc) Ac."<l)'it:a

Santleep Adem
folulopc Adcoye
Matth(.'\\ Agos1ino
Alexander Aguirre
Jordan Akwenuke
Maribel Alca1.lr
Ahmed Ali
Marc Ila Alioto
Malcolm Allen
M(trian.nu A lien
~ligu,•I Allcntlc
lvlani11 Amar.~
Nicole Ambros-\!
Kern Audcrwn
Samuc I Andcrson
Stephanie Am.lerson

Dasi<l Andrew.,
Julio Ar.t~on

Gah11d Arambula
Geoffrey t\rcn,
Brucfyn Argcnte
Drew Armanino
Cory ,\r1·oui.c1
Yannicl Alango
Rachael Axelrod
Anthony .\yre-.

Tony Bae
Knrly,e B.riley
Thoma~ 8aldwi11
Margaret Ball
Ancc,h Balra111
Sarah Bamberger
Kyk Bantlaccari
S~nia Buqai
Cr;.ng Barber
l onnor Batb1cn

Brian Bame-.
Patric, Barone
fake Bun
Jacquchnc Banrcll
Jeffrey ll«·kcr
Rric Beckmann

Jo1r.,1han Bedard

Steven C:ilvanu
Alcxandna Canuno
Michael Campo,
Bonoie Canlillo
Rebecca C:ardwd I
Gianmar co Carmelino

Katherine Carroll
Julia11 Ca.,1illo
Rynn Cava.nagh
t\ustin Chen
Denn,~ Chen
Jc:-.!',ie Chen

Shu Yu Oien
f"rnvi, Chen
Yanjun Chen
Dcrran Chen.g
Gi:111ni Chicca
Ryan l'hicn
JMJiua Chon
Joel Christensen
C1111eroa Clio
Do.,g la.< Chu
Kasey Chun
Logan Chun
Aaron Chun~
Jackson Ciotino
Stcpheu Cisnero,
Br:rndotJ Clur~
Kandm Clari.
Thmna, Clark
Tomiko Clar,
William Clements
Kai,fa C,11'fec
Gregory Coffell
Jonathan Colarelli
MiLllhcw CQkmrm
Nicholas Comarana
Mnchell Conkin
Alexandra Cook
Jonathan Cix\n
Kui1lin Cooper
Mark Cooper
D:wid Copeland
Marcu, Corley
Rober! Couon

Ger"ld11ie Dy
Sarnh Ebbon
Gam:tt Egg.en
Hugh Eisenmur,

1t!ssica Elcan

Derck P.ng
Joel L,ngclnrnnn
Jc,hn E11oh1
Anc.J,~ew Erwin
Ashornya Eshagh
Ch,unaki
Lillian Eung
Siosiua Faleia
Aileen Fal vcy
Jiyi11~ (1''1u,1ina)
F.:ul
Ali.sun F,rng
Morc·o Fanucchi
Eii,11belh fare!
Je.v,ic~, FalTan
Lim.h,it)' Fay

Emily Fayrarn
Philip Fcn,andC7.
Mikael Figueroa
Rarn:,cy f'bhcr
John Flanigan

William l'h1h,111y
Michelle Polan
MichaeI Fong
Mauhew Foster
Michad Franco
Jonathan Friedman
Michael Fr1ctlma11
Scou Fukuoka
Joseph Gaither
Tyrene Gapol
Alexandra G<1J-ci:r
Max inc Garcia

RobenGnm:u
Anna Garvey

C;nm~mn Couher

Haley Gnrvin
Fronk Gaw.1onyi
Michael G-Jvrilovic
Michucl Georg,c
Tiiorn:i..s George
Neda Gharfarian
Chri,tian Ghorbani

Ca,tlin Coun.ho11

Gabriela Giacchcui

Gam:tc Hunkins
Jc,sc llartler
Andrew Hark111
Joseph Harpsiruc
Christina Htlrris
Thomas Han·i,on
Aja H3rl.n'lan
Claire Harvey
Anthony H:i,.chcff"
Connor Hauck
Fai<al l-laya1
Wesley I laymond
Jeffrcy Hc,~e)•
Kyra Ji.ccnan

Jacob l-fcllingn
Carley Menning
Laur,, Heppell
Jl!nna Hcr-,GOg;

Audrey HialL
S1cphcn 11,ght
Alex Hildcoraotl
Luca, Hi ll
Maiya f-lilliard
Jarc,1 1-lobb.,
Cbarlottc Hoborsl
Samuel I lolcma11
ll1om,., Holm<lr\)m
Jonathan Homrighauson
Olivia Hon,ghauscn
Erin Jlool ihan
Erica H•Ot(>n
Mcghan Horowitz
Elizabeth Horve
Sabine Hoskinson

Kri.s1ina I-Inward
Trevnr Hoy
P.urick Hoye
Stefan Hsiao

Katherine Kir\g.
Kir..ten Klaa,
Micah Klae,er
Alena Kleinbrodt

Bryce Mariano
0,1niel Murquel
Jacob Manellaro

Pavel Klier

Kimberly M,trtina
Nicole Maninc1
Melanie Massie
Ann Ma,s,oud
Natl1an Matsu11:1ga
Nikhtl Mattu
Lourcn Mazahery
Lauren McAnclrcw~
Zhanna McAlee
Jack McCllr!hy
Casidhc McClooe
1:,n McClu,key
Lauren McC0rmick
Roben Mc Don;1Jd
Shaunun McDonald
Kyle ,\,Jc Dowell
Andrew McGui11nes~s
Holly NkKen11j
Michael McNaul
Bradley McWillimn'Sean Mcag.hcr
Carlo, Medin:i
Nicole Me,cr
Eduardo Mdcndcz

Michael Klonoff
Robcr1 Kobu
Matthew Kochalko
Trisham Kohl i
Stefanie Kong
Luke Ko,lo.sky
Robcn Kousnct,o,
Julia l<rnu,
Megan Kraus
Elie Kroll
Jenna Krummen
Nacnri Kuehn
Rohi1 Kulkarni
Nichol..~ Kumi1•
ll10l0

Henry Kuo
Zintl Ku1ion
'fhaibinh Lai•
Nguyen

Michael L:tm
Ashley Lander•
Joseph Landry
01ris1ophcr Lanza
Ch1i,1opher wn.on
Mauhcw Lau
Connor La.urd
NichQlas L~iw1i~

Thomas :Vfartin

ViciorOjcda
Mai Oka,.aki
Sarah Oli ,e-McStay
Tali Oliver-Wertman
Beverly Olivo
Nicholas P"J:rnao
Alex:1ndcr Palo-

Rdx:cca Mi1chcl<m>
Ryan Mohr
Sca,t Mohr
J0l111 Monark
Keiko Momenegro

Patrick ldleman

George Mon I .

gomery
Heather M(lntgomery
Connor Ljston

Eddy Liu
Roben LIMOSHinson
Emma Lhlyd
R;.nvlcy Lo.ken

Dar11el Long
r roy Lopez
Sytlncy Lore!,
Jcffrei Lost~unau
Ryao Lowe

Benjamin Dine,
Joshu.a Ding

now~i

Mauhe,1 Doheny
Nichola.< Dome,
Roshan Doshi
Yashesh Do,h,
Brian Droz
Jaitkv Dul,ashi
Laoren Ducole
C'am1clla Dur111•
Hanman
Kyle Dunne

Ry:rn Gr,.ejk\1David Guibord
Stu.l Guido1u
lleru·y Gula
Alejandro OmierYc?
Ahmed Hafid
Brendan Haggerty
hick liagler
K.a1hcii11c Halman
!\shl~y I Janey
1-famdi Mango!

Lu" Cacho-Sousa
Kyle Cah,bria
Daniel Call

Drew Du~kin

Tm:rn 1r~111

Hoon Sa
Scou Sauler
WarYCl\ SndiCJ'
Maria Sacn1
Ale.,;mdc1 Sahy(lun
Robert Sakowsk 1

Victoria Tremblay

Antonio Sal:.~

Marie Salcido
Nicol:~< S~nchc,
Steven Sanz
Alex Sa,,.

Rachael Vu,quc1
Med:, V.aug:Jrnn
Lina Vera

Christi11c Pcrrr~on
Kate Pellegrini
Erin Pclo,q
Nicholas Per

Njka Vcrweij

A.,hley Selumi
Tyler Selewicz
Rae Sesamo
Blake Shaffc1
Prutha Shah
Kyle Shanafelt
Adam Slmnklan,1

0'1Ytd Mur~•B:lr.iJJ'"'
Edward Monm
Alejandra Mmeno
Lau,·a Moreno
Zachary Moreno
l"imothy Mort
Megan Mo~eley
Stephanie Moser
Lara Moulton
S,unantha Muci
Ma~cn,ic ~luelkr
Richard Mule
Colin Muller
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Congratulations
Class of 2015!
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Tolu,

And you. bfJ ye fruitful, and multiply:
bring forth abundantly in the earth.
and multiply thornin . E:v,:m by the
God of thy father, who shall help thfJt!:
and by the! Almighty, who shall bless
thef! with the blessings of hgav(m
above!, and bfossings of the dcwp that
lil!th und,u ...Gcmosig 9:7: 49:25
lov12,
Dammy. Mom & Dad

Bergren

Congratulations on your
graduation in Biomedical
Engineering! May you follow
your dreams, and remember
they are the foundation of
what lies within each of us,
of our character! Love, Mom,
Dad, and Bjorn
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Congratulations
Katie

Inspired by your compassion
for others,
Humbled by your generosity
of spirit,
Energized by your
detennination to succeed,
Proud to be your parents!
Love,
Mom &Dad
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Kaitlyn,

Carlton,
Congratulations on your graduationl We arn ~o
proud of all that you have achievod with your
spirit. determination and confidenC!Q.

We are beyond proud of your
accomplishments at SCU!
Wherever your journey may take
you, your family will aJways be
there to support you every step
of the way!

We can't wait to see what the futurn holds for
you. We love you very muchl
Mom. Dad and E:mily

Gavin,

Connor,

We arn proud of youl You purnued your drnam~
with determination.

''You aspire to great things? Begin with llttle ones"

Saint Augustine

Reach for the darn, and never give upl
lot~ of love,
Mom and Dad
Her e's to a great beginning!! Congrat s! Love, Dad & Mom
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Daniel
Robert
Velladao
Congratulations! We are very proud
of you! Graduating from college is
one of the defining events in your
life. More important than all of the
knowledge that you have acquired
in your classes, your time at SCU
has allowed you to explore new
ideas, enjoy new experiences and
broaden your understanding of the
world around you. It is this
education that will serve you well in
the coming years. Remember, 11As
you think, you travel ...You are today
where your thoughts have brought
you; you will be tomorrow where
your thoughts take you." James Allen
Love always, Pop, Mom and Joe
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The theRedwood
Meet

20 I 4-20 I 5 staff

Four years ago, as a freshman strolling down palm drive, the daunting idea of what experiences I was going to have at Santa Clara had
me question: Who do I want to be? Flash forward to the start of this school year, while deciding on a theme for this yearbook, the word
unparalleled resonated with the experience that many students, including myself, have had at this incredible university. My questions
of who I wanted to be were quickly replaced by how I wanted to live it. With this edition ofThe Redwood, we strove to tell the story of
how collective uniqueness and individual diversity coalesces to create a place that is distinctive, unsurpassed, and second to none.
The task of carrying out tradition brings forth great responsibility, especially when that tradition is 111 years old. I wonder if the creators ofThe Redwood would have known how well the title of the yearbook would speak to how long it has withstood the test oftime.
As I sit in the yearbook office and look over each yearbook dating back to the turn of the 20th century, I realize the degree of importance of what this book indicates. With each volume a new time capsule is created, and a window into who we are is opened.
Being on staff all four years has led me to some truly brilliant experiences. I was front row at Young The Giant capturing every minute of
the wild concert. I've been able to traverse the hills in golf tournaments, staying just far enough away so the golfers couldn't hear me
shooting hundreds of pictures. I've walked through each dorm, interviewing engineering students, athletes, musicians. artists and club
presidents while listening to their dreams and passions. After traveling to every corner of this university, I've come to the realization
that, however small it may be, Santa Clara offers something for anyone. Everyone does what he or she does, with some serious style.
And best of all, I've been blessed to work with an unbelievable staff to put it all together.
In my eighth yearbook, I can testify that the most important piece to making a quality piece is being surrounded by people who share
the same passion. To be lucky enough to have a staff that exerts a perfect effort into each spread of this 240-page book has made
my t ime as editor-in-chief nothing but pure enjoyment. Each and every yerd (yes, that's our lingo for yearbook nerd) brings
their traits of creativity, leadership, and hard work. In the many staffs I have been a member of, this one has proven
to resemble our own theme of being unparalleled compared to others. Every photographer, designer, copywriter, digital publisher, business manager, and editor continually goes above expectation to deliver
outstanding work and strive for the pursuit of perfection. For this, I am eternally grateful.
There is no doubt in my mind that the tradition ofThe Redwood will continue
to grow under the many staffs succeeding this one. I am thankful for the
experiences that I have had, and especially for the fellow editors that
helped me every step along the way. Here's to the class of
2015 and Go Broncos!
Jonathan Tadros

Editor In Chief
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Malu Veltze, Photo Editor

Chris Alvarado, Digital Publishing Edito1-

Ava Jensen, Pe1·sonalities Editor

Four remarkable years have gone by since I
started working at The Redwood. Every year
I had the opportunity to work with a diverse
group of creative individuals. This year was
unique not only because of the staff members,
but w orking closely with Jonathan Tadros. We
both started as photographers our freshman
year and to be able to continue this journey
together and leave our mark in The Redwood
was an unforgettable experience.

The best thing I can take from this year is the
memories I have of the other staff members.
I will never forget how everyone worked
diligently on deadline days to get everything
finished or how we all bonded at the retreat by
screaming every time we saw something cute
swimming in the water. These are the things
that I will take with me and remember when I
look at the yearbook again years from now.

Since we used a new company this year, l had
the challenging task of basically starting over
from scratch. All of the measurements were
different and it took quite a bit of guess and
check work but eventually I found a formula
that works out. This was a good way for me to
be grounded and realize that most times in life,
I won't be given the information that I need so I
must use critical thinking to figure out another
way to solve the problems.

Jessy Frydenberg, Managing Editor

Vivian Stoneking, Design Editor

Ashley Nguyen, Copy Editor

Getting to be the Managing Editor of this
team was from the get-go such an amazing
experience that taught me a lot. It definitely
wouldn't have been as successful if I d idn't
have such a supportive, hard-working staff
backing me up! It's this supportive, fun
loving, and determined energy of our team
that I'll take away from this experience and
remember fondly. From our retreat kayaking
and doing team building in Monterey to our
impromptu Week 9 (attempted) CREAM run to
the collective stress of deadlines, this year was
filled with much laughter and many
good times.

Conceptualizing the design for this yearbook
has been the biggest creative challenge I have
ever signed up for. Most days I wondered if I
was in my right mind when I thought of using
diagnonal design. I've been really lucky to
have a staff of designers who have pushed at
the limits of this theme and pu lled it in new
directions that I never anticipated. I've been
so impressed by them, so the biggest thing I
have taken from this year is how much I've
learned from my own
staff.

Kayaking out in Monterrey Bay back in October,
I was already excited about being a part of this
staff. Coming together the way that we did so
early on provided the foundation needed to
create this amazing book. We all not only have
a passion for yearbook and telling SCU's story,
we all really cared about one another, and
that's really what matters.

Staff Notes
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Andrew Godfrey, Business Manager

Ira Torrey, Mult imedia Manager

Claire McBride, Photographer

Working as the Redwood's Business Manager
this year was an amazing opportunity that
taught me more than I can put into words. I
believe the most significant lesson that I will
take with me will be how to make effective
decisions in a fast paced environment. Overall,
I couldn't have asked for a better team to work
with this year!

With graduation right around corner, you
start to ask yourself if you have made the
most of your college experience. Working on
the Redwood staff was as thrilling as it was
challenging and gave me an opportunity to
contribute to a memento that I can always look
back on to remember what it truly means to be
a Bronco.

When I first joined the Redwood team last year,
I was not very confident in my interviewing
skills. But this year, after a lot of practice, I feel
like I have become so much more comfortable
w ith interviewing different individuals and
organizations on campus and as a result, I even
made a lot of friends through the interviews
I had.

Saul Vargas, D igital Publisher

Ana Pecoraro, Copywriter

Eric Bonilla, Photographer

I really enjoyed working with my fellows Broncos on our great yearbook! The fun memories
and expriences I shared with my fellow workers
are things that I fondly look back to. My time
working for the yearbook has become a part
of my greater exprience at Santa Clara, and
will be one of my favorite contributions to our
community!

I have been able to meet Broncos from all over I learned a lot, met many people, and most
importantly developed skills of working with a
campus and have the opportunity to write
their story in the yearbook. It's exciting to think team to meet common deadlines.
they will read the stories and see their photos
in the yearbook in years to come, remembering
the great times they had at Santa Clara.
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Brian Chen, Photographer

Ali Romley, Designer

Emma Chen, Designer

It has been a thrill to work with our talented
yearbook staff to showcase the diversity and
accomplishments of Santa Clara University's
student body. This year has taught me so much
not only about our school and what it can offer
to us, but also about the people who work
tirelessly to afford us these opportunities. It's
always a great day to be a bronco!

Working on staff this year taught me a lot
about working with a variety of people
with different backgrounds and skills.
This book could only be possible through
the collaboration and hard work of many
individuals, and I'm glad I got to be a part of
this edition ofThe Redwood.

There are so many things I'll take from being
on staff:
1) I've learned you can pretty much pay me
with food and I'm okay with it. 2) The angrier
you get at lnDesign, the angrier it gets at you.
3) When you put a bunch of talented people on
staff together, you get some pretty
amazing work.

Max Westerman, Photographer

Ciaran Freeman, Designer

Bernice Wang. Designer

I learned so much about the importance of
teamwork between the designers and the
photographers. The Yearbook is a collaboration
that requires cooperation, creativity and hard
work on both sides. It seems that the majority
of jobs out there require at least some degree
of teamwork for success. I look forward to using
this skill in all parts of my life.

The lnDesign experience. We had some pretty
whacky designs this year that really tested
my rather limited skills. That experience is
something that I will always have and has
made me a much better designer, both
technically and conceptually.

Triangles can work in engineering, but not
necessarily as yearbook photo boxes.

Staff Notes
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The 2015 Santa Clara Redwood yearbook,
volume 111, was produced by the yearbook
staff at Santa Clara University in Santa Clara,
California and was printed by Walsworth
Yearbook Publishing Company in Marceline,
Missouri.
The account was serviced locally by Kelly
Parsons, Walsworth Yearbook Sales Representative and at the publishing plant by Kathy
McColl um, Walsworth Customer Service Rep.
The cover was designed by Vivian Stoneking, Malu Veltze, and Samira Almendras and
is a 4- color lithograph with soft-touch matte
lamination and a clear silkscreen application.
The cover is on 160pt. binders board. The
endsheets are on Walsworth standard white
matte endleaf stock.
The book's 240 pages are printed on 100
pound, archival, FSC-cert ified paper stock.
The (111th volume) includes 240 pages in full
color. The fonts used in the book were as follows: Myriad Pro, Gill Sans.
Layouts were submitted to the plant as pdf
files uploaded on line via company plugins.
The Redwood was produced using Adobe InDesign CS6, on iMac and Mac Pro computers.
All photographs were post processed with
Adobe Photoshop CS6 and Adobe Camera
Raw 7.
Senior Potraits were taken by:
Ultimate Exposure s
7011 Hayvenhurst Ave# C
Van Nuys, CA 91406
The Redwood was published for all undergraduate students at Santa Clara University
for $120. Our coverage ranges from September 2014 to March 2015.
Special thanks to our advisor, Gordon Young,
and to Kelly Parsons for managing our senior
congratulatory ads, mailers, and book sales.
If you would like more information about our
publication, please contact us at:
The Redwood Yearbook
Santa Clara University
500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 95053
SCU Redwood.com
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